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ABSTRACT
This dissertation uses big data constructed from census record linkage to study
the long-run effects of different circumstances and shocks in the United States.
The first chapter considers how the place one resides in, both as a child and
as an adult, affects intergenerational mobility. I show that during the early 20th
Century, intergenerational mobility was higher for those growing up in the coastal
and industrial regions of the country. Exploiting differences in when children moved
across neighborhoods, I demonstrate that the historical spatial patterns were not due
to differences in childhood environment. Rather, they were driven by differences in
the local labor market structure. Over time, human capital became more important
for success in the labor market, shifting the landscape of intergenerational mobility
in favor of places that were more conducive to a child’s development.
The second chapter focuses on the demographic transition in the United States and
asks how family size when young affects the education outcomes of individuals. Using
twin births to isolate exogenous variation in family size, I find that each additional
sibling reduces the likelihood that a child attends school and lowers the level of human
capital accumulated by adulthood. However, these effects are quantitatively small.
vii
The third chapter seeks to determine whether military service during World War I
affected the economic outcomes of American veterans who survived the war. Making
use of differences in the likelihood of military service by cohort and a difference-in-
discontinuities strategy, I conclude that serving in the army during World War I did
not have any meaningful effects on the labor market outcomes of veterans.
viii
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Chapter 1
A Different Land of Opportunity: The Geography of Intergenerational
Mobility in the Early 20th-Century US
1.1 Introduction
What is the relation between geography and intergenerational mobility in the United
States (US)? Are some places in the US lands of opportunity, where even if a child
came from a poor household, he or she would still be able to achieve economic success
later in life? Are other parts of the country poverty traps, where children from poor
families would not be able to break out of the cycle of poverty? Recent works by
Chetty and Hendren (2018a, b), Chetty et al. (2018), and Chetty et al. (2014)
document substantial variation in intergenerational mobility across different areas
within the US today. Figure 1.1A illustrates this spatial variation for Commuting
Zones (CZs) using data from Chetty et al. (2018), where mobility is measured as the
predicted adult income rank of white sons from the bottom half of households. Darker
shades indicate higher levels of upward mobility. Figure 1.1A thus shows that mobility
today tends to be highest among those who grew up in the non-industrial Midwest.
This contemporary snapshot represents most of what is known about the association
between geography and intergenerational mobility in the US. The patterns observed
in the present, however, need not be true in the past, given the vast residential,
economic, and social changes that have occurred over the course of the 20th century.
This chapter sheds new light on the relation between geography and intergenera-
tional mobility by studying the spatial patterns of mobility in the early 20th-century
US. Specifically, I investigate three aspects of the historical landscape of intergenera-
tional mobility: what it looked like, why it looked the way it did, and why it changed
over time.
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The first part of this chapter characterizes the spatial patterns of intergenerational
mobility during the first half of the 20th century. To do this, I construct a novel
historical dataset. I begin by building a large linked sample of native-born white sons
using the 1910 and 1940 censuses, before aggregating the linked data to the CZ level
in order to obtain estimates of upward mobility that are comparable with Chetty et
al.’s (2018) measure in Figure 1.1A. These estimates are then used to map out the
historical landscape of mobility in Figure 1.1B.
I find that the geography of upward mobility in the past was significantly differ-
ent from the present. Figure 1.1B shows that during the early 20th century, upward
mobility was highest for those who were raised along the coastal regions and in the
industrial Midwest. However, by the late 20th century, the spatial patterns had in-
verted, with the non-industrial Midwest providing some of the greatest opportunities
for upward mobility as depicted in Figure 1.1A. To quantify the extent of this change
precisely, I use rank-rank correlations. CZs are ranked based on the estimates of up-
ward mobility in Chetty et al. (2018) and in the 1910-1940 sample separately. Their
relative positions in the two datasets are then compared. I obtain negative rank-rank
correlations among the non-South CZs, which suggest that the geography of upward
mobility has undergone substantial change.
Is the shift in the landscape of upward mobility a robust finding? Since historical
censuses are involved, a reasonable concern is whether the observed changes are partly
driven by errors in the historical data. A priori, it is unclear in which direction and
to what extent such errors might affect the estimated rank-rank correlations. I thus
begin by providing a theoretical characterization of the bias in rank-rank correlations
that may be induced by errors in the data. Under some simplifying assumptions,
I show that if these errors are large enough to distort the ranking of CZs, one can
overstate the extent to which the landscape of upward mobility has changed and
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may even estimate a rank-rank correlation of the wrong sign. Given the different
scenarios from a theoretical standpoint, whether the inversion in the geography of
upward mobility reflects errors in the historical data remains an empirical issue. I
therefore consider two potentially important sources of error: the mis-measurement
of individual income and imperfections in the procedure for linking persons across
censuses. The importance of these limitations are assessed with a series of checks
that include the use of alternative measures of earnings, reconstructing the linked
sample with machine learning, as well as reweighting the observations to adjust for
differences between matched and unmatched persons. While errors from both sources
are necessarily present in the historical data, neither appears to be large enough to
explain the baseline results.
The second part of this chapter then asks what shaped the spatial patterns of
upward mobility in the past. Given that much of the geographic variation in upward
mobility today is driven by differences in childhood environment (Chetty and Hendren
2018a; Chetty et al. 2018), a natural starting point would be to consider if this was
also true during the early 20th century. To quantify the importance of childhood
environment historically, I adapt the research design of Chetty and Hendren (2018a)
and exploit differences in the ages at which children moved across neighborhoods.
The information needed to implement this strategy, however, is not available in the
historical censuses. In particular, I need to be able to identify households that moved
across neighborhoods exactly once and to determine the ages at which children within
these households moved. The methodological contribution of my chapter is to develop
a novel approach that addresses both data requirements by making use of differences
in the state and year of birth among siblings.
In contrast to Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et al.’s (2018) results for
more recent cohorts, I find that childhood environment played a much smaller role in
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explaining the geography of upward mobility during the early 20th century. While
intergenerational mobility is primarily concerned with adult economic outcomes, it
may nonetheless be preferable to start this analysis with a contemporaneous outcome
to avoid errors that may be introduced with the use of linked data. I thus begin
by focusing on whether a child is in the appropriate school grade for his or her age,
henceforth referred to as “grade-for-age status”. I find that children who spent more
time growing up in better neighborhoods are more likely to be in the appropriate
grade for their age. Interpreting this result as the causal effect of neighborhoods rests
on the identifying assumption of the age-at-move research design: that the potential
outcomes of children do not vary with their ages at move. I provide evidence that
this assumption was likely to have been valid in the historical setting. The effects of
childhood environment on grade-for-age status, however, do not appear to carry over
to adult income ranks, which is the primary outcome of interest and is directly related
to upward mobility. This suggests that while differences in childhood environment
had some influence on short-term outcomes, they are unlikely to have been the main
drivers of the spatial patterns of upward mobility in the past.
If childhood environment had a smaller role to play, what else can explain the
landscape of upward mobility in the early 20th century? I propose that the composi-
tion of jobs in local labor markets may be one potential factor. Isolating the causal
effect of labor market structures, however, is not straightforward because individuals
sort across localities. Two separate identification strategies are thus used to address
this concern. I start by comparing persons who are likely to share similar charac-
teristics but who are in different labor markets. This is implemented by focusing
on brothers and relating differences in their economic outcomes to differences in the
composition of jobs in their respective markets. Using the share of jobs that rank
among the top tercile of occupations as a proxy for the local labor market structure,
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I find that a 1 standard deviation increase in the share of these top-paying jobs im-
proves occupation income ranks by 6.5 and 3.9 percentile points for those from poor
and rich households respectively. Put differently, randomly assigning an individual
to a labor market with better jobs would improve that person’s economic standing
relative to others. These effects are quantitatively important, corresponding to 15.9
and 6.8 percent of the mean income rank. Similar results are also obtained when the
sample is further restricted to twin brothers, who are likely to be even more similar
in characteristics.
An alternative method for quantifying the impact of labor markets on income
ranks is to use plausibly exogenous variation in the types of labor markets that
individuals end up in. I focus on the migration of whites out of the South during the
first half of the 20th century, a relatively understudied event, as the setting for this
analysis. To address the potential endogeneity in location choices, I instrument the
labor market structures faced by these southern migrants in their destinations with
the conditions they would have been expected to face based on the average settlement
patterns of earlier migrants from the same southern origin. I provide evidence that the
pre-existing migration patterns of southern whites were likely to have been shaped
by their proximity to different non-South labor markets and by railroad networks.
Consistent with the comparison of brothers, I find that being in a labor market with
better jobs improved individual income ranks during the early 20th century.
The causal effect of local labor markets on income ranks alone, however, does
not automatically imply a connection between local labor market structures across
the country and the historical landscape of upward mobility. The former is based on
where individuals live as adults, while the latter is tied to where a person was raised.
Nonetheless, I find a substantial degree of overlap between the spatial distribution of
top-paying jobs and the geography of upward mobility. I propose that this connection
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reflects the fact that about half of the population remains in the place they grew up
in even when they are adults, and over 70 percent stay in the same state. Regional
differences in labor market structures are thus able to shape regional differences in
upward mobility. Comparing the geographic distribution of top-paying jobs and up-
ward mobility in the past to that in the present, I observe a stronger association
between the two place-specific features historically. This suggests that local labor
market structures may have been more important for explaining the spatial patterns
of upward mobility in the early 20th century relative to the present.
The final part of this chapter seeks to understand why the landscape of upward
mobility changed over time. A possible explanation could be that the determinants
of mobility have changed. In particular, the contrasting results in my chapter with
those in Chetty and Hendren (2018a) suggest that childhood environment has become
more important for upward mobility over time. I propose that this development may
have been driven by the increasing importance and rising levels of human capital.
There are two aspects to this. One aspect is that education has become more crucial
for gaining access to top-paying occupations. Given the cumulative nature of human
capital, the environment where one was raised may thus have a greater effect on
an individual’s economic outcomes through its influence on education attainment.
Another aspect concerns the levels of human capital per se. I use a theoretical model
to illustrate how the rising levels of human capital may have amplified the importance
of childhood environment. This mechanism is formalized by introducing the causal
effect of neighborhoods as a constraint into Card’s (2001) endogenous schooling model.
Intuitively, where a person was raised in the early 20th century was less important
for education attainment because schooling levels were low on average. Even if a
person grew up in a better environment, it need not have been worthwhile acquiring
high levels of education. Today, with average schooling levels being much higher,
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childhood environment plays a more important role in human capital production –
those raised in better neighborhoods have a head start that gives them an advantage
in human capital accumulation later in life. This growing relation between childhood
environment and education attainment will carry over to income ranks because of
the positive return to schooling both in the past and present (Card 2001; Clay et al.
2016).
Another explanation for the shift in the landscape of upward mobility is that
the spatial distribution of the determinants of mobility has changed. Specifically,
I consider three place-specific features, each of which is associated with either the
childhood environment or labor market structure of a locality: income segregation,
the extent of industrialization or deindustrialization, and the degree of competition
from immigrants. Of the three, changes in the geography of income segregation appear
to be the most consistent with how the landscape of upward mobility has inverted.
Whereas income segregation among whites was relatively high in the non-industrial
Midwest during the early 20th century, it is now higher in the outer regions of the
country. If income segregation had a negative effect on upward mobility both in
the past and present, then the shift in the geography of segregation could be one
contributing factor to the changing spatial patterns of mobility.
This chapter contributes to a large and growing literature on intergenerational
mobility. Much of this work uses contemporary data at the national level, with an
emphasis on dealing with the twin threats of attenuation and lifecycle bias (Haider
and Solon 2006; Mazumder 2005; Nybom and Stuhler 2017; Solon 1992). Recently,
there have been new developments on three fronts. First, the availability of large-scale
administrative datasets has enabled researchers to study intergenerational mobility
not just nationally, but at finer levels of geography as well (Chetty and Hendren
2018a, b; Chetty et al. 2018; Chetty et al. 2014). Second, the release of the complete
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counts of the historical census records has led to an explosion in the use of historical
linked samples, some of which have shed light on how intergenerational mobility
has changed over time (Long and Ferrie 2013; Olivetti and Paserman 2015). Third,
beyond just documenting the spatial patterns of intergenerational mobility, a serious
effort is being made to understand what drives the differences in opportunities across
places by exploiting experimental or quasi-experimental research designs (Chetty and
Hendren 2018a, b; Chetty et al. 2018; Deutscher 2018; Laliberte´ 2018). This connects
with the literature on neighborhood and exposure effects on children’s labor market
outcomes later in life (Chetty et al. 2016; Chyn 2018; Shoag and Carollo 2016).
My chapter synthesizes all three developments by constructing estimates of upward
mobility at the CZ level using historical census data, and by attempting to understand
why intergenerational mobility varies across space and over time. In earlier work,
Connor (2017) also constructed a map of intergenerational mobility from the historical
censuses and compared it with the contemporary landscape. However, this was based
on State Economic Areas rather than CZs and focused on correlations between place-
specific characteristics and mobility without using causal identification strategies to
determine which factors may have shaped the spatial patterns of mobility in the past.
1.2 Data and Measure of Intergenerational Mobility
To characterize the landscape of intergenerational mobility in the past, one needs to
construct historical estimates of upward mobility for each CZ that are comparable
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with Chetty et al.’s (2018) contemporary measure in Figure 1.1A.1,2 I proceed in two
steps, beginning with the creation of a large individual-level linked sample, before
aggregating the microdata up to the CZ level.
1.2.1 Individual-Level Data
To measure intergenerational mobility, information on both the parent and the child as
an adult is required, which in turn necessitates matching individuals across historical
records to create a linked sample. Specifically, I match native-born white sons aged
3-17, whose fathers are the household heads, from the complete counts of the 1910
census to their older selves in the full 1940 enumeration.3 Both datasets are from the
Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) (Ruggles et al. 2017). The 1910
census provides information on the economic status of fathers, while the 1940 census
contains the outcomes of sons during adulthood. Although it is possible to create
linked data using even older censuses, a 1910-1940 sample is preferred for two reasons.4
1Chetty et al. (2018) refers to Chetty, Hendren, Jones, and Porter (2018), and not to Chetty,
Friedman, Hendren, Jones, and Porter (2018), which will henceforth be referred to as CFHJP instead.
Apart from Chetty et al. (2018), Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et al. (2014) also provide
contemporary measures of upward mobility at the CZ level. The three papers use similar data
sources, but each applies a slightly different set of sample restrictions. Appendix A.1 compares
the characteristics of the three samples and shows that the mobility estimates are highly correlated
across these studies. Chetty et al.’s (2018) measure is preferred here because it is available separately
for non-Hispanic white males, which is the demographic group that corresponds most closely to the
historical linked sample described in this section.
2CZ-level estimates of upward mobility are also available from CFHJP. I mention CFHJP sepa-
rately from Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et al. (2014) because the underlying samples
in CFHJP and Chetty et al. (2018) are identical. The method used to estimate upward mobility
in CFHJP, however, is slightly different from the other three papers. Practically, this makes little
difference as the mobility estimates in CFHJP and Chetty et al. (2018) have a high correlation of
0.967 based on all 722 mainland CZs. Using Chetty et al. (2018) instead of CFHJP allows for a
consistent reference throughout my chapter. This is because the age-at-move analysis in Chetty et
al. (2018) is based on moves to different CZs, as will the age-at-move analysis in a later section of
this chapter, whereas CFHJP implement their analysis with moves to different census tracts.
3To simplify the analysis, I exclude adopted sons and stepsons. Chetty et al. (2018) do not
distinguish between biological and adopted children/ stepchildren. They consider the first person(s)
who claims a child as a dependent on a 1040 tax form to be the child’s parent(s).
4One cannot create linked data using censuses after 1940 as the full enumerations are required
for linking. Since the complete counts of a given census are only publicly released 72 years after the
census was taken, the 1940 full counts are the latest records that are available at the time of writing.
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First, since the goal is to estimate upward mobility for each CZ, there needs to be a
sufficient number of linked persons in a given CZ to ensure that the aggregate figures
are reasonably accurate. This constraint is relevant for all historical censuses as match
rates will be well below 100 percent when linking individuals between these records.5
However, it is more binding with older censuses due to the smaller population and
lower enumeration quality further back in time, both of which reduce the number
of persons who can be linked. Second, the 1940 census is the first federal census to
record information on education and wages. These will be used in the subsequent
analysis.
I focus on native-born white sons aged 3-17 for the following reasons. First, I
limit the sample to sons because daughters tend to change their last names upon
marriage, making it difficult to track them across censuses by name. Second, I look
at native-born persons because a substantial share of immigrants Americanize their
names with time in the US (Biavaschi et al. 2017), which could make it harder to
accurately match foreign-born individuals by name.6 Linking natives also allows for
a more consistent mapping of birthplaces over time – this may be relevant given the
territorial and regime changes that occurred in Europe and the Russian Empire after
World War I (WWI).7 Third, I consider only whites in order to obtain the widest
geographic coverage whilst simplifying the analysis below by excluding variation in
5For example, Collins and Wanamaker (2015) match 26 percent of southern white men aged 0-40
in the 1910 census to the later 1930 census. Feigenbaum (2015) links 46.9 percent of white sons
residing in urban locations from the 1920 census to 1940. Long and Ferrie (2013) obtain a success
rate of 22 percent when matching white males aged 25 and under from the 1850 to 1880 censuses.
6Biavaschi et al. (2017) compile a random sample of immigrants who completed their naturaliza-
tion papers in New York City by 1930. About a third of these individuals Americanized their first
names. This might be an upper bound for the extent of name Americanization among foreign-born
persons, since immigrants who intend to stay in the US may have greater incentives to assimilate
with the native population.
7Natives will be matched by their state of birth. While states and territories within the US were
being formed and divided up during the 19th and early 20th centuries, state borders were stable
by 1910. Matching natives by their reported state of birth is thus likely to be more accurate than
linking foreign-born persons by their country of birth.
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upward mobility across CZs that is driven solely by differences in racial composition.
In addition, the match rate for blacks, who comprise the majority of native-born
non-whites, is likely to be lower than that for whites as the former tend to have more
common names which results in relatively fewer unique matches.8 Fourth, I use a
wide age range of 3-17 to maximize the size of the linked sample.9
Individuals are matched using the iterative approach popularized by Abramitzky
et al. (2012, 2014, 2017). In their basic procedure, Abramitzky et al. (2012, 2014,
2017) first standardize the names of individuals with the New York State Identification
and Intelligence System (NYSIIS) algorithm, before searching for exact matches by
name, birthplace, and age.10 If an exact match cannot be found, they then allow for
an age difference of one year. This is repeated one more time for persons who are
still without any match, allowing for an age difference of two years. To test if their
results are robust to different linking methods and to false positives, Abramitzky et al.
(2012, 2014, 2017) also implement more conservative versions of their basic procedure.
These variations include restricting the sample to persons who have unique NYSIIS-
standardized names within 5-year age bands in each census year, using reported
rather than standardized names, requiring matches to be exact on age, and using
Jaro-Winkler string distances between names to determine matches, amongst others.
8Collins and Wanamaker (2015) obtain a match rate for blacks that is 7 percentage points lower
than that for whites. Among native-born males aged 3-17 in the 1910 1 percent IPUMS sample, and
whose fathers are the household heads, I find that blacks are more likely to have popular first and
last names. 27.6 percent of whites and 31.5 percent of blacks have the top 10 first names in their
respective racial groups. 5.3 percent of whites and 12.5 percent of blacks have the top 10 last names
in their corresponding racial groups. Sample weights are used when computing all figures.
9Feigenbaum (2018) also uses an age range of 3-17 when linking sons from the 1915 Iowa state
census to the 1940 federal census. Imposing an upper age limit of 17 accounts for the fact that older
sons are more likely to have left home. Sons need to be residing with their fathers at the time of the
1910 census in order for me to obtain information on their fathers’ economic status. Up until age
17, the proportion of native-born white males living in households with their fathers is close to or
above 0.8, a share that declines with age (author’s calculation based on the 1910 1 percent IPUMS
sample with sample weights).
10The NYSIIS algorithm standardizes names based on their pronunciation, thus allowing names
to be matched even if there are differences in spelling.
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I use Abramitzky et al.’s (2012, 2014, 2017) basic iterative procedure with actual
instead of NYSIIS-adjusted names, as the latter tends to increase the frequency of
false positives (Bailey et al. 2018).11,12 This generates a linked sample of 2,962,656
individuals, with a corresponding match rate of 29.3 percent.13 Further details on the
construction and representativeness of the linked sample are provided in Appendix
A.2.
1.2.2 CZ-Level Data
From the 1910-1940 linked sample, estimates of intergenerational mobility can then
be constructed at the CZ level.14,15 I focus on a measure of absolute upward mobility
rather than relative mobility. The former may be of greater normative interest as the
latter could be driven by worse outcomes for the rich (Chetty et al. 2014). To be
precise, I define upward mobility for each CZ as the average occupation income rank
of sons who grew up in that particular CZ and who have fathers from the bottom
11Bailey et al. (2018) show that standardizing names with the NYSIIS algorithm increases false
matches by 22 percent on average as it removes variation that could have been useful in differentiating
between close matches.
12I discuss the results based on a more conservative version of Abramitzky et al.’s (2012, 2014,
2017) linking method in a subsequent footnote.
13My match rate is comparable to other work using similar iterative procedures to generate his-
torical linked samples. Abramitzky et al. (2012), for example, match 29 percent of Norwegian-born
men from the 1865 Norwegian census to the 1900 Norwegian and US censuses. Abramitzky et al.
(2017), also focusing on Norwegian men, obtain success rates of 23.4 and 10.7 percent going from
the 1910 US census to the 1900 and 1865 Norwegian censuses respectively. Velasco (2018) links 29
percent of males residing in rural parts of the US in 1920 to the 1940 complete counts.
14CZs are clusters of counties characterized by strong within-CZ commuting ties and weak
between-CZ commuting ties, based on commuting data from the 1990 census. They were con-
ceptualized by Tolbert and Sizer (1996) and popularized in the labor economics literature by Autor
and Dorn (2013) and Dorn (2009). Using 1990-based CZs does not imply that these were the areas
within which people commuted to work during the early 20th century. They simply allow for a direct
comparison to be made with Chetty et al.’s (2018) data. Reassuringly, similar spatial patterns of
upward mobility will be observed if the microdata are aggregated to the county level instead.
15Appendix A.2 details the procedures for aggregating the microdata to the CZ level. To improve
the accuracy of my CZ estimates, I drop CZs that contain fewer than 250 effective linked sons with
fathers from the bottom half of the national occupation income distribution. Chetty et al. (2014)
set a threshold of 250 linked children when studying the 1980-1982 cohorts across all households.
Chetty et al. (2018) use a different threshold that only affects the sample of CZs for blacks.
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half of the national occupation income distribution:
Mobilityc =
1
Nc
Nc∑
i=1
RankSoni,j,c|RankFather≤Median (1)
where i, j, and c refer to the individual, his birth year cohort, and the CZ where
he was raised respectively.16 Nc is the number of sons who grew up in CZ c with
below-median income fathers, RankSoni,j,c is the national occupation income rank of
sons when they are adults in 1940 relative to other native-born white sons from the
same cohort, and RankFather is the national occupation income rank of fathers in 1910
relative to other fathers with sons of the same age.17 Sons and fathers are ranked
by their occupation income scores because total income is not recorded prior to the
1950 census.18 The baseline analysis uses the occupation scores that are provided
by IPUMS. These are computed as the median income of all persons in a given
occupation based on the 1950 census.19 Individuals with missing occupations are
dropped, but those with non-occupational responses (such as being at school, retired,
16The CZ of residence in 1910 is taken to be where the child was raised. This differs from Chetty
et al. (2018), who assign children to CZs in proportion to the number of years they spent in each
CZ before the age of 23. Their approach is not feasible here due to the limitations of the historical
data. In a later footnote, I discuss some indirect evidence that most children are likely to have spent
the majority of their childhoods in one particular CZ.
17I use the terms “below-median income”, “poor”, and “with fathers from the bottom half of
the occupation income distribution” interchangeably in this chapter. Similarly, “above-median in-
come”, “rich”, and “with fathers from the top half of the occupation income distribution” are used
interchangeably to refer to those from the top half of households.
18The 1940 census records wages but not income from businesses or other sources. Non-wage
income is particularly important for farmers and self-employed persons.
19More precisely, IPUMS computes occupation scores by taking a weighted average of the median
incomes for men and women based on a 3.33 percent sample of the 1950 census (IPUMS-USA 2017).
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or unemployed) are kept.20,21
My historical measure of upward mobility is comparable with that in Chetty et
al. (2018). Chetty et al. (2018) define upward mobility as the expected income rank
of sons with parents at the 25th percentile of the national income distribution:22
Mobilityc = E[Rank
Son
i,j,c |RankParents = p25] (2)
This is computed for each CZ by regressing the national income ranks of children
on their parents’ ranks, and then using the estimated constant and slope to predict
the rank of sons whose parents are at the 25th percentile. Chetty et al.’s (2018)
20Individuals who are not in the universe of the occupation question are also recorded as having
missing occupations. The universe of the occupation question varies by census. Occupations are
asked of all persons in 1910, but in 1940 they are only reported for those aged 14 and older, who
are in the labor force, who are not institutional inmates, and who are not new workers (IPUMS-
USA 2017). One might thus wonder if such inconsistencies could have distorted my estimates of
upward mobility. To check this, instead of excluding all individuals with missing occupations, I drop
only those that indicate being employed but who do not have a valid occupation. Such persons
may be regarded as workers with true missing occupations, while all other individuals with missing
occupations will be assigned an occupation score of zero. The latter may include those who are
not in the labor force. Re-computing upward mobility for CZs with this adjustment and comparing
them to the original measures yields a high correlation of 0.971, based on a sample of 630 common
CZs.
21IPUMS assigns persons with non-occupational responses an occupation score of zero. Including
these individuals in the sample is partially consistent with Chetty et al. (2018), who keep children
with zero income during adulthood, although they do require the 5-year mean income of children’s
parents to be strictly positive. A valid concern is whether including those with non-occupational
responses distorts the accuracy of my mobility estimates, since such responses may reflect transitory
shocks rather than the true permanent income of individuals. To show that this is unlikely to pose a
problem, I drop fathers and sons with non-occupational responses in addition to those with missing
occupations, re-rank the remaining populations, and reconstruct the historical estimates of upward
mobility. The resulting measures are almost perfectly correlated with the original estimates.
22Using the income of fathers when constructing the historical measures of upward mobility instead
of the combined income of both parents (when both are present), as in Chetty et al. (2018), is
unlikely to introduce meaningful differences between the two sets of data. This is because among
white mothers who are the spouse of a household head and who have at least one child in the
household, only 4.38 percent are in the formal labor force and 4.19 percent are employed in 1910
(author’s calculation based on the 1910 1 percent IPUMS sample with sample weights). Furthermore,
for the 1980-1982 cohorts, Chetty et al. (2014) document that using just the earnings of the parent
with a higher mean income produces estimates of upward mobility that are perfectly correlated with
measures based on the income of both parents (Online Appendix Table VII in their paper). Chetty
et al. (2014) note that “most of the variation in parent income across households is not due to
differences in marital status.”
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measure can be interpreted as definition (1) because the relationship between the
income ranks of sons and parents is likely to be linear in each CZ.23 The historical
and contemporary estimates of upward mobility can thus be directly compared.24
How similar or different are the historical and contemporary data along other
dimensions? Table 1.1 lists several features of the 1910-1940 and Chetty et al. (2018)
samples. In terms of demographic characteristics, the underlying population of the
two datasets are reasonably comparable.25 Where they differ more significantly are in
23Chetty et al. (2014) document a linear relationship between children and parent ranks at the
CZ level, and Chetty et al. (2018) further verify this by race. Neither paper explicitly mentions
linearity at the CZ level by gender. Nonetheless, the reasonably high correlation of 0.680 between
the mobility estimates for white males and females in Chetty et al. (2018) suggests that linearity at
the CZ level may also extend to both genders separately. In more recent work, CFHJP suggest that
there may in fact be some non-linearities in the relationship between the income ranks of children
and parents. However, the close-to-perfect correlation between the estimates in CFHJP and Chetty
et al. (2018) mentioned in an earlier footnote indicates that a linear approximation is still reasonably
accurate.
24One might wonder why I do not directly use Chetty et al.’s (2018) method when estimating
upward mobility in the historical data. Practically, using Chetty et al.’s (2018) technique produces
mobility estimates that are almost perfectly correlated with my baseline measures (a correlation
of 0.994 based on 625 common CZs). Conceptually, however, Chetty et al.’s (2018) approach is
less appealing with the historical data because the limited variation in occupation scores and the
significant number of farmers imply that percentile ranks are substantially coarser for below-median
income households. The notion of a linear relationship is thus less meaningful. Figure A.1 in
Appendix A.3 illustrates this for the 20 largest CZs based on the 1910-1940 linked data.
25Three differences in demographic characteristics are worth discussing briefly. First, the age at
which income is measured in the 1910-1940 linked sample includes an older range relative to Chetty
et al. (2018). Chetty et al. (2014) show that the relationship between child and parent ranks is
relatively stable when the child is in his or her 30s and early 40s, although their data do not allow
them to extend the range further. Using a long series of administrative income data from Sweden,
Nybom and Stuhler (2017) plot the rank-rank correlations between sons and fathers, based on the
annual income of sons at different ages and fathers’ income at age 45. They find that the correlations
are reasonably stable when the son’s income is measured during his 30s and 40s, though there is
a gradual decline when the son reaches his late 40s. My chapter also follows Chetty et al. (2018)
in ranking each person against others from the same cohort, potentially reducing the importance
of lifecycle bias at older ages when constructing estimates of upward mobility for each CZ. Taken
together, the evidence suggests that the difference in age range between the two data is unlikely to
compromise their comparability. Second, Chetty et al. (2018) require the parent to be 15-50 years
old at the time of the child’s birth. They do this to eliminate instances of siblings or grandparents
filing tax claims for the child, which would have resulted in them being incorrectly identified as the
child’s parents. This is not necessary with the historical censuses as each person’s relationship to
the household head is recorded. Third, I do not follow Chetty et al. (2018) in requiring parents to
have 5-year average incomes that are positive. The economic status of fathers in my sample is only
observed for a single census year and it is unclear if those with occupation scores of zero also had
zero earnings in the adjacent years. In any case, as mentioned in an earlier footnote, excluding sons
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the quality of matching and the measure of income used to compute upward mobility.
Since unique identifiers for individuals are not available in the historical censuses, it
is not possible to achieve a match rate that is as high as Chetty et al.’s (2018). With
regard to the measure of income, however, it is less clear if the use of occupation
scores is inferior to actual earnings. While occupation scores are imperfect measures
of earnings in a given year, they may be better proxies for permanent income, which
is the income concept of interest when studying intergenerational mobility. I return
to the issues of match quality and income measurement in the robustness sections
below – neither is likely to compromise the baseline results in the next section.
1.3 The Historical Landscape of Upward Mobility
Having constructed the historical counterpart of Chetty et al.’s (2018) measure of
upward mobility, one can then map out what the geography of opportunity was like
in the early 20th century. These spatial patterns were illustrated earlier by Figure
1.1B in the Introduction, with darker shades indicating higher levels of mobility. I find
that upward mobility in the past was highest among individuals who grew up along
the coastal regions and in the industrial Midwest.26 This stands in stark contrast to
the contemporary map in Figure 1.1A based on Chetty et al.’s (2018) data, where
mobility tends to be higher for those who were raised in the non-industrial Midwest
instead. The land of opportunity has thus shifted from the outer parts of the country
to the center.27
and fathers who have occupation scores of zero (non-occupational responses) produces estimates
that are almost perfectly correlated with the baseline measures.
26Similar spatial patterns are observed when the microdata are aggregated to counties instead, as
illustrated by Figure A.2 in Appendix A.3.
27In recent work, Saavedra and Twinam (2018) introduce an alternative to the IPUMS occupation
scores – the lasso-adjusted industry, demographic, and occupation (LIDO) scores. LIDO scores refer
to earnings that are predicted based on an individual’s industry, occupation, location of residence,
and demographic characteristics, thus allowing for variation within the same occupation category.
Since regional wage differences were larger historically (Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1992), one might
wonder if permitting occupation scores to vary across localities – which LIDO scores do – could
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To quantify the reversal in the landscape of upward mobility precisely, I use rank-
rank correlations, where CZs are ranked by mobility. Using ranks instead of the
actual estimates of upward mobility eliminates the effects of errors in the latter so
long as these errors are not large enough to alter the true ranking of CZs. Formally,
the rank-rank correlation is estimated with:
Rc,Chetty = α + β
RR ·Rc,10/40 + εc (3)
where Rc,Chetty is the percentile rank of CZ c based on upward mobility in Chetty
et al. (2018) and Rc,10/40 is the corresponding percentile rank of the same CZ based
on the measure of mobility computed from the 1910-1940 data. The rank-rank co-
efficient βRR captures the extent to which the spatial patterns of upward mobility
have changed. In theory, the standard deviations of Rc,Chetty and Rc,10/40 should be
the same, which allows βRR to be interpreted as the rank-rank correlation.28 Being a
correlation, βRR takes on values from -1 to 1, with lower values indicating a greater
shift in the geography of opportunity.
I argue that the rank-rank specification should not be population-weighted. Solon
et al. (2016) note that the decision to weight depends on the reason for doing so. The
lead to different findings. Appendix A.4 reconstructs the historical map of upward mobility using
individual rankings that are based on LIDO scores and discusses how the map is similar to and
different from Figure 1.1B. While there are some differences between the two maps, the reversal in
the land of opportunity from the outer to center parts of the country remains evident.
28In practice, the rank-rank coefficient and correlation are slightly different. This is because none
of the CZs in Chetty et al. (2018) have unique estimates of upward mobility. Each of the 722
mainland CZs has the same predicted level of upward mobility as 5 to 7 other CZs. The reason for
this is that Chetty et al. (2018) group CZs into bins based on the actual estimates of upward mobility
before assigning each CZ the midpoint of the bin that it falls into so as to protect confidentiality. In
contrast, all CZs in the 1910-1940 data have unique values of upward mobility. Consequently, the
standard deviations of Rc,Chetty and Rc,10/40 are not exactly the same. Nonetheless, the rank-rank
coefficient and correlation are almost always identical up to 3 significant figures when comparing
the historical and contemporary data in this section and the next. The two terms are thus used
interchangeably in this chapter. Note that unlike Chetty et al. (2018), the estimates of upward
mobility in CFHJP are unique for each CZ and will thus guarantee equivalence between the rank-
rank coefficient and correlation. Using these alternative estimates yields a similar finding to the
baseline result in this section.
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goal here is not to provide descriptive statistics of the national population, in which
case it would have been appropriate to weight CZs by their populations. Neither is
specification (3) estimating a causal effect whilst attempting to (i) increase precision
by dealing with heteroskedasticity, (ii) obtain consistent estimates by correcting for
endogenous sampling, or (iii) identify an average partial effect in the presence of
heterogeneous treatment effects, all of which may be valid reasons for weighting (Solon
et al. 2016).29 Rather, the purpose of the rank-rank specification is simply to capture
the inversion of the landscape of upward mobility from the coastal areas and industrial
Midwest to the non-industrial Midwest observed visually in Figure 1.1. Weighting
CZs by their populations will mechanically increase βRR. This is because much fewer
people reside in the non-industrial Midwest relative to other parts of the country,
particularly the northern areas where the major CZs tend to be more stable relative
to each other in terms of upward mobility. The rank-rank regressions in the main
text will thus be unweighted. Nonetheless, for completeness, the weighted results will
be provided in the footnotes that accompany the baseline analysis.
Figure 1.2 displays the estimated rank-rank correlation. To focus on the reversal in
the geography of upward mobility between the outer and center parts of the country,
specification (3) is implemented using the set of all non-South CZs.30 These CZs
are ranked by the historical measure of upward mobility along the x-axis of Figure
1.2, while the y-axis indicates their corresponding ranks based on upward mobility
in Chetty et al. (2018). The best-fit line is the rank-rank correlation βRR, where
29While these are circumstances where one might want to weight, Solon et al. (2016) show that
there are instances in each case when weighting might not serve the desired purpose and may even
worsen the results.
30Following Collins and Wanamaker (2014), I define the South as: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. The non-South is the compliment set of contiguous US states
and the District of Columbia. All contiguous states will be used when studying the causal effects of
neighborhoods in the subsequent sections.
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βRR= -0.501 (S.E.=0.045).31 That βRR is well below 1 indicates that the landscape
of upward mobility has undergone substantial change, consistent with the inference
from Figure 1.1.32
Is this just the Great Depression? Since the 1910-1940 linked sample envelops
the Great Depression, a reasonable concern is whether the spatial patterns in Figure
1.1B have been distorted by this shock and consequently do not reflect the long-term
or underlying landscape of upward mobility.33 To assess this, I build an additional
linked sample one decade earlier, matching native-born white sons aged 3-17 from
1900 to 1930.34,35 Because the 1930 census was taken before the peak of the Great
Depression, any effects that this event may have had on the geography of upward
mobility are unlikely to be substantial in 1930. From the 1900-1930 linked data, I
then reconstruct estimates of upward mobility for each CZ and compare them with
Chetty et al. (2018).36 A rank-rank correlation of -0.623 (S.E.=0.046) is obtained, re-
31There are 370 CZs in this comparison. Had counties been used as the unit of analysis instead,
a rank-rank correlation of -0.430 (S.E.=0.023) would be obtained, based on 1,505 counties. The
contemporary measure of upward mobility for counties is taken from CFHJP as Chetty et al. (2018)
do not provide estimates at the county level. Specifically, I use CFHJP’s estimates based on the
individual income ranks of white males at ages 31-37, as this income definition and sample are closest
to my linked data.
32Weighting the rank-rank specification by the total white population in 1910 yields a rank-rank
correlation of 0.005 (S.E.=0.046). Using the total white population in 1990 as weights instead
will produce a rank-rank correlation of 0.051 (S.E.=0.048). While positive, neither is statistically
significant and both estimates remain well below 1, thus reinforcing the conclusion that the landscape
of upward mobility has undergone substantial change.
33Feigenbaum (2015) finds that the Great Depression lowered relative mobility for sons who grew
up in cities that were harder hit by the downturn.
34Those aged 3-7 in 1900 will overlap with 13-17 year olds in 1910.
35Since parental birthplace is recorded in both the 1900 and 1930 censuses, I use the birthplace
of one’s father as an additional match criterion. This can improve the accuracy of the matching
procedure although in some cases it may also introduce errors or lead to false negatives, such as
when the father’s birthplace is reported differently in each census because the name or territory of
his country of origin has changed. I minimize such errors by using the broad rather than detailed
categories of birthplaces in the IPUMS censuses.
36The simple correlation between the estimates of upward mobility based on the 1900-1930 and
1910-1940 data is high at 0.878 for a common set of 511 CZs. There are fewer CZs in the 1900-1930
dataset because the number of linked individuals in the full 1900-1930 sample (2,144,582) is less
than that in the 1910-1940 counterpart (2,962,656). Consequently, a smaller set of CZs is able to
meet the minimum threshold of 250 effective linked sons with fathers from the bottom half of the
national occupation income distribution.
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inforcing the earlier finding that the spatial patterns of upward mobility have changed
substantially.37
In addition to sons from poor households, I find that the land of opportunity has
also shifted for those from rich households. Figure A.3 in Appendix A.3 provides the
counterpart of Figure 1.1 for sons from above-median income households. Specifically,
Figure A.3A maps the predicted income rank of sons with parents at the 75th per-
centile of the income distribution as estimated by Chetty et al. (2018), while Figure
A.3B displays the average occupation income rank of sons with fathers from the top
half of the national occupation income distribution based on the 1910-1940 data.38
Two points are worth noting here. First, there is a substantial degree of overlap
between the areas where rich and poor children grow up to have better outcomes.39
Second, comparing average income ranks across CZs in the present with those in the
past for sons from above-median income households, I estimate a rank-rank correla-
tion of -0.154 (S.E.=0.056).40 Like those from the bottom half of households, the land
of opportunity for the rich has also undergone substantial change, shifting from the
coastal areas toward the center of the country. This suggests that the factors driving
these changes are likely to transcend income groups.
I show in the next section that the reversal in the geography of upward mobility
is a robust finding, before turning to the determinants of the historical patterns in
Sections 1.5 and 1.6.
37This is based on a set of 297 CZs.
38As with the earlier analysis, the comparability of the historical and contemporary measures of
economic performance for sons from above-median income households relies on there being a linear
relationship between the income ranks of sons and parents for each CZ in Chetty et al.’s (2018) data.
39Focusing on the historical patterns, the correlation between Figures 1.1B and A.3B is 0.611,
based on 509 CZs.
40This is based on 315 non-South CZs. Weighting the rank-rank regression by the total white
population in 1910 produces a rank-rank correlation of 0.191 (S.E.=0.055), while using the total
white population in 1990 as weights generates a rank-rank correlation of 0.055 (S.E.=0.063).
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1.4 Bias in Rank-Rank Correlations
Given the use of historical census data in this chapter, a potential concern is whether
the stylized facts documented above are partly driven by errors in these historical
records. A priori, it is unclear in which direction and to what extent such errors
might bias the estimated rank-rank correlations. I thus begin by using a theoretical
framework to characterize the bias that may be introduced by errors in the data. I
then show that the baseline results are unlikely to have been severely distorted by
errors in the measurement of individual income or by imperfections in the matching
procedure.
1.4.1 Theoretical Framework
To illustrate how errors in the underlying data can distort the estimated rank-rank
correlations, I start at the individual level. Let Y ∗i,j,c,t be the adult income of son i from
cohort j who grew up in CZ c during the base year t, where the asterisk denotes the
true value of a variable. Suppose, however, that only an imperfect measure of income
is observed, denoted as Yi,j,c,t = Y
∗
i,j,c,t + ζi,j,c,t, where ζi,j,c,t is the measurement error.
Such deviations from the true value could stem from the use of imperfect measures of
income or from linking an individual to the wrong person in a later census. Adopting
the notation in Section 2, a son’s true and observed cohort-specific income ranks in
the national income distribution can then be expressed as:
Rank∗i,j,c,t = f(Y
∗
i,j,c,t) (4)
Ranki,j,c,t = f(Yi,j,c,t) = f(Y
∗
i,j,c,t + ζi,j,c,t) (5)
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where f(.) is the percentile rank function for individuals.41 I assume that the relation
between the true and observed ranks of individuals is well-represented by:
Ranki,j,c,t = Rank
∗
i,j,c,t + ζ
′
i,j,c,t (6)
where ζ ′i,j,c,t is the derived error in an individual’s rank, not income.
From ranking individuals by their incomes, I now rank CZs using upward mobility.
Consider sons with fathers from the bottom half of the national income distribution.
Following definition (1), the true and observed measures of upward mobility for each
CZ based on these sons are respectively:
Mobility∗c,t =
1
Nc,t
Nc,t∑
i=1
Rank∗i,j,c,t (7)
Mobilityc,t =
1
Nc,t
Nc,t∑
i=1
Rank∗i,j,c,t +
1
Nc,t
Nc,t∑
i=1
ζ ′i,j,c,t (8)
where the notation is as before. The composite error term in equation (8) aggregates
the errors in individual ranks, but this can readily be extended to include errors
that vary at the CZ level by introducing a separate error term. The latter could
come about, for example, if the extent to which the linked sample is unrepresentative
varies systematically across CZs. Having computed upward mobility for each CZ,
their corresponding true and observed ranks can then be written as:
R∗c,t = F (Mobility
∗
c,t) (9)
Rc,t = F (Mobilityc,t) (10)
where F (.) is the percentile rank function for CZs. To make further progress, I impose
41Unlike the earlier notation, the superscript Son has been dropped from Rank here to simplify
the presentation.
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a second simplifying assumption here: that the relation between the true and observed
rankings of CZs is well-captured by:
Rc,t = R
∗
c,t + vc,t (11)
where vc,t is the error in CZ ranks that ultimately traces back to the underlying mis-
measurement of individual income or to errors in the computation of upward mobility
that vary at the CZ level. Nybom and Stuhler (2017) show that errors in ranks are
nonclassical as they are negatively correlated with the true ranks. The intuition
here is as follows: CZs with high ranks based on upward mobility are more likely
to be erroneously ranked lower rather than higher, and vice versa. Mathematically,
since the variance of the true and observed percentile ranks is the same, V ar(R∗c,t) =
V ar(Rc,t) = V ar(R
∗
c,t)+V ar(vc,t)+2Cov(R
∗
c,t, vc,t)⇒ Cov(R∗c,t, vc,t) = −12V ar(vc,t) <
0.
What is the nature of the bias that is introduced into rank-rank correlations when
there are errors in the ranking of CZs? Consider specification (3), which compared
the percentile ranks of CZs based on upward mobility in Chetty et al. (2018) with
their corresponding percentile ranks based on upward mobility in the 1910-1940 data,
but now adding asterisks to denote the true values:
R∗c,Chetty = α
∗ + βRR ·R∗c,10/40 + ε∗c (12)
where ε∗c is random noise. This is the true model. In the general case where both
datasets contain errors in the ranking of CZs, a regression of the observed ranks,
Rc,Chetty and Rc,10/40, yields:
Rc,Chetty = α
∗ + βRR ·Rc,10/40 − βRR · vc,10/40 + vc,Chetty + ε∗c (13)
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The rank-rank coefficient that one estimates, βˆ, is then given by:
βˆ =
Cov(Rc,Chetty, Rc,10/40)
V ar(Rc,10/40)
= βRR{1 + 12Cov(R∗c,10/40, vc,10/40)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
+ 12{Cov(R∗c,10/40, vc,Chetty) + Cov(vc,10/40, vc,Chetty)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
(14)
where (a) captures the bias induced by errors in the historical ranking of CZs while
(b) is the bias generated by contemporary errors in CZ ranks and their relation with
the historical errors.42
Since the historical census data are necessarily less accurate than the contempo-
rary tax records used in Chetty et al. (2018), I focus on the scenario where only the
former contain errors that are large enough to distort the true ranking of CZs. In
this setting, component (b) of equation (14) drops out, and one can characterize the
bias that is driven by errors in the historical data. For simplicity, suppose that the
true βRR > 0.43 Then:

Case 1: βˆ = βRR, if Cov(R∗c,10/40, vc,10/40) = 0 or V ar(vc,10/40) = 0.
Case 2: 0 ≤ βˆ < βRR, if − 1
12
≤ Cov(R∗c,10/40, vc,10/40) < 0
or 0 < V ar(vc,10/40) ≤ 16 .
Case 3: −βRR ≤ βˆ < 0, if −1
6
≤ Cov(R∗c,10/40, vc,10/40) < − 112
or 1
6
< V ar(vc,10/40) ≤ 13 .
42Equivalently, the formula for Spearman’s correlation may be used in the first line
of equation (14):
Cov(Rc,Chetty,Rc,10/40)√
V ar(Rc,Chetty)V ar(Rc,10/40)
. One should thus obtain the same βˆ esti-
mate when Rc,Chetty and Rc,10/40 switch positions in the regression. That is, β
RR{1 +
12Cov(R∗c,10/40, vc,10/40)} + 12{Cov(R∗c,10/40, vc,Chetty) + Cov(vc,10/40, vc,Chetty)} should equal
βRR{1 + 12Cov(R∗c,Chetty, vc,Chetty)}+ 12{Cov(R∗c,Chetty, vc,10/40) + Cov(vc,Chetty, vc,10/40)}.
43Assuming that βRR < 0 will lead to a symmetric characterization of the bias.
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There are three cases to consider. Case 1: if there are no errors in the ranking of
CZs, the estimated rank-rank coefficient will not be biased. Case 2: in the presence
of errors that do not have a particularly strong negative association with the true
ranks or that are not particularly large, the estimated coefficient will be attenuated
but there will not be a reversal in sign. Case 3: if the errors in CZ ranks have a
sufficiently negative correlation with the true ranks or if these errors are substantial,
one will estimate a negative coefficient even though the true correlation is positive.
Case 3 might arise, for instance, when errors in the 1910-1940 data completely reverse
the historical ranking of CZs. In this case, Corr(R∗c,10/40, vc,10/40) = −1, which is
consistent with Cov(R∗c,10/40, vc,10/40) = −16 and V ar(vc,10/40) = 13 , the limits of Case
3.44 As a result, βˆ = −βRR by equation (14). To summarize the different cases
when βRR > 0, if there are errors in the ranking of CZs, one will overstate the extent
of change in the landscape of upward mobility and may even estimate a rank-rank
coefficient of the wrong sign.45
Given the different possibilities from a theoretical standpoint, whether the doc-
umented shift in the geography of upward mobility is partly driven by errors in the
historical data remains an empirical issue. The framework above naturally predicts
that the estimated rank-rank coefficient will approach the true rank-rank correlation
as the extent of errors in the historical data decreases. This can be seen by rewriting
equation (14) as:
βˆ = βRR{1− 6V ar(vc,10/40)} → βRR as V ar(vc,10/40)→ 0 (15)
By extension, if the estimated rank-rank coefficient remains stable as one attempts
44To see this: Corr(R∗c,10/40, vc,10/40) =
Cov(R∗c,10/40,vc,10/40)
SD(R∗
c,10/40
)SD(vc,10/40)
= −1/6
(1/
√
12)(1/
√
3)
= −1.
45Conversely, if the true βRR < 0, one will instead underestimate the degree of change in the
landscape of upward mobility when there are errors in the ranking of CZs. This will reinforce my
earlier findings that the land of opportunity has undergone substantial change.
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to minimize errors from different sources, that would suggest that these errors are
unlikely to have severely distorted the original result. In the subsections below, I show
that the baseline findings are not driven by errors in the measurement of individual
income or by imperfections in the linking process.
1.4.2 Source of Error: Mis-measurement of Individual Income
This subsection provides evidence that the mis-measurement of individual income in
the historical data is unlikely to be driving the documented shift in the geography of
upward mobility. While Chetty et al. (2018) have information on actual earnings from
tax records, 1950-based occupation income scores were used to construct the historical
measure of upward mobility instead. This introduces errors at two levels. First,
occupation scores based on incomes in 1950 may not reflect the relative standings of
occupations in earlier decades. Second, even if they did, occupation scores are still
imperfect proxies for actual earnings. I consider these limitations in turn.
1.4.2.1 Occupation Standings Before 1950
How well do 1950-based occupation scores reflect the hierarchy of occupations in prior
decades? This depends, in part, on the proportion of farmers in the population, given
that farmers comprised a relatively large share of the workforce during the early 20th
century and their socio-economic status was also higher further back in time. Among
the sons in my 1910-1940 linked sample, 40.8 percent have fathers who are farm
owners or tenants in 1910, while only 14.0 percent of the sons themselves become
farm owners or tenants by 1940. Errors due to the changing status of farmers may
thus appear to be more important when ranking fathers than when ranking sons. My
use of absolute rather than relative mobility, however, implies that even errors in the
former are unlikely to pose a major problem. Notice from definition (1) that with
absolute upward mobility, a father’s rank only serves to determine if his son forms
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part of the population that is used to compute the level of mobility in a given CZ.
Once this population has been selected, the father’s actual position plays no role in
the computation. This means that as long as the earnings of farmers were generally
below the national median before 1950, errors in the ranking of fathers due to the
changing status of farmers are unlikely to severely distort the historical measures of
upward mobility.
To show empirically that the baseline results are not driven by changes in occupa-
tion standings over time, I use an alternative version of occupation scores that may
better reflect the hierarchy of occupations at the start of the 20th century. Specif-
ically, I follow Olivetti and Paserman (2015) in using the 1900 occupation income
distribution based on the tabulations in Preston and Haines (1991) and by imputing
the earnings of farmers with data from the 1900 Census of Agriculture.46,47 The 1900
occupation scores are used to rank both sons and fathers, from which estimates of
upward mobility can then be re-computed for each CZ. Implementing specification
(3) with this alternative measure of upward mobility yields a rank-rank coefficient of
-0.463 (S.E.=0.046), which is similar to the baseline correlation in Figure 1.2.48 Er-
rors due to changes in occupation standings over time, introduced when 1950-based
scores are used to compute upward mobility in earlier decades, are thus unlikely to
be driving the shift in the land of opportunity.
1.4.2.2 Occupation Scores as Imperfect Proxies for Income
46The tabulations in Preston and Haines (1991) are based on the 1901 Cost of Living Survey. One
limitation of this survey is its exclusive focus on families residing in industrial areas.
47Olivetti and Paserman (2015) impute the income of farmers by assigning farm owners the dif-
ference between the value of farm products and expenditure, assigning farm tenants the income of
specialized workers in Preston and Haines (1991), and then taking an average of the two. As an
alternative, Olivetti and Paserman (2015) also use a weighted average of the earnings across farming
occupations in Preston and Haines (1991), where the weights are based on the frequency of each
farming occupation in the 1910 census. Both imputations are available in the replication package
of Olivetti and Paserman (2015). I use the imputation from the first method here, but a similar
rank-rank correlation can be obtained with the alternative imputation.
48The rank-rank correlation is based on 371 common CZs.
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Even if 1950-based occupation scores accurately reflect the relative standings of occu-
pations in 1910 and 1940, they are nonetheless imperfect proxies for actual earnings.
This necessarily introduces errors into the early 20th-century measures of upward
mobility. Of greater importance, however, is whether such errors are large enough to
alter the historical ranking of CZs and to bias the estimated rank-rank correlations.
I present suggestive evidence below that this is unlikely to be the case.
For a subset of sons in the 1910-1940 linked sample, one can evaluate how the
use of occupation scores rather than actual earnings may affect the estimated rank-
rank correlations. Specifically, I focus on sons who are wage and salary workers in
1940, since the 1940 census records wages but not non-wage income.49 Two sets of
individual-level ranks can be generated for this subset of sons: one based on occupa-
tion scores, and another based on annual wages.50 From these rankings, alternative
estimates of upward mobility can then be computed before re-estimating regression
(3). Comparing the rank-rank correlations from the two different mobility estimates
can shed light on the impact of using occupation scores instead of actual income.
Table 1.2 presents the results.
I find evidence of substantial change in the geography of upward mobility re-
gardless of whether occupation scores or wages are used to construct the historical
measures of mobility. As a benchmark, column (1) of Table 1.2 reproduces the base-
line rank-rank correlation from Figure 1.2. Restricting the sample to wage and salary
workers will significantly reduce the number of linked individuals and thus result in a
smaller subset of CZs for which estimates of upward mobility can be computed. Col-
umn (2) thus checks that this reduction in the sample of CZs does not alter the initial
49Sons with missing wages are dropped. Among sons who are wage and salary workers in 1940,
and whose fathers were from the bottom half of the national occupation income distribution in 1910,
1.94 percent have missing wages.
50Fathers will continue to be ranked by occupation income scores since wage data are not available
in 1910, which is the census year when their economic outcomes are measured.
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rank-rank correlation significantly. Column (3) then limits the underlying population
to wage and salary workers but continues to rank sons by their occupation scores.
While the point estimate becomes less negative, it remains well below 1 and continues
to point toward an important change in the landscape of upward mobility. Finally,
column (4) takes the population of wage and salary workers and ranks them by their
annual wages. The resulting rank-rank coefficient is similar to that in column (3),
suggesting that the use of occupation scores over actual earnings to compute upward
mobility is unlikely to have severely distorted the baseline findings.51
The robustness of the baseline rank-rank correlation to using occupation scores
based on the 1900 occupation income distribution and to ranking wage and salary
workers by annual wages suggests that errors in the measurement of individual income,
while necessarily present, are not large enough to explain the changes observed in the
spatial patterns of upward mobility.
1.4.3 Source of Error: Imperfections in Record Linkage
Another source of error that could affect the historical estimates of upward mobility
and the ranking of CZs lies in the process of matching individuals across censuses.
Bailey et al. (2018) compare linked samples produced by different automated linking
methods to hand-linked data, the latter of which serves as the benchmark. They find
that all automated procedures are susceptible to false positives and none generate rep-
resentative samples.52 That such imperfections exist in my 1910-1940 linked sample
51Due to the Great Depression, a number of individuals were involved in public emergency work
programs. Among sons who are wage and salary workers in 1940, and whose fathers were from
the bottom half of the national occupation income distribution in 1910, 7.27 percent work under
such programs. These programs paid 40 to 45 percent of the earnings from regular government
construction projects (Boustan et al. 2010). One might thus wonder if such artificially low earnings
may have distorted the computation of upward mobility based on wages. Table A.4 in Appendix
A.3 shows that the findings here are robust to excluding sons in public emergency work programs
and re-ranking the remaining population.
52That automated linking methods do not produce perfectly accurate or representative samples is
not surprising since one only has a few individual-level characteristics to use when identifying matches
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is not in dispute. Appendix A.2, for example, shows that the 1910-1940 sample does
not perfectly represent the underlying population, although observable differences
between matched and unmatched persons are not particularly large. As before, the
more important question is whether such errors are substantial enough to account for
part of the shift in the landscape of upward mobility. I consider the issues of accuracy
and representativeness in turn.
1.4.3.1 Accuracy of the Linked Sample
To reduce false positives, Bailey et al. (2018) recommend using a small sample of
clerically reviewed data to train machine algorithms as well as taking the intersection
of linked samples produced by different linking methods. I implement both sugges-
tions here and show that the resulting rank-rank estimates are similar to the baseline
result.53
I begin by reconstructing the 1910-1940 linked sample from scratch using the
machine learning approach pioneered by Feigenbaum (2016). Briefly, this method
comprises three steps. First, for each person in the 1910 base population, I search
for the set of all potential matches in the 1940 census by name, state of birth, and
age. Second, among those with at least one potential match, a random training
sample is drawn and manually matched. The implicit importance of various record
across historical records, unlike contemporary administrative data that have unique identifiers for
each individual. Furthermore, the available characteristics may themselves be measured with error.
53Bailey et al. (2018) also recommend using distinctive observations as a way of reducing false
positives. Abramitzky et al.’s (2012, 2014, 2017) more conservative procedure, which requires names
to be unique within 5-year age bands in both the base and target datasets, is one example of such
an approach. Bailey et al. (2018) find that this version of Abramitzky et al.’s (2012, 2014, 2017)
linking method reduces the occurrence of false positives, though relatively fewer individuals will be
matched. As an additional robustness check, I thus reconstruct the 1910-1940 linked sample using
individuals with names that are unique within 5-year age windows and further require an exact
match on age, as in Abramitzky et al. (2017). This generates a linked sample of 1,371,214 persons.
The resulting CZ-level estimates of upward mobility have an almost-perfect correlation of 0.978 with
my original measures, based on a sample of 540 CZs. Redoing the rank-rank regression with this
alternative set of historical estimates yields a rank-rank correlation of -0.524 (S.E.=0.048) based on
a sample of 322 non-South CZs, which is similar to that in Figure 1.2.
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features in determining a match is explicitly captured with a probit model, from which
probabilistic scores can then be generated for the full space of possible links. Third,
a potential match is declared to be true if its probabilistic score is (i) the highest
for a given individual in 1910, (ii) is sufficiently high in absolute terms, and (iii)
is sufficiently high relative to the second-highest alternative, if any. The thresholds
used in (ii) and (iii) are calibrated to balance the tradeoff between the efficiency
and accuracy of the matching process. This procedure generates a linked sample of
2,401,963 persons, with a corresponding match rate of 23.7 percent. Further details
on the machine learning algorithm are provided in Appendix A.2.
The iterative and machine learning methods produce substantially different linked
samples, but both yield the same conclusion when aggregated to the CZ level and
compared with Chetty et al. (2018) – that there has been a significant shift in
the landscape of upward mobility. The two techniques differ in who they decide to
link.54 46.9 percent of individuals in the full iterative sample are also matched in
the machine learning sample, though not necessarily to the same person in 1940.
Conversely, 57.9 percent of those in the full machine learning sample are also linked
in the iterative sample. Conditional on agreeing to match a person from the 1910
census, however, the two algorithms identify the same target in 1940 98.8 percent of
the time. Despite the significant difference in sample composition, Table 1.3 shows
that the two datasets lead to the same finding. Column (1) reproduces the original
54While differences in which persons are selected to be linked may imply that one method declared
an incorrect match, this need not always be the case. Consider the following example. Suppose an
individual in 1910 has the same birthplace and year of birth as a particular person in 1940, but their
names are slightly different. The iterative approach using exact names would not consider this a
match, but the machine learning procedure can be calibrated to accommodate such discrepancies.
The match may well be correct, but will be missed by the version of Abramitzky et al.’s (2012, 2014,
2017) method that I use. Suppose on the other hand that the hypothetical person in my example
has a unique perfect match in 1940. If there are multiple close matches and one exact match, the
iterative procedure will pick out the exact match, whereas the machine learning approach may not
declare any match due to the availability of close alternatives. The match may indeed be true, but
will not be picked up via the machine learning route.
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rank-rank correlation associated with the iterative sample, while column (2) gives the
corresponding correlation based on the machine learning sample. Both suggest that
the geography of upward mobility has undergone substantial change over time.
Having used the iterative and machine learning samples separately, I now take
the intersection of the two datasets and re-compute upward mobility for each CZ in
the early 20th century. As Bailey et al. (2018) put it, “to the extent that different
methods make errors for different reasons, taking the set of common links leverages
the common strengths of different methods.” Requiring links to be classified by both
procedures reduces the number of matches significantly, leaving fewer CZs for which
one can estimate upward mobility. Nonetheless, column (3) of Table 1.3 shows that
the rank-rank correlation is still well below 1 even when the intersection of linked
samples and the resulting set of CZs are used. The inversion of the land of opportunity
thus remains evident.
1.4.3.2 Representativeness of the Linked Sample
To address the issue of unrepresentativeness, I follow Bailey et al. (2018) and use
inverse propensity weights to adjust for observable differences between matched and
unmatched persons in the historical data.55 For each CZ, upward mobility is thus
re-computed as the weighted average occupation income rank of sons with fathers
from the bottom half of the national occupation income distribution. Specification
(3) is then re-estimated using these adjusted measures. The resulting rank-rank
coefficient, shown in column (4) of Table 1.3, is almost identical to the baseline result
55Inverse propensity weights are computed in two steps, adapting the approach in Bailey et al.
(2018). First, I run a probit model of match status on a vector of characteristics: the length of
first and last names separately, the share of persons with the same first name, the proportion of
individuals having the same last name, a quadratic in age, an indicator for those with siblings in their
1910 households, the number of siblings, the age of one’s father, the father’s occupation category
(white-collar, farm, skilled/ semi-skilled, and unskilled), an indicator for households residing in urban
areas, and an indicator for farm households. Second, the probit coefficients are used to estimate
each individual’s probability of being matched, and inverse propensity weights are computed as
1−p
p ∗ m1−m , where p is the propensity score and m is the match rate.
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in column (1), again indicating that there has been much change in the landscape of
upward mobility. The similarity of the two estimates is both because the unweighted
linked sample is not particularly unrepresentative to begin with, and because the
inverse propensity weights do not substantially alter its representativeness, as shown
in Appendix A.2.
To summarize this subsection, while false positives and unrepresentativeness are
inherent in historical samples produced by automated linking methods, the stability
of the baseline rank-rank correlation across a range of robustness checks suggests that
such errors are unlikely to have been sufficiently large in my 1910-1940 data to explain
the changing spatial patterns of upward mobility.
1.5 Determinants of the Historical Landscape of Upward Mobility Part
I: Childhood Environment
What shaped the landscape of upward mobility in the first half of the 20th cen-
tury? Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et al. (2018) find that much of the
geographic variation in upward mobility today is driven by differences in childhood
environment. They show that individuals who spend more time growing up in better
neighborhoods have better outcomes later in life. To use their terminology, present-
day neighborhoods have substantial childhood exposure effects. Was this also true in
the past? To quantify the historical importance of childhood environment for later-life
outcomes, I adapt Chetty and Hendren’s (2018a) research design and exploit variation
in the ages at which children moved across neighborhoods.56 The information needed
56The age-at-move research design is used in both Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et
al. (2018). The former does not differentiate between races while the latter provides results for
blacks and whites separately. Although the race-specific findings in Chetty et al. (2018) are more
comparable with my historical data, I will mainly reference Chetty and Hendren (2018a) when
discussing the empirical design. This is because the age-at-move strategy is the primary focus of
Chetty and Hendren (2018a), whereas its validity is taken as a given in Chetty et al. (2018). It also
comprises a much smaller part of the analysis in the latter.
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to operationalize the age-at-move strategy, however, is not available in the historical
censuses. I thus begin by developing a novel approach that addresses the constraints
of the historical data and allows one to mimic Chetty and Hendren’s (2018a) setup. I
then investigate the impact of childhood environment on a child’s grade-for-age sta-
tus and on occupation income ranks during adulthood. I find evidence of childhood
exposure effects on the former but not the latter, which implies that childhood en-
vironment had a much smaller role in explaining the geography of upward mobility
during the early 20th century as compared with the contemporary results in Chetty
and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et al. (2018).
1.5.1 A New Approach to the Age-at-Move Research Design in an Old
Setting
To implement the age-at-move research design, two key pieces of information are re-
quired. First, I need to know which households moved across neighborhoods exactly
once, as childhood environment can be more accurately assigned to children from
such households. Second, reasonably accurate measures of the ages at which children
in these households moved are required. Neither piece of information is available in
the historical censuses as these data are cross-sectional in nature with few details on
individual or household migration histories.57,58 One might think of linking house-
holds across census records to track their movements. However, because censuses are
spaced 10 years apart, it is difficult to tell if a household moved multiple times in the
57With the IRS tax records, Chetty and Hendren (2018a) are able to obtain both pieces of infor-
mation for their contemporary cohorts by making use of changes in the address from which parents
file their tax returns.
58While the 1940 census records an individual’s location in both 1935 and 1940, this information
is not particularly useful for addressing the two data requirements. One cannot tell if multiple moves
were made between 1935 and 1940, the year of move within this interval is unknown, and households
that moved over longer time horizons may be missed. The latter can be addressed by linking the 1940
census back to 1930, albeit with a loss of sample size. In any case, similar information on migration
histories is not available in the older censuses that will be used for the income rank analysis below.
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intervening decade. Furthermore, even if a household moved once, it is not possible
to know approximately when the household actually moved within this wide interval.
Consequently, the ages at which children moved cannot be determined precisely. An
alternative solution is necessary. The methodological contribution of this chapter is
to develop a new approach that addresses both data constraints by making use of
differences in the state and year of birth among siblings.
I first exploit differences in the state of birth among siblings to determine which
households moved across neighborhoods once. Specifically, I consider a household
in a given census year to have moved once if it satisfies three criteria: (i) at least
one of the household head’s children was born in the current state of residence, (ii)
at least one child was born in a different state, and (iii) there is a unidirectional
transition from being born in a different state to being born in the current state of
residence as one goes from the oldest to youngest child. Criteria (i) and (ii) isolate
households that moved, and criterion (iii) pinpoints those that are likely to have
moved once. The birthplace of children born outside the present state of residence
reveals the household’s state of origin, while the current CZ of residence is taken to
be the household’s destination.
There are three caveats with regard to my method of determining which house-
holds moved once. First, my approach only identifies households that moved across
states, whereas Chetty and Hendren (2018a) focus on cross-CZ moves. This need
not compromise the comparability of the results in this chapter with theirs. Those
who crossed state borders when moving to their destination CZs are likely to have
travelled longer distances on average and to thus have experienced true changes in
their neighborhood environments, which are what Chetty and Hendren (2018a) are
interested in.59 Second, my method identifies one-time movers based on migrations
59Using the full 1910-1940 linked sample as an example, I find that cross-state movers travelled
about 603 miles on average, while cross-CZ (but within-state) movers covered an average of about
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prior to a given census year. If individuals make post-enumeration moves while they
are still children, this will affect how accurately I can assign them to their child-
hood environments. Appendix A.5 shows that although a non-trivial share of young
children move after a census is taken, about two-thirds remain in the same CZ be-
tween adjacent censuses. The problem introduced by post-enumeration moves may
also be less severe if CZs within a given state share similar features, as about three-
quarters of young children stay in the same state over a decade interval.60 In addition,
the grade-for-age analysis below will focus on older children, who are less likely to
make subsequent moves before reaching adulthood given the shorter duration of their
remaining childhood years. Importantly, the extent of post-enumeration moves is in-
versely proportional to the size of the geographic unit used to define neighborhoods.
While not perfect, CZs may strike a balance between the need for smaller geographic
units to capture neighborhood characteristics accurately and the need to minimize
post-enumeration moves. They are therefore used as the primary definition of neigh-
borhoods in this chapter. Third, since my procedure only recovers a household’s
state but not CZ of origin, errors might be introduced when computing the change
in childhood environment experienced by movers. Appendix A.5 provides suggestive
evidence that such errors are unlikely to be severe by comparing the change in envi-
ronment based on one’s state of origin and destination CZ to the change estimated
with a person’s origin and destination CZs. This analysis is based on a small sample
of movers whose fathers can be linked back to the previous census and for whom one
therefore has information on both the state and likely CZ of origin.
120 miles. To capture true changes in neighborhood environments, Chetty and Hendren (2018a)
restrict their sample to families that moved at least 100 miles or more. Deutscher (2018), applying
the age-at-move research design to Australian administrative data, uses a lower threshold of 15
kilometers because Australia’s population is highly concentrated in a few major cities and moves
within these cities are potentially important.
60Appendix A.5 shows that states often capture a sizable share of the variation in neighborhood
quality across CZs, although there is substantial heterogeneity in their explanatory power depending
on the population of interest and the specific neighborhood characteristic being considered.
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Having identified households that are likely to have moved once, I then make use
of differences in the birth years of siblings to determine lower and upper bounds for
the ages at which children within these households moved. This is done by ordering
children by age and using the birth years of adjacent siblings who are born in different
states to derive limits on the year when a household moved. Lower and upper bounds
of a child’s age at move can then be backed out. Since this chapter focuses on children
who are at most 17 years of age when they are first observed, my procedure will
generate an age-at-move range of 1-17.61 However, because relatively few individuals
moved with their parents at ages 15-17, I combine the three oldest groups into a single
“15+” category. My range of ages at move is important for two reasons. First, it
overlaps with part of Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et al.’s (2018) intervals,
which facilitates a comparison across the three studies.62 Second, it includes a portion
of the preteens and teenage years, during which exposure effects may be particularly
strong, as shown by Deutscher (2018) in the case of Australia.63,64
How accurate are my measures of a child’s age at move? I propose an indirect test
that can be used to evaluate their reliability. This test focuses on the relationship
61While the age-at-move range can be extended to 0-17 by including children born after their
households moved, I do not use this for the main analysis. This is because it is unclear if any
differences in outcomes between those born after their households moved and those who moved at
age 1 should be attributed to childhood exposure effects (possibly including in-utero effects for the
former) or to the econometric model’s failure to appropriately capture the disruption costs of moving.
In any case, if one does not find exposure effects for moves made at ages 1-17, it is unlikely that
any different results found by including those born after their households moved can be regarded as
robust evidence for the importance of childhood environment. Nonetheless, for completeness, I will
refer to the findings based on this wider range in the footnotes that accompany the main analysis.
62At the time Chetty and Hendren (2018a) wrote their paper, the IRS tax records were only
available from 1996 to 2012, which constrained the lowest age at which they could observe a child
move to 9. More recent work by Chetty et al. (2018) pushes the earliest age at move down to 6.
CFHJP go even further to an age at move of 2, but they use census tracts rather than CZs to define
neighborhoods, as mentioned in an earlier footnote.
63Deutscher (2018) finds that exposure effects in Australia are four times as strong for persons
who moved to better neighborhoods when they were 11-24 years of age as compared to those who
moved before the age of 11.
64For the US, CFHJP find stronger exposure effects for those who moved across census tracts as
preteens or teenagers compared with those who moved at earlier ages.
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between the age at which a child moved to a CZ and the likelihood of staying in
that same CZ into adulthood. The idea is as follows. I observe where a child resides
in a given census year – call this the base year CZ. Those who moved to their base
year CZs when they were younger are likely to spend more time growing up there
on average. This allows them to form stronger local ties and networks, which could
in turn reduce their incentives to leave. One would thus expect a negative relation
between the probability of staying in the base year CZ and a child’s age at move. To
operationalize this test, I take the 1910-1940 linked sample and regress an indicator
for persons who are in the same CZ in 1910 and 1940 on a vector of age-at-move
dummies, controlling for age and the base year CZ.65 Figures 1.3A and 1.3B plot the
coefficients on the age-at-move dummies using the lower and upper bound of a child’s
age at move respectively. The predicted negative relation between the likelihood of
staying and the age when an individual moved to the base year CZ is observed in
both cases, albeit with less precision when the lower bound is used.66,67 Figure A.4
in Appendix A.3 finds broadly similar patterns with the 1900-1930 linked sample.
While necessarily imperfect, my measures of a child’s age at move are thus likely to
be reasonably accurate.
In the analysis that follows, the quality of neighborhoods will be based on the
outcomes of individuals who are likely have spent all or most of their childhoods in
one particular neighborhood, henceforth referred to as the “permanent residents” of
a place. To be precise, I define permanent residents to be children from households
where none of the household heads’ children were born outside the current state of
65Those who moved at age 1 comprise the omitted category.
66Deutscher (2018) also finds that the share of persons remaining in their childhood neighborhoods
declines with the age at which they moved in, particularly for those who moved after age 15, which
is mostly beyond my range.
67This negative relation is usually observed even when sons are divided into those from below-
median and above-median income households, though it tends to be noisier and weaker for rich sons
when the lower bound of their ages at move is used.
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residence.68 At the time of a given census, such households are unlikely to have
moved across state borders after any of their children were born.69 As with movers,
a valid concern is whether permanent residents make post-enumeration moves before
reaching adulthood, in which case they would not truly be permanent residents of a
given place. Appendix A.5 allays this concern by showing that between 77 and 80
percent of young permanent residents remain in the same CZ across adjacent censuses
and over 90 percent stay within the same state.70
1.5.2 Childhood Environment and Grade-for-Age Status
1.5.2.1 Choice of Outcome
While intergenerational mobility is primarily concerned with economic outcomes dur-
ing adulthood, it may nonetheless be preferable to begin with a contemporaneous
outcome as this avoids the need for linked samples and any errors that might be
associated with such data. The historical censuses contain a limited range of con-
temporaneous measures. One cannot use employment status or occupation scores as
many children will be too young to be part of the formal labor market and those
that are working will still be in an early phase of their career trajectories. School
attendance or months in school are not ideal outcomes either.71 The former is a
fairly crude measure that will mask childhood exposure effects, if any, while the lat-
ter is more likely to vary with the local school calendar when the child is attending
68Chetty and Hendren (2018a) define permanent residents as parents who remain in the same CZ
throughout their period of observation. They are used to identify children who are likely to have
spent their entire childhoods in one place. These children need not have stayed in the same area as
adults.
69This refers to children who are residing in the household at the time of a given census.
70Since permanent residents significantly outnumber movers, as documented in Appendix A.5, the
high rates of staying among permanent residents suggest that taking the 1910 CZ of residence to be
where a child was raised when computing upward mobility in Section 1.2 is likely to be a reasonable
assumption for the majority of individuals.
71The number of months in school is recorded for all persons in 1900 and for the residents of
Alaska in 1910.
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school rather than the time spent growing up in a particular area. The availability
of education attainment in the 1940 census, however, allows one to consider a child’s
grade-for-age status.72 Variants of this outcome have also been used in the modern
economics literature (Kearney and Levine 2018; Oreopoulos et al. 2006).
I determine a child’s grade-for-age status using an indicator 1[Schli ≥ x] that
compares child i′’s years of schooling Sch against a given threshold x, where x is the
years of schooling a child would have completed if he or she had advanced a grade
up each year. Formally, x is computed as Age − 6. This assignment rule implicitly
assumes that children began school at around 6 or 7 years of age on average during
the first half of the 20th century. I provide two pieces of evidence that support this
assumption. First, school attendance among native-born white children exhibits a
discontinuous increase at age 6 and is close to the upper limit by age 7, as illustrated
in Figure 1.4 using the 1940 census.73,74 Second, the modal years of schooling among
older children aged 14-17 in 1940 coincides with Age− 6, as depicted by Figure 1.5.75
Note that my assignment rule does not assume that education standards were the
same across the country. It only sets a national benchmark, and allows differences
in schooling standards to generate variation in the share of children meeting this
threshold in each neighborhood. The resulting variation thus captures the distinct
72While education attainment is recorded from the 1940 census onward, the grade-for-age analysis
will only be implemented using the 1940 census. This is because a large sample of movers is needed
to operationalize the age-at-move research design. Such sample sizes are only possible with the
complete counts of the censuses, which are publicly available up until 1940 at the time of writing.
73There will be some imprecision here and throughout this section as a child’s school year cannot
be determined precisely from the 1940 census, which records a person’s age but lacks more detailed
information on birth date, such as the quarter of birth.
74Figure A.5 in Appendix A.3 shows that similar patterns are observed across regions. Assuming
that children begin school at around 6 or 7 years of age thus appears to be reasonable even at the
subnational level.
75Figures A.6-A.9 in Appendix A.3 redo Figure 1.5 by age and region. The modal years of schooling
coincides with Age − 6 for all age-region combinations except for 14 year olds in the South, where
it coincides with Age− 7 instead. Again, this suggests that assuming that children begin school at
ages 6 or 7 on average is reasonable not just nationally, but for each region as well.
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environments that children grew up in.76
Since grade-for-age status is measured contemporaneously, there is a narrower
range of ages at move that can be exploited for younger children – the analysis below
will thus focus on 14-17 year olds in 1940. Columns (1) and (2) in Table 1.4 display
the age-at-move distribution of native-born white boys in this sample, and columns
(3) and (4) do the same for native-born white girls.77 The odd columns use the lower
bound of a child’s age at move while the even columns are based on the upper bound.
On average, the two bounds differ by less than three years for both genders.
1.5.2.2 Empirical Specification
I assess the importance of childhood environment for grade-for-age status by estimat-
ing a modified version of Chetty and Hendren’s (2018a) parametric specification with
76To get a sense of how much variation in grade-for-age status is lost by using CZs rather than
smaller geographic units to define neighborhoods, I regress the grade-for-age rate in each enumeration
district on a vector of CZ fixed effects separately by cohort and gender. The resulting adjusted R2
is the statistic of interest. I find that CZs capture about 10-17 percent of the variation across
enumeration districts. As a point of comparison, albeit an imperfect one, CZs capture about 27.6
percent of the variation in mean third-grade scores in 2013 across census tracts, based on data from
CFHJP. This is much higher than that for grade-for-age rate in 1940. However, there are almost
twice as many enumeration districts in 1940 (slightly over 130,000 here) than there are census tracts
in the contemporary data (72,118 here). One might thus expect more variation in grade-for-age rate
across enumeration districts in 1940 compared with third-grade scores across census tracts in 2013.
77The distribution is skewed toward younger ages at move for two reasons. First, older children
may have been less likely to move with their parents. Second, my method for identifying households
that moved once mechanically skews the distribution toward those who moved when they were
younger. This is because older children in a given census year can contribute to the earlier ages at
move but the reverse is not true. For example, a child who is 17 years old in a given census year
could have moved to the current location at any age from 1-17, but the latest that a 5 year old in a
given census year could have moved would be when he or she was 4 or 5 years of age.
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my sample of movers:78
1[Schli ≥ x] =
15+∑
AM=1
βAM · 1[AMi = AM ] · 4o,c,j,g︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
+
1925∑
j=1923
κj · 1[ji = j] · 4o,c,j,g︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
+
14∑
AM=1
θ1AM · 1[AMi = AM ] +
15+∑
AM=1
θ2AM · 1[AMi = AM ] ·RankFatheri︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)
+
1925∑
j=1923
θ1j · 1[ji = j] +
1926∑
j=1923
θ2j · 1[ji = j] · Shareo,j,g︸ ︷︷ ︸
(d)
+ui (16)
where the subscripts i, j, o, c, and g refer to the individual, birth year cohort,
state of origin, CZ of residence, and father’s income group (top or bottom half of
the occupation income distribution) respectively.79,80 AM denotes a child’s age at
move. The change in neighborhood environment experienced by movers is captured
by 4o,c,j,g = Sharec,j,g − Shareo,j,g, where Sharec,j,g is the share of children from CZ
c and cohort j, with fathers from income group g, who completed at least x years
of schooling, and Shareo,j,g is similarly defined but for children from state o. Both
components of 4o,c,j,g are based on the outcomes of permanent residents and are
gender-specific.81,82
78Chetty and Hendren (2018a) also use a semi-parametric specification that includes origin by
parent income decile by birth cohort by age at move fixed effects. This is computationally demanding
with smaller samples.
79Recall from Section 1.5.1 that for movers, the CZ of residence in a given census year is also the
destination CZ.
80Like Chetty and Hendren (2018a), I pool children across all households when estimating child-
hood exposure effects, instead of using only those from below-median income households. However,
unlike Chetty and Hendren (2018a), who construct covariates that are specific to each percentile
rank of parents, I only divide fathers into two income groups and create covariates specific to each
group. This is both because my samples are much smaller than Chetty and Hendren’s (2018a) and
because occupation scores are coarser than actual earnings, thus resulting in rankings that are not
fine enough to divide fathers precisely into 100 equal groups.
81For permanent residents, the state of origin o is also the current state of residence.
82CZ-cohort-group and origin-cohort-group cells with fewer than 50 and 100 permanent residents
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Specification (16) thus models grade-for-age status as a function of the shock
experienced by moving to a different neighborhood interacted with the age at move
(component (a)). The impact of this shock is allowed to vary by cohort (component
(b)) to account for possible differences in measurement error across birth years.83
Two sets of controls are also included in the regression. Component (c) controls
for the disruption costs of moving, which vary with a child’s age at move and the
occupation income rank of his or her father.84 Component (d) accounts for the cohort-
specific quality of one’s state of origin.85 The coefficient of interest is βAM , which
comprises both the selection effect associated with moving and the causal effect of
neighborhoods, if any.
The identifying assumption of the age-at-move research design is that children’s
potential outcomes do not vary with their ages at move. If true, the causal effect
of childhood environment can then be inferred from the relation between the βAM
coefficients and age at move. In the presence of childhood exposure effects, βAM
should decline with the age when a child moved to a better neighborhood, as in
Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et al. (2018). Importantly, the identifying
respectively are excluded to improve the accuracy of 4o,c,j,g. This is done separately for each
gender. The minimum thresholds are important because errors in 4o,c,j,g will generate attenuation
bias in βAM . Consequently, one may incorrectly conclude that childhood exposure effects were
weak or absent in the early 20th century. Table A.5 in Appendix A.3 shows the set of CZs that
are represented in my data by cohort and father’s income group after imposing the minimum size
requirements. The number of mainland CZs in each cohort-group cell is less than 722, both because
not every CZ is represented by movers to begin with and because of the minimum requirements
I impose. Nonetheless, even the cohort-group combination with the fewest CZs contains almost
70 percent of all mainland CZs. Figure A.10 in Appendix A.3 also illustrates the wide geographic
coverage of 14-17 year old movers using a heat map. Taken together, Table A.5 and Figure A.10
suggest that the results in this section are likely to be relevant for the majority of the US. Chetty
and Hendren (2018a) address attenuation bias due to errors in 4o,c,j,g by restricting their analysis
to CZs with populations of at least 250,000. Chetty et al. (2018), on the other hand, require a
minimum of 25 observations for each combination of origin or destination CZ, cohort, and parent
percentile.
83To avoid collinearity, I follow Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and drop the interaction with the
most recent cohort from component (b).
84I drop the 15+ age-at-move dummy to avoid collinearity.
85I drop the indicator for the 1926 cohort to avoid collinearity.
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assumption allows those who moved to better and worse places to have different
potential outcomes, as long as these differences are not associated with the age at
move. Since the identifying variation is coming solely from movers, a reasonable
concern is how representative this sample is of the general population. Table A.6
in Appendix A.3 provides summary statistics for movers and permanent residents.
While there are differences between the two groups, these are quantitatively small.
1.5.2.3 Baseline Results
I find evidence that childhood environment mattered for grade-for-age status during
the first half of the 20th century. Figure 1.6 plots the βAM estimates from regression
(16), using the lower bound of a child’s age at move in Figures 1.6A and 1.6C and the
upper bound in 1.6B and 1.6D. The top two figures look at boys while the bottom
two focus on girls. Hollow markers represent coefficients that are not statistically
significant at the 5 percent level or lower. In all cases, I observe a general decline
in the βAM coefficients with a child’s age at move.
86 Put differently, the benefit of
moving to a better neighborhood is smaller the later one moves there. Fitting best
fit lines to the βAM coefficients for moves made from ages 1-13, which is the primary
range where each coefficient is identified by all four cohorts, yields gradients of -0.022
(S.E.=0.006), -0.026 (S.E.=0.004), -0.035 (S.E.=0.005), and -0.029 (S.E.=0.004) for
Figures 1.6A, B, C, and D respectively.87,88 These slopes imply that, on average,
86I find similar results with an age-at-move range of 0-17, which includes those born after their
households moved.
87I do not implement a linear parameterization directly on the underlying microdata because the
age-at-move distribution is heavily skewed in my sample, as shown earlier in Table 1.4. Consequently,
regressions based on the individual-level data will be driven primarily by those who moved at younger
ages. Chetty and Hendren (2018a) illustrate childhood exposure effects in both ways: they regress
their equivalent of the βAM coefficients on age at move and also apply a linear parameterization
directly on the microdata. Both yield similar estimates, which suggests that my use of the former
approach here may not be particularly problematic.
88An alternative specification to regression (16) would be to drop the interactions between cohort
and origin quality, and to add a full vector of origin-destination fixed effects. Such a specification
would be more similar to that in Laliberte´ (2018). By controlling for both the origins and destinations
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movers are 0.022 to 0.035 percentage points more likely to be in the appropriate
grade for their age for every additional year spent growing up in a place where the
grade-for-age rate is 1 percentage point higher.89 Alternatively, the slopes may also
be interpreted as the rate at which the outcomes of movers converge to those of the
permanent residents in their destinations.
Childhood exposure effects on grade-for-age status are also observed when spec-
ification (16) is implemented with a finer definition of neighborhoods and when the
population is divided by income group.90,91 I consider these alternatives in turn. First,
I use counties rather than CZs to define neighborhoods. Figure A.11 in Appendix A.3
shows that the resulting βAM estimates remain negatively related with a child’s age
at move, with movers being 0.021 to 0.040 percentage points more likely to be in the
appropriate grade for every additional year of exposure to a place with a 1 percentage
of movers, the variation used to estimate childhood exposure effects comes from the timing of moves.
The resulting βAM estimates are much less precise and exhibit a level shift down. Nonetheless, there
is still some evidence of a negative relation between βAM and age at move, particularly when using
the upper bound of a child’s age at move. The corresponding gradients over the 1-13 age range are
-0.025 (S.E.=0.006), -0.025 (S.E.=0.005), -0.043 (S.E.=0.005), and -0.030 (S.E.=0.005).
89There is some hint in Figure 1.6 that childhood exposure effects may have been weaker for
those who moved at younger ages, as inferred from the flatter gradients in the lower age range. The
skewness of the age-at-move distribution makes it difficult to test for breaks in the gradient using
the microdata. Such heterogeneity, if present, could be because younger children spend more time
at home and are thus insulated from the influence of neighborhoods.
90I do not use non-whites as an alternative population of interest to implement the analysis. Even
for blacks, the second largest racial group in the US, the sample of movers will be too small to allow
for a proper implementation of the age-at-move research design.
91Another way of dividing the population that is not discussed in the main text is to group
individuals by whether they moved to better or worse places. Close to 60 percent of my sample
moved to CZs with a higher grade-for-age rate than the average rate in their state of origin. Such
moves may be thought of as moves to better places, and vice versa for moves to worse areas. I continue
to find a negative relation between βAM and the age at move for those moving to better places, but
the results for those moving to worse areas is sensitive to gender and to the age-at-move bound
that is used. There is some evidence of exposure effects for boys in this subset of movers, especially
when the upper bound of their ages at move is used. However, there is no evidence that childhood
environment matters for the grade-for-age status of girls who moved to worse neighborhoods.
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point higher grade-for-age rate.92,93 Second, I divide children into below-median and
above-median income households. Figures A.12 and A.13 display the βAM coefficients
for the respective groups. I find that childhood exposure effects tend to be stronger
for those from poor households. This could reflect a ceiling effect among rich children,
who are substantially more likely to be in the appropriate grade for their age to begin
with.94 Nonetheless, there is still some evidence that childhood environment matters
for children from above-median income households.
The grade-for-age results may be consistent with other work. For example, Chetty
and Hendren (2018a) find that movers in the more recent cohorts they study are 0.037
percentage points more likely to attend college for every year of childhood exposure
to a neighborhood where the later-life college attendance rate is 1 percentage point
higher. Of course, my estimates are not perfectly comparable with theirs because
grade-for-age status and college attendance are different outcomes that are relevant
for different age groups. The two studies also differ in the exact range of ages at
move and the demographics of the underling populations. Nonetheless, both appear
to suggest that childhood environment has some influence on education progress,
albeit at different levels. My results are also in line with Card et al. (2018), who
find that school quality, which is one aspect of neighborhoods, affected children’s
education attainment in the early 20th-century US.
1.5.2.4 Validity of the Identifying Assumption
92The similarity of the exposure effects here with the baseline results suggests that while 1990-
based CZs may not be the ideal geographic definition of neighborhoods in a historical setting, they
are nonetheless able to capture the distinct features of a place that influence individual outcomes.
While it is possible to use even smaller geographic units in the form of enumeration districts, this
is unlikely to be meaningful. As discussed earlier, the smaller the geographic unit, the greater the
extent of post-enumeration moves among children and the more errors there will be when assigning
individuals to their childhood environments.
93With counties, the flatness of the gradient at younger ages at move is more evident.
94Among movers in my sample, boys and girls from above-median income households are 18.7 and
18.0 percentage points more likely to be in the appropriate grade for their age respectively.
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Interpreting the grade-for-age findings above as the causal effect of neighborhoods
hinges on the validity of the identifying assumption – that the potential outcomes
of children did not vary with their ages at move back in the early 20th century. A
key concern is whether the timing of moves is associated with the characteristics of
households. In particular, if children who moved when they were younger come from
households that have better attributes, the estimates of βAM could be biased upward
for younger ages at move. A spurious negative relation between βAM and the age at
move would then be observed even in the absence of childhood exposure effects.
It is important to first recognize that household characteristics do vary with a
child’s age at move. Figures A.14 and A.15 in Appendix A.3 consider five household
attributes for sons and daughters respectively: father’s age, father’s age at move,
father’s education attainment, father’s occupation income rank, and the number of
siblings a child has.95 Of these, only the father’s age and age at move exhibit differ-
ences by the child’s age at move that are robust to using either the lower or upper
bound of one’s age at move. I argue that such differences are mechanical in nature,
particularly since a narrow range of cohorts is used in the analysis. To see this, con-
sider two children of the same age, who are the only child, but who moved at different
ages. If their fathers are from the same cohort, then the fathers could not have moved
at the same age. Conversely, if their fathers moved at the same age, then the fathers
cannot be from the same cohort. In reality, fathers are likely to differ along both
dimensions simultaneously. Nonetheless, even if such differences are mechanical, one
still needs to check that they do not invalidate the identifying assumption.
I account for differences across households in two ways. First, I directly control
for the set of household characteristics in the preceding paragraph when re-estimating
specification (16).96 The resulting βAM coefficients, plotted in Figure 1.7, continue
95All characteristics are taken or computed from the 1940 complete counts.
96The exception is the occupation income rank of one’s father as specification (16) already includes
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to exhibit a negative relation with the age at which a child moved to a better neigh-
borhood. Over the 1-13 age range, movers are 0.020 to 0.036 percentage points more
likely to be in the appropriate grade for their age per year of childhood exposure
to a neighborhood with a 1 percentage point higher grade-for-age rate.97 Naturally,
the limitation of this extension is that not all differences between households can
be controlled for. I thus add household fixed effects to regression (16) as a second
way of accounting for differences between households. To contribute to this analysis,
movers need to have at least one sibling who also moved and who is 14-17 years old.
This will significantly reduce my sample size. I thus pool both genders together and
include a gender dummy when estimating specification (16). Figures 1.8A and 1.8B
show that pooling both genders and focusing on households with at least two children
aged 14-17 who moved does not substantially alter the original findings. One again
observes a downward trend in the βAM coefficients, albeit with relatively more noise
when using the upper bound of a child’s age at move. Figures 1.8C and 1.8D then
display the βAM coefficients when household fixed effects are included. The estimates
are nosier, possibly because the fixed effects amplify any pre-existing measurement
error in 4o,c,j,g. Still, there is some evidence of childhood exposure effects, although
the range of ages where these effects are observed is sensitive to whether the lower
or upper bound of a child’s age at move is used.98 While not perfect, the two pieces
of evidence together suggest that differences across households were unlikely to have
compromised the validity of the identifying assumption in the early 20th century.
Apart from differences between households, changes within households over time
the father’s occupation income rank interacted with the child’s age at move.
97While the slopes are similar to those in Figure 1.6, there appears to be a slight downward shift
in the level of the βAM coefficients, suggesting that those who moved may be positively selected
relative to permanent residents but that this selection does not vary with age at move.
98In contrast to Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and to the earlier method of directly controlling for
household characteristics, the inclusion of household fixed effects does not appear to lower the level
of the βAM coefficients.
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that are correlated with a child’s age at move may also threaten the validity of the
identifying assumption. For example, households may have moved in response to bet-
ter employment opportunities for the parents – this could translate to an increase in
household resources, which younger children in the household can benefit from over
a longer duration of their childhoods. A spurious negative relation between βAM and
the age at move might then be observed. To check if this invalidates the identify-
ing assumption, I adapt Chetty and Hendren’s (2018a) outcome-based placebo test,
which exploits heterogeneity in the outcomes of permanent residents across different
subgroups of the population. Three placebo groups are considered here: the cohort
one year older, the cohort one year younger, and the opposite gender. Intuitively,
what matters for a child’s outcomes is the neighborhood quality for his or her own
demographic group, rather than that for the adjacent cohorts or opposite gender.
Omitted variables and selection, on the other hand, are unlikely to vary sharply by
cohort and gender. To implement this test, I add to specification (16) a vector of
interactions between children’s ages at move and the change in environment based
on the outcomes of permanent residents from one of the placebo groups.99 The test
predicts that the interaction coefficients for one’s own group, βAM , will remain pos-
itive, statistically significant, and negatively related with the age at move, but the
interactions with the placebo group will not. This exercise is demanding on the data
because outcomes are highly correlated across subgroups, which leaves little variation
for precise estimation.100 I thus continue to pool both boys and girls together, though
substantially more noise should nonetheless be expected. Figure 1.9 plots the βAM
coefficients associated with the change in environment based on one’s own group. As
predicted, the estimates are nosier but there is usually still a negative relationship
99Following Chetty and Hendren (2018a), I also control for the quality of a household’s place of
origin based on the outcomes of permanent residents from the relevant placebo group.
100The simple correlation between the change in environment based on one’s own group and the
change based on each placebo group exceeds 0.9 for my sample of movers.
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between βAM and the age at move. In contrast, while not shown here, the interaction
coefficients based on the placebo groups are almost always statistically insignificant.
The evidence as a whole thus suggests that the identifying assumption driving the
age-at-move research design was likely to have been valid even during the early 20th
century. Thus, the grade-for-age findings may be interpreted as the causal effect of
neighborhoods.
1.5.3 Childhood Environment and Adult Income Ranks
1.5.3.1 Data, Specification, and Results
While the grade-for-age analysis was useful in showing that neighborhoods have some
influence on individuals and that the age-at-move research design is feasible even with
imperfect historical data, of greater importance within the context of intergenera-
tional mobility is whether childhood environment affects adult economic outcomes.
To shed light on the latter, information on a person’s childhood environment and
adult outcomes is required, which necessitates the use of linked data. Because match
rates are well below 100 percent, the sample size of a single linked dataset will be
much smaller than the cross-section samples used in the grade-for-age analysis. This
could affect the reliability of my results as the age-at-move research design requires
a lot of data for precise estimation. I thus build three new linked samples and pool
them together instead of relying on the original 1910-1940 data. Specifically, I match
native-born white sons aged 8-17 from the 1900, 1910, and 1920 censuses to the 1920,
1930, and 1940 enumerations respectively, where the age restriction of 8-17 rather
than 3-17 ensures that the samples do not overlap.101,102 Columns (5) and (6) in
101Since the censuses from 1900 to 1930 record parental birthplace, I use the birthplace of one’s
father as an additional match criterion when constructing the 1900-1920 and 1910-1930 samples to
improve the accuracy of matches.
102Because 20-year intervals are used here, these individuals will be around 26-39 years of age
(allowing for errors in reported age) when their economic outcomes are measured, which is 10 years
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Table 1.4 display the age-at-move distribution for movers in the linked data.
I use a modified version of specification (16) to quantify the impact of childhood
environment on adult economic outcomes:
Ranki = τ +
15+∑
AM=1
β′AM · 1[AMi = AM ] · 4′o,c,j,g︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
+
1911∑
j=1883
κ′j · 1[ji = j] · 4′o,c,j,g︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
+
14∑
AM=1
θ1′AM · 1[AMi = AM ] +
15+∑
AM=1
θ2′AM · 1[AMi = AM ] ·RankFatheri︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)
+
1911∑
j=1883
θ1′j · 1[ji = j] +
1912∑
j=1883
θ2′j · 1[ji = j] ·Ranko,j,g︸ ︷︷ ︸
(d)
+u′i (17)
Regression (17) deviates from specification (16) in four ways. First, I use a person’s
cohort-specific occupation income rank measured at ages 26-39, Ranki, as the out-
come of interest.103 Second, I include a set of base year indicators τ to account for
systematic differences across the three linked samples.104 Third, the change in envi-
younger than that in the 1910-1940 linked sample. Despite the younger age range, the spatial
patterns of upward mobility based on these three datasets are similar to those in Figure 1.1B.
Comparing the mobility estimates from the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 samples with the
measures from the 1910-1940 data, I obtain high correlations of 0.848, 0.929, and 0.950 respectively,
based on 466, 553, and 605 CZs.
103While I measure the outcomes of individuals when they are 26-39 years of age, Chetty and
Hendren (2018a) use adult income ranks at a fixed age of 24 in their baseline analysis. This is
unlikely to affect the comparability of my results with theirs. As mentioned in footnote 20 of Chetty
and Hendren (2018a), one obtains “similar estimates when measuring income at later ages (from
26-30) over the overlapping range of ages at which children move.”
104Each linked sample comprises a different set of CZ-cohort-group and origin-cohort-group com-
binations. There are two reasons for this. First, a different number of individuals can be linked in
each sample so the corresponding number of CZs that are represented varies by dataset. Second,
as detailed in an earlier footnote, I impose minimum size requirements on the CZ-cohort-group and
origin-cohort-group cells to improve the accuracy of my covariates. The number of cells meeting
these thresholds differs by sample. Hence the need for base year indicators. Table A.7 in Appendix
A.3 shows the number of CZs that are represented in each cohort-group cell by linked sample. Nat-
urally, there are fewer CZs compared with the grade-for-age analysis and even fewer when older
censuses are used. This is unlikely to pose a significant problem because the geographic coverage of
the remaining CZs is fairly broad, as illustrated by Figure A.16 in Appendix A.3. I also check that
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ronment experienced by movers is now captured by 4′o,c,j,g = Rankc,j,g − Ranko,j,g,
where Rankc,j,g is the average occupation income rank of sons from CZ c and cohort
j with fathers from income group g, and Ranko,j,g is defined in the same way but for
sons from state o. Both components of 4′o,c,j,g are based on the outcomes of linked
permanent residents. Fourth, I use the average occupation income rank of permanent
residents Ranko,j,g, instead of Shareo,j,g, as a proxy for the cohort-specific quality of
one’s state of origin.
In contrast to the grade-for-age results, the evidence for childhood exposure effects
on adult occupation income ranks is not robust. Figures 1.10A and 1.10B display the
estimated β′AM coefficients from specification (17), based on the lower and upper
bounds of an individual’s age at move respectively.105 Three points are worth noting
here. First, with the lower bound, one observes a general negative relation between
β′AM and the age at move. However, the β
′
AM estimates are imprecise for moves at
older ages, making it difficult to interpret the negative gradient. Second, using the
upper bound offers more precision, but the evidence for childhood exposure effects
remains inconclusive. There is a negative slope from ages 6 to 10 but not elsewhere.
Third, one can bring the β′AM coefficients down to zero and eliminate their significance
by controlling for a person’s CZ of residence during adulthood, as shown in Figures
1.10C and 1.10D.106 In words, conditional on living in the same place as adults,
the smaller set of CZs is unlikely to severely distort my results by redoing the grade-for-age analysis
using only boys in base year CZs that are represented in the pooled linked sample of movers. One
continues to find a negative relation between βAM and a child’s age at move.
105Three alternative ways of implementing specification (17) are worth noting. First, Figures
A.17A and A.17B in Appendix A.3 provide the corresponding estimates for below-median income
households, while Figures A.18A and A.18B do the same for above-median income households. The
evidence for childhood exposure effects on adult occupation income ranks is not robust in these
subsamples either. Second, Figures A.25A and A.25B in Appendix A.4 find similar results when
LIDO scores are used to construct the variables in specification (17). Third, I also check that the
baseline conclusions are unchanged when the sample is restricted to persons aged 14-17 in the base
years, which matches the age range used in the grade-for-age analysis.
106Similar results are observed for sons from below-median income households, as shown in Figures
A.17C and A.17D in Appendix A.3, and for those from above-median income households, as illus-
trated in Figures A.18C and A.18D. Figures A.25C and A.25D in Appendix A.4 also find similar
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how much time people spent growing up in better or worse neighborhoods has no
bearing on their adult income ranks. A reasonable concern is whether controlling
for the location of residence during adulthood may underestimate the magnitude of
childhood exposure effects because where an individual ends up in is likely to be a
function of where one was raised (Chetty and Hendren 2018a). However, the impact
of childhood environment would have to operate primarily through location choices
in adulthood to explain the dramatic decline in the level and significance of β′AM .
This seems unlikely.
1.5.3.2 Why was Childhood Environment Less Important in the Past?
Why does childhood environment appear to be much less important for adult income
ranks during the early 20th century as compared with the contemporary findings in
Chetty and Hendren (2018a) and Chetty et al. (2018)? A possible conjecture is that
childhood exposure effects may have been attenuated by imperfections in the historical
data. As discussed earlier, one such imperfection might be the unrepresentativeness
of the linked samples. If persons with better unobserved potential outcomes are more
likely to be matched, then the β′AM estimates could be attenuated and thus mislead
one to conclude that childhood environment was not important historically.107 To as-
sess the potential effects of such unrepresentativeness, I take a representative sample,
distort its representativeness, and then check if the estimated exposure effects are
substantially altered. Specifically, this is implemented by taking one of the samples
from the grade-for-age analysis – 14-17 year old native-born white boys in 1940 – and
conclusions when LIDO scores are used to construct the variables in regression (17). Had an age-
at-move range of 0-17 been used instead, the β′AM coefficient estimated for those born after their
households moved would be much higher than that for individuals who moved at age 1. However,
even the former falls close to zero and loses significance when adult CZ fixed effects are included.
107Appendix A.2 shows, for example, that sons whose fathers work in white collar jobs are more
likely to be linked in the original 1910-1940 dataset. If the unobserved potential outcomes of sons are
positively related to the occupation class of their fathers, the type of unrepresentativeness described
in the main text may then be present.
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linking individuals back to their younger selves in 1930. Specification (16) is then
re-estimated based on the subset of linked boys, and the resulting βAM coefficients
are presented in Figure 1.11.108 The estimates of βAM are nosier and their relation
with the age at which people move is attenuated. Apart from unrepresentativeness,
this may also reflect the reduction in sample size due to linking. Nonetheless, boys
who moved are still about 0.02 percentage points more likely to be in the appropriate
grade for their age for each year of childhood exposure to a place with a 1 percentage
point higher grade-for-age rate.109 If this result can be extrapolated to the income
rank analysis, it would suggest that the unrepresentativeness of the linked data are
unlikely to completely explain the lack of exposure effects on adult outcomes.
Another limitation of the historical data is the coarseness of income ranks that
are based on occupation scores. As discussed in Section 1.2, individuals are ranked
by occupation scores because actual earnings are not available prior to 1950. By con-
struction, there is less variation in occupation scores than in actual earnings, which
implies that income ranks based on the former will be coarser. This, in turn, may
mask the presence of childhood exposure effects, if any. To evaluate this hypothesis, I
re-estimate specification (17) but change the outcome of interest to a variable that is
not dependent on occupation scores. Specifically, I use an indicator for persons who
completed at least high school by adulthood.110 Since years of schooling are required,
this exercise is implemented with the 1920-1940 linked sample and the resulting β′AM
coefficients are displayed in Figure 1.12. The gradients of these coefficients are es-
sentially flat, suggesting that the apparent unimportance of childhood environment
for adult income ranks is unlikely to be driven by the coarseness of rankings that are
based on occupation scores. Given the positive return to schooling in the early 20th
108The corresponding covariates are re-computed based on the outcomes of linked permanent resi-
dents.
109As before, this refers to the slope of the βAM coefficients over the 1-13 age-at-move range.
110The explanatory variables are adjusted accordingly to match the change in outcome.
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century (Clay et al. 2016), the absence of exposure effects on adult education attain-
ment may be one reason why childhood environment does not affect income ranks
despite its influence on grade-for-age status as documented earlier. The different
results for education attainment and grade-for-age status do not necessarily present
a contradiction. This difference could reflect the growing importance of childhood
environment for upward mobility over time, a point that I return to in the final part
of this chapter. Children in 1940, who were used in the grade-for-age analysis, may
thus have been more heavily influenced by their neighborhoods compared with ear-
lier cohorts in the 1920-1940 linked sample. Alternatively, the impact of childhood
environment on education outcomes could have been diluted by individuals catching
up in education, as illustrated by Figure A.19 in Appendix A.3. To use an example,
about 40 percent of 17 year olds in 1940 completed at least 11 years of schooling,
a number that jumps to almost 60 percent by 1960 for the same cohort.111,112 This
might have weakened the initial grade-for-age effects with time.
Perhaps a more reasonable explanation for the weak connection between childhood
environment and adult income ranks may be the following: childhood environment did
matter for later-life outcomes historically, but were simply less important than they
are today and are consequently not picked up by the age-at-move research design.
As indirect evidence for this, consider the following thought experiment. Suppose
that childhood environment was equally important for upward mobility in the past
and present. How different do neighborhoods in the early 20th century have to be
in order to generate exposure effects of such magnitude? A number of studies in US
economic history now document the impact of specific improvements to childhood
111It would have been preferable to use earlier cohorts in this comparison for consistency with indi-
viduals in the 1920-1940 linked sample. Practically, this cannot be done since education attainment
is not recorded prior to 1940.
112A caveat of this cohort comparison is that one cannot distinguish between education creep
and actual catch up. The former refers to the tendency of less-educated persons to overreport their
education levels as they age. The latter may be the result of adult education or interrupted schooling.
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environment on subsequent earnings during adulthood. These can be compared with
the contemporary estimates in Chetty and Hendren (2018b) to shed light on how
different neighborhoods would have to be in the hypothetical scenario proposed here.
Chetty and Hendren (2018b) estimate that each year of childhood exposure to a
county that is 1 standard deviation better raises adult income by 0.5 percent.113 Two
years of exposure would then increase income by 1 percent – this is equivalent to the
effect of eradicating early-life exposure to typhoid fever during the first half of the 20th
century (Beach et al. 2016). Living for 10 years in a better environment would boost
income by 5 percent, which is comparable with the long-term effect of early childhood
exposure to county health departments that were rolled out in the early 20th-century
US (Valesco 2018).114 Historical differences between neighborhoods would thus have
to be of an order of magnitude that is similar to these major shocks for exposure
effects in the past to be as important as they are in the present. This seems unlikely,
which implies that childhood environment had a smaller role in explaining the spatial
patterns of upward mobility during the first half of the 20th century.
1.6 Determinants of the Historical Landscape of Upward Mobility Part
II: Composition of Jobs in Local Labor Markets
Given the weaker relation between childhood environment and upward mobility in
the past compared with the present, what else might have shaped the historical
landscape of upward mobility? The preceding section showed that one could eliminate
the β′AM coefficients in specification (17) by controlling for where individuals lived
113I focus on the county rather than CZ estimates in Chetty and Hendren (2018b) because the
examples from economic history that will be used for comparison here are based on cities or counties.
114Figure V in Valesco (2018) shows that the impact of being exposed to health departments on log
income declines with the age of exposure (not the age at move or the length of exposure), which might
appear to contradict the absence of exposure effects in my analysis. Note, however, that Valesco’s
(2018) findings may also be explained by a critical age model rather than an exposure effects model.
Chetty and Hendren (2018a) differentiate between the two models by using households that made
multiple moves across neighborhoods.
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as adults, suggesting that some aspect of the place of residence during adulthood
may have mattered for upward mobility in the early 20th century. I propose that
the composition of jobs in local labor markets could be one such dimension. To
illustrate this, I start by attempting to identify the causal effect of local labor market
structures on income ranks. The endogeneity concern here is that people sort across
localities. One way of addressing this self-selection is to compare persons who share
similar characteristics, but who are in different places. This is done by focusing on
brothers. An alternative approach is to use plausibly exogenous variation in the
types of labor markets that individuals end up in by exploiting pre-existing internal
migration patterns. Both methods indicate that the types of jobs in local labor
markets had a causal effect on income ranks historically. This causal relation alone,
however, does not necessary imply a connection between local labor market structures
across the country and the spatial patterns of upward mobility in Figure 1.1B. The
reason is that the impact of labor markets is based on where individuals reside during
adulthood, whereas upward mobility is tied to where one was raised, and people are
free to move. Nonetheless, I find a substantial degree of overlap between the geography
of good jobs and the landscape of upward mobility, an association that could reflect
the significant share of individuals who remain in their childhood neighborhoods even
as adults.
1.6.1 Identification Strategy I: Comparison of Brothers
1.6.1.1 Setup
To estimate the causal effect of local labor market structures during the first half of
the 20th century, I begin by relating differences in the occupation income ranks of
brothers to differences in the composition of jobs in their respective labor markets.115
115Studies that estimate the return to migration by comparing brothers who moved with those who
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This is implemented with the 1910-1940 linked sample, where brothers start off in
the same household in 1910 but often end up in different labor markets by 1940.
The former limits any confounding effects of different childhood environments, while
the latter provides the variation that is needed to estimate the importance of labor
markets. To fix ideas on how this identification strategy works, consider the following
model:
Ranki = α0 + β
Comp · Compositiond + ei (18)
where the subscript d denotes the labor market that individual i is in during adult-
hood, here defined as the CZ of residence in 1940. Ranki is a person’s cohort-specific
occupation income rank and Compositiond refers to the composition of jobs in CZ
d. To capture the composition of jobs in a place, I use the share of jobs that rank
among the top tercile of occupations in the population of working white men, hence-
forth referred to as “top” jobs.116,117 If specification (18) is the true model and if
individuals are randomly assigned across localities, then βComp gives the causal effect
of the local labor market structure. In the presence of geographic sorting, how-
ever, Corr(Compositiond, ei) 6= 0 and estimates of βComp will be biased. Comparing
brothers can partially address this problem. To see the types of selection that such a
comparison does and does not eliminate, it is useful to decompose the error term as:
ei = αh + wi,h (19)
where αh is a component that is common to brothers from the same household h and
did not, such as Abramitzky et al. (2012), Boustan (2016), and Collins and Wanamaker (2014), may
also be viewed as attempts to identify the effects of being in a different labor market.
116The threshold for top jobs is determined using the population of white men aged 25-54, who
reside in households, and who report an occupation in the 1940 1 percent IPUMS sample. Sample
weights are used for this computation.
117The share of top jobs is computed from the 1940 complete counts. To avoid a mechanical
relation between the dependent and independent variables, I exclude all persons in the 1910-1940
linked sample when computing the share of top jobs for each CZ.
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wi,h is an idiosyncratic individual component. The comparison of brothers addresses
selection that is driven by αh but not by wi,h. This approach is thus imperfect but
nonetheless provides as a useful first step toward quantifying the causal effect of local
labor markets.
1.6.1.2 The Causal Effect of Local Labor Market Structures
Table 1.5 presents suggestive evidence that the availability of top jobs in local labor
markets improved occupation income ranks in the early 20th century. Panels A and
B focus on sons from below-median and above-median income households respec-
tively.118 This division allows the treatment effect to vary by income group. Moving
across Table 1.5 from left to right, the sample diminishes in size as different restric-
tions are imposed to increase the comparability of individuals. As a benchmark,
column (1) estimates regression (18) with the full linked sample of sons, controlling
additionally for birth order and clustering standard errors by the CZ of residence in
1940.119,120 To facilitate the interpretation of my results, I standardize the share of
top jobs to have a mean of zero and unit standard deviation.121 A 1 standard devia-
tion increase in the share of top jobs is thus associated with occupation income ranks
that are 7.2 and 4.9 percentile points higher for those from poor and rich households
118Because the occupation income ranks of fathers – based on which households are assigned to
different income groups – are specific to their children’s cohorts, siblings may end up in different
household income categories despite coming from the same household. This is not a serious problem
as it only occurs in 1.04 percent of all households that have two or more linked sons in the 1910-1940
sample.
119I control for birth order because it is predetermined and may affect one’s health (Black et al.
2016), IQ (Black et al. 2011), and education attainment (Black et al. 2005), all of which might
influence an individual’s labor market outcomes, though not necessarily in the same direction. Birth
order is also relevant because first-borns are more likely to inherit the family’s property, which could
in turn reduce the likelihood of them moving to a CZ with relatively more or less top jobs. On a
practical note, in cases where brothers are of the same age in years, I use their person numbers in
the census enumerations to break the ties in birth order.
120Since the treatment varies by the labor market one is in during adulthood, the appropriate level
for clustering is a person’s CZ of residence in 1940 rather than in 1910.
121The standardization is based on the sample of CZs that are represented by the different subsets
of sons studied in Table 1.5, rather than the microdata per se. The former is the level at which the
treatment varies. Put differently, the standardization is not population-weighted.
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respectively. These magnitudes are quantitatively important, being 17.1 and 8.4 per-
cent of the corresponding outcome means shown in each panel.122 However, they are
unlikely to represent the causal effect of local labor markets as individuals in better
locations may come from better households or have better attributes. This motivates
a focus on brothers instead.123 Column (2) restricts the sample to those with at least
one linked brother.124 This cuts the sample size by over 60 percent but the relation
between the share of top jobs and occupation income ranks remains stable for both
income groups. Column (3) then compares brothers within the same household by
adding 1910 household fixed effects. This accounts for differences in occupation in-
come ranks that are driven by differences between households. The resulting point
estimates are smaller but remain positive, significant, and economically meaningful
– a 1 standard deviation increase in the share of top jobs boosts occupation income
ranks by 6.5 and 3.9 percentile points for sons from below-median and above-median
income households respectively.
Even within households, brothers may have different attributes, in which case
estimates of βComp could still be biased. I address this in three ways. First, I focus
on 1910 households where all the linked brothers moved away from their childhood
CZs.125 This partially eliminates differences in residential mobility between brothers,
122That the associations are weaker for sons from rich households is not surprising since the mean
occupation income rank for this group is higher and the use of ranks rather than income per se
introduces a ceiling effect.
123One concern with brothers is whether differences in their economic outcomes are partly driven
by some brothers having to take care of their parents when they are adults. The results presented
here are fairly robust to excluding the sets of linked brothers where at least one linked brother lives
with his father or mother (or both) during adulthood.
124Brothers from poor and rich households ended up in different places 54.9 and 49.2 percent of
the time respectively.
125Linked brothers from poor and rich households in this subsample ended up in different labor
markets 71.0 and 70.0 percent of the time respectively.
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where some choose to stay in their 1910 CZs while others leave.126,127 As shown in
column (4) of Table 1.5, studying this subset of the population reduces the sample size
even more but the causal effect of top jobs remains quantitatively important.128 A 1
standard deviation increase in the share of top jobs raises occupation income ranks
by 5.2 and 4.2 percentile points for sons from poor and rich households respectively.
Second, I compare brothers who are likely to be twins.129 Such persons may be even
more similar, at least genetically, than brothers in general. Not surprisingly, there
are relatively few twin brothers in the 1910-1940 linked sample, as column (5) of
Table 1.5 indicates. Nonetheless, even among twins, those in labor markets with
relatively more top jobs tend to have higher occupation income ranks. The point
estimate for sons from below-median income households is similar to that in column
(1), which was based on all sons regardless of sibling status let alone twin status.
For sons from above-median income households, the within-twins estimate is smaller
than the baseline result but it is still economically meaningful. Third, I use education
attainment recorded in the 1940 census as a crude proxy for a person’s unobserved
ability.130 Table A.8 in Appendix A.3 repeats the analysis in Table 1.5, controlling
for years of schooling. Though smaller in magnitude, the point estimates are still
126The latter may be a positively selected group. For example, although they do not focus on
brothers, Collins and Wanamaker (2015) find that men who migrated out of the South between
1910 and 1930 were slightly positively selected compared with non-migrants.
127There will still be differences in residential mobility because even if all linked brothers from a
given household moved, they need not have settled in the same destination.
128The smaller point estimates may indicate that some of the positive selection into better labor
markets has been accounted for, or reflect possible heterogeneity in treatment effects.
129I define twins as brothers who are of the same age and who have the same parents. 46.2 and
43.5 percent of twin brothers from below-median and above-median income households respectively
ended up in different labor markets.
130The caveat here is that education in 1940 may be a bad control due to the interaction of three
factors (Angrist and Pischke 2009). First, the amount of human capital acquired by adulthood might
itself be affected by the composition of jobs in the place where a person was raised. Goldin and Katz
(2008), for instance, document that early 20th-century cities with relatively more manufacturing jobs
also had lower high school graduation rates. Second, a substantial number of individuals remained
in their childhood CZs even after 30 years. Third, the geography of top jobs was persistent during
this period in history. The latter two factors may have induced an association between the labor
market structure one is exposed to as an adult and the level of education completed.
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significant and sizable compared with the outcome means. This reinforces the case
for a causal relation between the availability of top jobs and occupation income ranks.
It is also worth noting that despite going from a sample of over a million individuals in
column (1) of Table 1.5 to fewer than 6,000 men in column (5) for both income groups,
the βComp coefficients have remained consistent in direction and fairly comparable in
size, suggesting that even if there are other individual-level omitted variables, the
relations documented in Table 1.5 may not be too far from the truth.
I continue to find a causal effect of labor market structures on income ranks when
the comparison of brothers is implemented in different ways. Three such alternatives
are considered here. First, I use counties instead of CZs to define local labor mar-
kets. Table A.9 in Appendix A.3 shows that this change in geographic unit produces
estimates that are comparable with those in Table 1.5. In the most restrictive sample
(column (5) of Table A.9), for instance, a 1 standard deviation increase in the share of
top jobs raises occupation income ranks by 8.0 and 4.2 percentile points for poor and
rich sons respectively. Both are quantitatively important relative to the correspond-
ing outcomes means. Second, I use a different metric to capture the composition of
jobs in a place. Since farming comprised a sizable part of the economy in the past
and a substantial earnings differential existed between the farm and non-farm sectors,
the share of non-farm jobs could serve as an alternative proxy for the composition
of jobs.131 Table A.10 in Appendix A.3 presents the results based on this measure
and indicates that those residing in labor markets with relatively more non-farm jobs
tend to have higher occupation income ranks, reinforcing the narrative that places
with better jobs improve economic outcomes. Third, because the 1910-1940 linked
131I define non-farm jobs as all occupations other than the following: farm owners and tenants,
farm managers, farm foremen, and farm laborers (wage workers and unpaid family workers). When
computing the share of non-farm jobs, I use the population of white men aged 25-54, who live in
households, and who report an occupation in the census. As with the share of top jobs, individuals
in the 1910-1940 linked sample are not included in the computation of the share of non-farm jobs.
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sample envelops the Great Depression, a reasonable concern is whether my findings
have been distorted by this event. I thus redo Table 1.5 using the 1900-1930 linked
sample constructed earlier in Section 1.3. Table A.11 in Appendix A.3 provides the
corresponding estimates and suggests that, if anything, the impact of local labor
markets may be even larger with the 1900-1930 data.132
1.6.1.3 Labor Markets Versus Omitted Variables
Do the results in Table 1.5 reflect the effect of local labor markets, or are they driven
by some other characteristics of CZs that are correlated with the composition of jobs
and that also affect occupation income ranks? I provide three pieces of evidence
suggesting that the labor market structure was likely to have been an important
channel through which place affected income ranks historically. First, I repeat the
analysis in Table 1.5, but switch the outcome to an indicator for persons holding
a top job in 1940. This checks if the availability of top jobs in a locality affects
occupation income ranks by altering the likelihood of working in such professions.
Table 1.6 presents the results – across all specifications and samples, the share of
top jobs has a positive, statistically significant, and economically meaningful effect
on the likelihood of having a top job. Using the case of twin brothers as an example,
a 1 standard deviation increase in the share of top jobs raises the probability of
working in these occupations by 7.9 and 5.2 percentage points for those from poor
and rich households respectively. Second, I control for CZ-level covariates that are
associated with the labor market structure and that either directly affect income ranks
or indirectly capture other aspects of a place that affect income ranks. Specifically, I
account for differences in population density, the share of blacks, the share of foreign-
born persons, the share of people living in urban areas, the share of individuals in each
132The impact of the Great Depression may have been muted for two reasons. First, individuals in
my analysis are ranked by occupation scores that are based in 1950, well after the peak of the Great
Depression. Second, the geographic variation in the severity of the Great Depression was associated
with differences in unemployment and recovery, rather than radical changes in economic structures.
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of five age groups (18-25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, and 56 or older), and the share of 25-54
year olds with more than 9 years of schooling, all based on men in 1940.133 Table
1.7 shows that the resulting estimates remain positive, significant, and quantitatively
important, though they are consistently smaller for sons from below-median income
households relative to the case without controls. Third, I instrument the share of top
jobs in 1940 with a Bartik instrument that is based on the composition of jobs in 1910
and the aggregate growth of each occupation category from 1910 to 1940.134 This
attempts to isolate variation in the share of top jobs that is potentially orthogonal to
other features of a CZ. As documented in Table 1.8, using the instrument together
with the CZ-level controls produces estimates that are larger in magnitude than those
in Table 1.7 and that are reasonably comparable to the baseline findings in Table 1.5.
1.6.2 Identification Strategy II: Pre-Existing Migration Patterns
While the analysis based on brothers sought to identify the causal effect of local
labor markets by comparing individuals with similar traits but who lived in different
places, an alternative strategy would be to exploit plausibly exogenous variation in
the types of labor markets that people end up in. To implement the latter, I focus
on the migration of whites out of the South during the first half of the 20th century.
This period in history witnessed the outbreak of WWI and the enactment of the
Immigration Quota Acts, both of which increased the demand for labor in non-South
regions and drew out waves of workers from the South (Collins and Wanamaker
133As with the share of top jobs, I exclude persons in the 1910-1940 linked sample when constructing
these covariates from the 1940 census.
134Two points are worth noting on the Bartik instrument. First, I do not drop persons in the
1910-1940 linked sample when tabulating the number of workers in each occupation category from
the 1940 census. This allows for consistency with how the tabulations from the 1910 census are
made. Second, while the same IPUMS OCC1950 variable is used to define occupation categories
in both 1910 and 1940, the number of occupations is slightly different in the two years. I use only
occupations that are common to both. This is unlikely to introduce substantial errors as only 1.07
and 1.35 percent of the population of interest are lost from 1910 and 1940 respectively.
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2014). Figure 1.13 shows the percentage of 25-54 year old southern-born white and
black men residing outside of the South in each census year, with the vertical lines
demarcating the period of study.135 Although the increase in outmigration rates was
more dramatic for blacks than for whites, there was nonetheless an upward drift in
the share of whites leaving the South from 1910 to 1940, consistent with the findings
in Collins and Wanamaker (2015).136 I compare the economic outcomes of southern
white migrants across different non-South locations, instrumenting the labor market
structures in their destinations with the conditions they would have been expected
to face based on the settlement patterns of earlier migrants. Consistent with the
comparison of brothers, I find that the availability of top jobs in a place had a positive
effect on individual income ranks.
1.6.2.1 Migration Patterns of Southern Whites During the Early
20th Century
Before using the internal migration patterns of previous generations to construct an
instrument for the labor market structure faced by later southern white migrants in
their destinations, one first needs to understand where southern migrants moved to in
the early 20th century and what shaped their location choices. The existing literature,
however, offers few insights here as much of the focus has been on the migration of
blacks out of the South, particularly during the second wave of the Great Migration
from 1940 to 1970 (Alexander et al. 2017; Black et al. 2015; Boustan 2010, 2016).137
135The period of analysis starts from 1910 as this marks the upturn in outmigration rates, in part
as a response to WWI. 1940 is the last year that is used because the complete counts are required
for the subsequent analysis.
136Despite having lower outmigration rates, there were still more whites than blacks leaving the
South due to the larger base population of the former. The ratio of 25-54 year old southern-born
white to black men was 2.55 in 1910 and 2.83 in 1940 (author’s calculation using the 1910 and 1940
1 percent IPUMS samples with sample weights).
137Collins and Wanamaker (2015), who study the migration of both southern whites and blacks,
is one exception. However, they only consider the origins and destinations of migrants at the state
level, whereas a finer level of geography is required for the analysis here.
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The migration patterns of southern whites and their underlying determinants need
not be identical to those of southern blacks as the two racial groups lived in different
parts of the South. Figure A.20 in Appendix A.3 maps the distribution of whites and
blacks across southern states in 1910. While whites were more likely to live in the
border states, blacks tended to cluster in the Deep South. An additional contribution
of this chapter will thus be to document the migration patterns of southern whites
and to investigate the factors that influenced their destination choices.
I begin by exploring the settlement patterns of whites who moved out of the
South. Given the focus on migration, one needs to observe an individual’s location
both before and after the move, which necessitates the use of linked data. I thus
construct two new linked samples of adults, matching native-born white men aged
20-35 from 1910 and 1920 to their older selves in 1920 and 1930 respectively. These
datasets are pooled together and those who lived in the South in the base years but
who were in the non-South during the end years are kept. To further improve the
accuracy of my estimates, I also restrict the sample to persons with origin-destination
CZ combinations that have at least 20 linked individuals in the pooled data. The
final dataset comprises migrants who originated from 147 CZs in the South and who
moved to 96 destination CZs in the non-South. Figure 1.14 maps these origins and
destinations. Cross-hatched areas represent the origins while red-colored places are
the destinations, with darker shades of red indicating that more migrants moved to
a particular location. The spread of non-South destinations is important because
it provides the necessary variation for estimating the impact of local labor market
structures.
Having documented where southern white migrants settled outside the South, the
natural question would then be what influenced their destination choices? I propose
that the proximity of southern origins to different non-South labor markets as well
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as the layout of railroad networks could have played a role. The former may have
been more relevant for persons residing in the border states of the South, while the
latter might have been more important for those from the Deep South. Consider
first the white migrants from the southern border states. As suggestive evidence that
distance matters for their location choices, Figure 1.15 takes the origin-destination
map in Figure 1.14 and divides it into different sets of border states. Darker shades
of red indicate places where relatively more migrants from the corresponding subset
of origin states moved to during the first half of the 20th century. One observes
that southerners tend to settle in non-South areas that are adjacent to their origins.
Those from West Virginia, Virginia, and North Carolina are thus more likely to move
to CZs in the Northeast; individuals from Kentucky and Tennessee have a greater
probability of settling in the industrial Midwest; and persons from Arkansas and
Oklahoma tend to migrate to CZs in the non-industrial Midwest. Such patterns are
consistent with the idea that the cost of migration is an increasing function of the
distance between two places – the greater the distance, the less likely individuals
are to move. Next, consider the white migrants from the Deep South. Figure 1.16
shows the origin-destination maps for different Deep South states. White migrants
from South Carolina and Georgia are more likely to move to the Northeast relative to
those originating from Alabama, who tend to migrate to the Midwest, or individuals
from Louisiana, who are unusually likely to travel westward. These patterns are
broadly consistent with where southern black migrants settled in during the second
wave of the Great Migration, as documented by Black et al. (2015).138 The vertical
and horizontal directions of these long-distance moves suggest a possible role for
railroads, which were arranged as such historically. Although proximity and railroad
networks are discussed separately here, in practice both are likely to have influenced
138While Mississippi is grouped together with Alabama in Black et al. (2015), I do not include
it in Figure 1.16 as there are no origin-destination combinations originating in Mississippi with the
minimum number of linked persons.
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the location choices of white southerners. Importantly, the pre-determined nature of
these factors opens the possibility of using average migration patterns to create an
instrument for the labor market conditions faced by migrants in their destinations.
1.6.2.2 Instrumenting Labor Market Conditions in Migrant
Destinations
I use the migration patterns of southern whites in the 1910-1920 and 1920-1930 linked
data to construct an instrument for the labor market conditions faced by later waves
of southern migrants. The earlier patterns may be viewed as “pre-existing” from
the perspective of subsequent migrants. To operationalize this approach, I start by
creating a final linked sample, this time matching native-born white men aged 20-35
from the 1930 to 1940 censuses. Those who lived in the South in 1930 and who were in
the non-South in 1940 are used for the analysis.139 I then instrument the composition
of jobs that these migrants are exposed to in their 1940 destinations with a weighted
average based on the settlement patterns of earlier migrants from the same CZ of
origin:
Instruments =
Ds∑
d=1
Migrantss,d
Migrantss︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
·Compositiond︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
(20)
where s is the southern CZ of origin, d is the destination CZ in the non-South,
Ds is the total number of non-South destinations that migrants from CZ s settled
in, Migrantss,d denotes the number of migrants from CZ s who moved to CZ d,
Migrantss refers to the total number of migrants from CZ s, and Compositiond
indicates the composition of jobs in CZ d as in regression (18).140 Following the
139Unlike the 1910-1920 and 1920-1930 data, I do not restrict the 1930-1940 sample to individuals
with origin-destination CZ combinations that have at least 20 linked persons as the 1930-1940
migrants will not be aggregated to origin-destination CZ cells.
140The subscript d from regression (18) is also used here because the composition of jobs is based
on where individuals are residing as adults in both cases.
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analysis of brothers, the share of top jobs is used to quantify the composition of jobs
in a locality. Component (a) of the instrument is based on southern white migrants in
the pooled 1910-1920 and 1920-1930 data while component (b) is tabulated from the
1940 census.141 The use of average migration patterns seeks to capture the influence
of proximity and railroad networks as discussed above.142 Constructing these averages
with earlier migrants reduces the direct link between contemporaneous labor market
conditions and the location choices of 1930-1940 migrants.
The identifying assumption behind the instrumental variables strategy is that pre-
existing migration patterns reflect distance and railroads, but not some permanent
characteristic of migrants from each southern origin that may be related to their
economic performance in non-South destinations. If, for example, individuals tend to
move to places that reward skills which are also highly-valued in their origins, then
a different selection of migrants will be drawn from each origin and the instrumental
variables estimates could still be biased. To address this, I control for a vector of pre-
migration characteristics at the individual level: occupation category, urban residence,
marital status, and whether the person has a child.143 I also include years of schooling
in the regression even though this variable is only available in 1940, after migrants in
the 1930-1940 sample have moved. Given the focus on adult migrants here, education
attainment in 1940 may not be a particularly bad control if most migrants complete
their schooling before leaving the South.
141As with the earlier comparison of brothers, I exclude individuals in the 1930-1940 linked sample
when computing the share of top jobs in 1940.
142Physical distance between labor markets and railroad networks are typically used separately
as instruments in the migration literature. Boustan et al. (2010), for example, use the distance
between US cities to construct an instrument for where internal migrants moved to during the Great
Depression. Black et al. (2015), on the other hand, use the distance from one’s birthplace to a
railroad line to predict whether a southern-born person moved to the North during the second wave
of the Great Migration. By using the average settlement patterns of migrants, my approach combines
both of these potentially exogenous sources of variation.
143One could also control for the share of top jobs in the CZ of origin. The results from such an
extension will be referred to in a subsequent footnote.
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Table 1.9 presents suggestive evidence that the availability of top jobs in local labor
markets improved income ranks during the first half of the 20th century. Columns (1)
to (4) use all southern white migrants in the 1930-1940 linked sample, while columns
(5) to (8) focus on those who are wage and salary workers in 1940. The outcome
in Panel A is a person’s cohort-specific income rank, where individuals are ranked
by their occupation scores in the first four columns and by their annual wages in
the last four columns. As before, I also use an indicator for persons holding a top
job in Panel B to check if the composition of jobs in a locality affects income ranks
by altering the likelihood of working in these professions. To set the benchmarks,
columns (1) and (5) begin by regressing the respective outcomes on the share of top
jobs.144 Those in labor markets with relatively more top jobs have higher income
ranks and are also more likely to hold a top job. Specifically, a 1 standard deviation
increase in the share of top jobs is associated with income ranks that are about 6.0 to
6.3 percentile points higher and raises the likelihood of holding a top job by 5.4 to 6.1
percentage points. These associations are quantitatively important compared with
the respective outcome means. To get closer to the causal effect of labor markets, the
remaining columns then extend the baseline specification. Columns (2) and (6) add
the vector of individual-level controls, columns (3) and (7) instrument the share of top
jobs with (20), and columns (4) and (8) use both the instrument and controls. While
the point estimates vary in magnitude, they are consistently positive, statistically
significant, and economically meaningful relative to the outcome means. The first
144Instead of using the standardized share of top jobs directly, the estimates in Table 1.9 are
obtained by first running regressions of the outcomes on the actual share of top jobs, before scaling
the resulting coefficients to reflect the effects of a 1 standard deviation increase in the share of
top jobs. The reason for this is as follows. If the standardized share of top jobs is used in the
instrumental variables specifications, it is only natural that a standardized version of the instrument
be used as well. However, it is unclear if the standardized instrument should be constructed by
taking a weighted average of the standardized shares, or by standardizing the weighted average of
actual shares. For the latter, a further decision has to be made regarding the sample of CZs to use
for standardization. Although this complication only pertains to the instrumental variables models,
I use the same approach in all cases for consistency.
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stage F-statistics for the instrumental variables specifications also exceed 10, thus
allaying concerns of weak instruments. Taken together with the previous findings from
the comparison of brothers, my results suggest a causal relation between the quality
of jobs in local labor markets and income ranks during the early 20th century.145
1.6.3 Connecting the Geography of Top Jobs and the Map of
Upward Mobility
Having shown that the composition of jobs in a place had a causal effect on income
ranks during the early 20th century, I then focus on understanding the connection
between local labor market structures across the country and the map of upward
mobility in Figure 1.1B. As alluded to earlier, there need not be a relation between
the two spatial patterns even if labor markets matter for economic outcomes. This is
because the labor market effect is based on where individuals reside as adults, while
upward mobility is anchored to where each person was raised, and people are free to
move. Nonetheless, I find a substantial degree of overlap between the geography of
top jobs and the landscape of upward mobility. Figure 1.17 maps the share of top
jobs across CZs in 1940. The simple correlation between Figure 1.17 and Figure 1.1B
is high at 0.723.146
I propose that the strong connection between the geography of top jobs and the
map of upward mobility reflects the sizable share of individuals who remain in their
childhood neighborhoods even into adulthood. Among the sons in my 1910-1940
linked sample, 51.0 and 55.4 percent of those from below-median and above-median
income households respectively are observed to be in the same CZ even after 30
145Table A.12 in Appendix A.3 repeats the analysis in Table 1.9, controlling additionally for the
share of top jobs in the CZ of origin. The point estimates are smaller in magnitude but they remain
positive, significant, and quantitatively important compared with the corresponding outcome means.
146This correlation is based on 629 common CZs.
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years.147 In addition, those who were raised in labor markets that had better jobs
are even more likely to stay. To illustrate this, I take the 1910-1940 linked sample
and regress an indicator for persons who are in the same CZ in both 1910 and 1940
on the standardized share of top jobs in 1910, during which these individuals were
still children.148 Figure 1.18 displays binned scatterplots of the relation between
remaining in the same locality and the composition of jobs in 1910, with best-fit
lines depicting the regression slopes. A 1 standard deviation increase in the share
of top jobs in 1910 is associated with a 8.8 and 12.6 percentage point increase in
the probability of staying for sons from poor and rich households respectively. These
magnitudes are quantitatively important, corresponding to 17.3 and 22.7 percent of
the mean likelihood of staying. Because the geography of occupations was highly
persistent during this time, places with relatively more top jobs in 1910 would also
have a high share of top jobs in 1940, which reduces the need for individuals to leave
in search of better opportunities.149 This is the flip side of Long and Ferrie (2013),
who argue that residential mobility was a channel through which people achieved
occupational mobility in the 19th-century US. Here, it is about staying in order to
do well economically. Coupled with the causal impact of labor market structures on
income ranks, the relations documented in Figure 1.18 will further strengthen the
14773.4 and 71.6 percent of the corresponding groups will at least remain in the same state. Within-
state movers may further strengthen the connection between the two landscapes as CZs in a given
state share some similar characteristics, with states capturing about a third of the variation in the
share of top jobs across CZs (author’s calculation using the 1940 complete counts). However, the
influence of within-state movers is unlikely to be particularly large. This is because while some
within-state movers settle in CZs that are similar to their origins, many will also move to CZs that
are substantially different from where they grew up. The correlations between the share of top jobs
in the origin and destination CZs are 0.293 and 0.225 for within-state movers from poor and rich
households respectively.
148The threshold used to define top jobs in 1910 is based on white men aged 25-54, who reside in
households, and who report an occupation in the 1910 1 percent IPUMS sample. Sample weights
are used for this computation.
149Comparing the share of top jobs across CZs in 1910 to 1940 yields a simple correlation of 0.844,
based on a sample of 721 CZs. Top jobs are defined separately for 1910 and 1940.
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connection between geography, top jobs, and upward mobility.150
To conclude this section, I provide suggestive evidence that differences in local
labor market structures may have been more important for explaining the landscape of
upward mobility in the past as compared with the present. Figure 1.19 illustrates the
relation between the geography of top jobs and the landscape of upward mobility both
in the historical and contemporary periods. The y-axes in Figures 1.19A and 1.19B
give the level of upward mobility for each CZ based on the 1910-1940 and Chetty et
al. (2018) data respectively, while the x-axes measure the corresponding share of top
jobs in 1940 and 2010 as predicted by the composition of occupations three decades
earlier and the aggregate growth of each occupation over the same interval.151 The two
place-specific features exhibit a stronger association during the early 20th century.152
This ties in with Chetty and Hendren (2018a), who conclude that for contemporary
cohorts, “place matters largely because of differences in childhood environment, rather
than the differences in labor market conditions”.
1.7 Why Did the Landscape of Upward Mobility Change?
Having illustrated that the landscape of upward mobility was substantially different
in the early 20th century and that the historical patterns were shaped by differences
150Conversely, those raised in places with relatively fewer top jobs are less likely to stay. If these
individuals move to better places, then the overlap between the spatial patterns of top jobs and
upward mobility may be weakened. This offsetting effect is unlikely to affect the broad regional
associations substantially since the majority of individuals do not leave their states of origin.
151For the early 20th century, this is the Bartik instrument from Table 1.8, which was based on
the composition of jobs in 1910. For the contemporary period, I use the composition of jobs in 1980
to construct the predicted share of top jobs in 2010. Since the censuses are decadal, using 2010
instead of 2014/15 – when the outcomes of Chetty et al.’s (2018) cohorts are measured – allows
one to combine it with a census that is exactly 30 years earlier (1980). This matches how the 1940
prediction was computed. For the 2010 prediction, I also use the consistent panel of occupations
first developed by Dorn (2009) and later extended by Deming (2017). Note that top occupations in
the past and present are defined based on the population distributions in 1940 and 2010 respectively.
Occupations are ranked by income scores in 1940. In 2010, they are ranked by the median total
income of white men aged 25-54, who live in households, and who report an occupation.
152This conclusion is robust to including state fixed effects, to excluding the South, and to using
the percentile ranks of CZs on both axes instead of levels.
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in local labor market structures rather than childhood environment, the final part
of this chapter explores why the geography of mobility changed over time. The goal
is not to provide an exhaustive list of explanations, but to suggest some possible
mechanisms. Intuitively, the inversion of the land of opportunity could either be
because (i) the determinants of upward mobility have changed, or because (ii) the
spatial distribution of these determinants has changed. To fix ideas, suppose that
the place-specific determinants of upward mobility can be broadly classified into two
categories – those that are associated with the childhood environment provided by a
locality and those that are related to the local labor market structure. Each category
comprises a vector of dimensions:
XChildhoodc = {XChildhoodc,1 . . . XChildhoodc,k } (21)
XLaborc = {XLaborc,1 . . . XLaborc,k′ } (22)
where the superscripts “Childhood” and “Labor” indicate the respective categories.
The subscripts c, k, and k′ denote the CZ, the number of relevant dimensions of child-
hood environment, and the number of labor market characteristics that affect upward
mobility respectively. The components of XChildhoodc could include, for instance, the
quality of schools, while the degree of competition from immigrants may be one el-
ement of XLaborc . The corresponding causal effect of each place-specific feature on
adult income ranks can be collected into two vectors:
βChildhood = {βChildhood1 . . . βChildhoodk } (23)
βLabor = {βLabor1 . . . βLabork′ } (24)
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where the effects are assumed to be homogenous across CZs. The impact of neighbor-
hoods on income ranks can then be summarized by β·X ′c, where β = {βChildhood βLabor}
and Xc = {XChildhoodc XLaborc }.153 Changes in β, Xc, or both thus have the potential of
altering the geography of upward mobility. Two points are worth noting here. First,
changes in β over time are likely to reflect changes in the relative magnitudes of its
components rather than a switch in their signs. For example, if income segregation
is detrimental to upward mobility today, it is unlikely to have facilitated mobility in
the past. Second, holding β constant, for changes in Xc to shift the land of oppor-
tunity, they need to be large enough to alter the ranking of CZs along the respective
dimensions. The subsections below consider some ways in which β and Xc may have
changed, and whether such changes can potentially explain part of the shift in the
landscape of upward mobility.
1.7.1 Changes in the Determinants of Upward Mobility
The contrasting results in this chapter with those in Chetty and Hendren (2018a)
suggest that childhood environment has become more important for upward mobil-
ity over time. In terms of the framework described above, βChildhood has increased
relative to βLabor. Places that are more conducive for a child’s development today
are thus likely to exhibit higher levels of upward mobility. One metric of the con-
duciveness of a place is the proportion of children who grew up there and attended
college by their late teens or young adult years.154 For the contemporary cohorts in
Chetty et al. (2014), these rates tend to be higher among those who were raised in
153For simplicity, this framework assumes away internal migration – individuals reside in the same
place as children and as adults. Hence the use of a common subscript c for both the childhood
and labor market characteristics of a place when aggregating the two effects. How reasonable this
simplifying assumption is depends on the proportion of individuals who remain in their childhood
CZs into adulthood.
154These individuals need not have attended college in the place they grew up in.
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the non-industrial Midwest.155 The growing importance of childhood environment
could therefore have improved upward mobility in this region and explain part of the
non-industrial Midwest’s transformation into the land of opportunity.156 This begs
the question: why did childhood environment become more important for economic
outcomes and upward mobility? I propose that the rising importance and levels of
human capital may have played a role.157
1.7.1.1 The Rising Importance of Human Capital
The connection between childhood environment and upward mobility may have grown
stronger because human capital became more important for success in the labor mar-
ket. Specifically, access to top jobs has become increasingly dependent on an indi-
vidual’s education level. To illustrate this, I regress an indicator for persons who
completed at least 4 years of college on a dummy for top jobs, controlling for a
quadratic in age.158 The coefficient on top jobs captures the age-adjusted difference
in the share of college workers between top jobs and lower-ranked occupations. Us-
ing lower-ranked occupations as a comparison group is necessary because the level of
155Chetty et al.’s (2014) data pool both genders, all races, and all nativities together.
156This implication depends on where good childhood environments are located in the present.
The corresponding geographic distribution in the early 20th century, on the other hand, is less rele-
vant here because childhood environment was unlikely to have been important for upward mobility
historically, as shown earlier.
157Recent work by Rothstein (2018) argues that human capital accumulation accounts for a small
portion of the geographic variation in upward mobility observed in Chetty et al.’s (2014) data –
this appears to be at odds with my proposed mechanism. Two points are worth noting here. First,
Rothstein (2018) states that his “analysis is purely observational”. Caution is thus necessary when
interpreting his results. Second, Rothstein (2018) finds that two-fifths of the geographic variation
in upward mobility is due to differences in spousal earnings and non-labor income, both of which
are included in Chetty et al.’s (2014) baseline measure of upward mobility. However, Chetty et al.
(2014) show that regardless of whether mobility is computed using household income, individual
income, or individual earnings (excludes capital and other non-labor income), the map of upward
mobility remains almost unchanged (Online Appendix Table VII in their paper). This cannot be the
case if two-fifths of the variation in the initial measure based on household income had been due to
differences in spousal earnings and non-labor income, as Rothstein (2018) suggests. Put differently,
Rothstein’s (2018) conclusions are inconsistent with Chetty et al.’s (2014).
158The population used here comprises white men aged 25-54, who live in households, and who
report an occupation.
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education attainment has risen nationally over the 20th century, as shown in Figure
1.20. This trend has to be taken into account in order to accurately determine how
the relation between human capital and top jobs has evolved. I estimate the afore-
mentioned regression separately for each census year from 1940 to 2015 and plot the
resulting coefficients in Figure 1.21.159 I find that the composition of workers in top
jobs has become increasingly skilled relative to that in lower-ranked occupations, with
the divergence being particularly rapid during the middle of the 20th century. Such
a development would make it more difficult for persons without a college education
to gain access to top occupations. Top jobs may still be able to facilitate upward mo-
bility but only if one has the necessary education to work in these professions. Since
human capital is cumulative, how much education an individual can acquire depends
on how good his or her childhood environment was at developing children’s cognitive
abilities. The link between childhood environment and adult economic outcomes will
thus strengthen as human capital becomes more important in the labor market.
1.7.1.2 The Rising Levels of Human Capital
In addition to its increasing importance in the labor market, the rising levels of human
capital per se depicted in Figure 1.20 may have also amplified the role of childhood
environment. The intuition is as follows. Suppose as before that neighborhoods have
a causal effect on children’s cognitive development, thus influencing how far they can
go up the education ladder. During the early 20th century, where a person grew
up in was less important for education attainment because average schooling levels
were low to begin with. Even if one was raised in a better environment, it still
may not have been worthwhile acquiring a lot of human capital. Today, with the
average level of schooling being much higher, childhood environment could have a
159The thresholds used to define top jobs are computed separately for each census year, based
on income scores for 1940 and based on the median total income of working white men in a given
occupation for all other years.
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greater part in education production. This is because human capital is cumulative in
nature, which implies that those with an early head start will have an advantage in
human capital accumulation later in life. Consequently, a stronger relation between
childhood environment and education attainment will be observed in the present.
This growing connection will also be reflected in income and income ranks due to
the positive return to schooling. To illustrate the mechanics described here more
formally, I use an extension of Card’s (2001) endogenous schooling model.
Consider an infinitely-lived individual who is deciding how many years of schooling
S to acquire in order to maximize the present value of his or her lifetime earnings:160
max
S
∫ ∞
S
wH(S)e−rt · dt⇒ max
S
w
r
H(S)e−rS (25)
where w is the compensation per unit of human capital and r is the discount rate.
H(.) is the human capital production function which transforms S into effective units
of human capital that are valued in the labor market, with H ′(.) > 0 and H ′′(.) < 0.
This setup leads to the usual first order condition H
′(S)
H(S)
= r that pins down the
optimal years of schooling S∗.
Moving away from the unconstrained model, whether an individual can reach
S∗ could depend on where he or she was raised. To formalize this, I introduce the
impact of childhood environment as a constraint on the years of schooling a person
can potentially complete:
S ∈ [0, g(x(nc))] (26)
The variable x(.) is the quantity of positive exposure units that an individual accu-
mulates while growing up in a particular neighborhood, where CZs are once again
used to define neighborhoods. It depends on the quality of the neighborhood one
160One should think of this decision as being made when the individual is in his or her late teens or
is sufficiently independent. Parents do not make schooling choices for their children in this model.
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was raised in, denoted by nc. A higher nc indicates a better childhood environment.
Thus, xnc > 0. This setup implicitly assumes that there is no internal migration dur-
ing childhood, though movements as adults are allowed. All individuals thus spend
their entire childhoods in one locality, which is why x(.) varies only with the place
where a person was raised and not the amount of time spent there. Once x(.) has
been determined, the function g(.) then maps the positive exposure units to the max-
imum attainable years of schooling. This mapping could reflect a combination of the
causal effect of neighborhoods on children’s cognitive development and the cumula-
tive nature of human capital. To simplify the discussion below, I assume that the
maximum attainable level of schooling varies with neighborhood quality at a constant
rate: g′(.)xnc = γ > 0. That is, growing up in a place that is one unit better relaxes
the schooling constraint by γ.
To make the connection between the rising levels of human capital and the increas-
ing importance of childhood environment, consider a simple counterfactual. Suppose
that individuals who were originally raised in CZ c are now given an alternative life
where they are raised in a CZ that is 1 unit better. This relaxes constraint (26) by γ.
How will each person adjust his or her level of education in response to the change in
setting? This depends on the extent to which the schooling constraint was binding
in the original CZ, formally expressed as S∗i − g(x(nc)) where the optimal level of
schooling is allowed to vary across individuals.161,162 Three types of responses may be
161One way of introducing heterogeneity in S∗ is to allow the discount rate r to vary by person.
162The implicit assumption here is that the change in setting does not alter the optimal level of
schooling.
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observed: 
Case 1: S∗i − g(x(nc)) ≤ 0, Increase in schooling: 0
Case 2: 0 < S∗i − g(x(nc)) < γ, Increase in schooling: (0, γ)
Case 3: S∗i − g(x(nc)) ≥ γ, Increase in schooling: γ
Those in Case 1 were not constrained in the initial setting. The years of schooling
they complete will thus remain unchanged even in a better environment. Individuals
in Case 2 will experience a relaxation of the schooling constraint and increase the
amount of human capital acquired by S∗i − g(x(nc)). Case 3 refers to persons for
whom the constraint was most binding originally. They will raise their schooling
levels by the full extent to which the constraint is relaxed: γ.
Because the counterfactual is based on a unit change in neighborhood quality, the
marginal effect of a better childhood environment can be computed by averaging the
individual responses:
1
Q
Q∑
i=1
Responsei =
1
Q
Q′∑
i=1
(S∗i − g(x(nc))) +
1
Q
Q′′∑
i=1
γ
=
Q′
Q
[
1
Q′
Q′∑
i=1
S∗i − g(x(nc))
]
+
Q′′
Q
γ
≤ γ
(27)
where Q is the total number of individuals, Q′ refers the subset of persons in Case 2,
and Q′′ denotes those in Case 3. Equation (27) reveals how the rise in education levels
can amplify the estimated importance of childhood environment. All else equal, the
growth in human capital documented in Figure 1.20 suggests that both the proportion
of persons facing a binding constraint (Q
′
Q
and Q
′′
Q
) and the mean optimal level of
schooling for individuals in Case 2 ( 1
Q′
∑Q′
i=1 S
∗
i ) are likely to be higher in the present
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than in the past. One should thus expect to find stronger childhood exposure effects
on education attainment today. Coupled with the positive return to schooling in both
the historical and contemporary periods (Card 2001; Clay et al. 2016), the stronger
exposure effects in the present will also be reflected in income ranks. This replicates
how childhood environment has grown more important for upward mobility over time.
1.7.1.3 Implication of the Increasing Importance and Levels of
Human Capital
The increasing relevance of childhood environment for later-life outcomes either through
the rising importance or levels of human capital suggests a testable implication: the
ability of neighborhoods to produce human capital should be more strongly associ-
ated with upward mobility today than historically. To check this, I use the share of
individuals with more than 8 years of schooling to proxy for the quality of neighbor-
hoods during the early 20th century, while college attendance rates are used as the
corresponding metric for the contemporary period.163 Both measures are based on
where a person grew up in. The former has a simple correlation of 0.468 with the
historical geography of upward mobility, while the latter has a higher correlation of
0.669 with the contemporary landscape of upward mobility, thus offering some sup-
port for the mechanisms proposed here.164,165 The stronger correlation observed in
the present suggests that the land of opportunity has shifted in favor of places that
are more conducive for a child’s development.
1.7.1.4 A Role for Changes in Internal Migration?
163The former is based on the 1910-1940 linked sample, while the latter is taken from CFHJP. Both
refer to white sons from below-median income households. I use 8 years of schooling as the metric
for the historical setting as this provides the closest comparison with CFHJP’s college attendance
rate in terms of national shares. 39.7 percent of individuals in the historical sample have more than
8 years of schooling while the weighted college attendance rate in CFHJP is 47.7 percent.
164This is based on 627 common CZs.
165The difference in magnitudes is not driven primarily by the South. Restricting the sample to
non-South CZs yields corresponding correlations of 0.515 and 0.690, based on 368 CZs.
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Apart from the changes in human capital, could changes in the degree of residential
mobility have reduced the importance of local labor markets for upward mobility,
thus indirectly amplifying the role of childhood environment? Molloy et al. (2011)
document that lifetime interstate migration rates have increased over the course of
the 20th century. This suggests that individuals are less bound by the labor markets
they started out in. Of greater importance then would be the amount of human
capital they carry to their destinations. As a result, local labor markets may become
less important relative to childhood environment, even if the latter has not actually
grown in absolute importance. Given that the non-industrial Midwest has always
been a leader in human capital production, both historically during the high school
movement (Goldin and Katz 2008) and in more recent times (Chetty et al. 2014),
the increase in internal migration would then enable Midwesterners to make better
use of their human capital advantage. This, in turn, might have contributed to the
non-industrial Midwest’s rise as the land of opportunity.
While the national rise in internal migration rates may diminish the relevance of
local labor markets, I argue that it cannot by itself explain why the non-industrial
Midwest overtook the coastal regions and the industrial Midwest in terms of upward
mobility. Figure 1.22 illustrates why: even though migration within the country has
increased on average, this is not the case for those from the non-industrial Midwest.
The dotted line with square markers plots the share of 30-39 year old native-born
white men living outside of their state of birth in each census year from 1900 to
2015.166 There is a general upward trend in interstate migration rates from 1940
till 1980, after which it flattens out. This is broadly consistent with Molloy et al.
(2011).167 Focusing on those who were born in the non-industrial Midwest, however,
166The 30-39 age range allows for a time series with non-overlapping cohorts.
167One difference is that Molloy et al. (2011) find a modest upward trend from 1900 to 1930 as
well, in contrast to the decline in Figure 1.22. Note that Molloy et al. (2011) do not impose race or
gender restrictions on their sample.
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paints a different picture, as depicted by the dashed line with triangle markers. If
anything, 30-39 year olds in 2015 – who overlap with Chetty et al.’s (2018) cohorts
– are even less likely to move across states than the cohorts from the first half of the
20th century. A similar pattern is observed when the population is further restricted
to individuals who were born in the non-industrial Midwest and who also moved out
of the region, as illustrated by the solid line with circle markers.168 Thus, persons
born in the non-industrial Midwest have not necessarily become more likely to move
to different parts of the country.169 The national rise in internal migration on its own
is thus unlikely to explain the relative improvement in upward mobility for persons
raised in the non-industrial Midwest.
1.7.2 Changes in the Spatial Distribution of the Determinants of Mobility
In addition to how the determinants of upward mobility have changed, changes in
the spatial distribution of these determinants may have also contributed to the shift
in the land of opportunity. To shed light on this, I consider three place-specific
characteristics, each of which is associated with either the childhood environment or
labor market structure of a place: income segregation, the extent of industrialization
or deindustrialization, and the degree of competition from immigrants.170 I ask if the
geographic patterns of these features have evolved in a way that is consistent with
the reversal in the landscape of upward mobility.
1.7.2.1 Income Segregation
168For this subsample, there is a more pronounced hump in the middle of the 20th century compared
with the earlier population of all persons born in the non-industrial Midwest.
169Figure A.21 in Appendix A.3 shows that individuals born in the non-industrial Midwest are
increasingly likely to move to labor markets that are more human capital intensive. However, these
migration rates do not exceed 2 percent and are thus unlikely to play an important role in explaining
the changing landscape of upward mobility.
170One feature that is not discussed here is the racial composition of a place. Derenoncourt (2018)
shows that the second wave of the Great Migration, which altered the racial composition of northern
cities dramatically, did not affect upward mobility for white men.
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Given the widespread transformation of America’s residential landscape over the
course of the 20th century, the spatial patterns of income segregation may have
changed as well. This could alter the geography of upward mobility if income segrega-
tion has consistently been harmful for mobility.171 To investigate this possibility, one
needs to construct historical and contemporary estimates of income segregation for
each CZ. Given the focus on whites in this chapter, these metrics should go beyond
the conventional black-white comparison and instead capture how separated house-
holds of different income levels are within the white population. For the early 20th
century, I adapt the neighbor-based measure of segregation pioneered by Logan and
Parman (2017) and extended by Eriksson and Ward (2018).172 Specifically, I use the
frequency with which poor white households have rich white neighbors to compute
the degree of segregation among whites.173 Appendix A.6 provides further details on
the construction of this measure. To quantify the level of income segregation in the
present, I follow Chetty et al. (2014) and Reardon (2011) by estimating the extent to
which households below the pth percentile of the local household income distribution
are separated from those above the pth percentile, but restricting the sample to white
171Chetty and Hendren (2018b) find that income segregation has a negative effect on adult incomes
for their contemporary cohorts, and that much of the geographic association between segregation
and upward mobility today is driven by the causal effect of place rather than selection.
172I construct my historical measure of segregation using the 1910 census, during which individuals
in the 1910-1940 linked sample were still children. This is because the negative impact of income
segregation on adult incomes in Chetty and Hendren (2018b) is identified off childhood exposure to
segregation. That is, what matters is the degree of segregation one is exposed to as a child.
173Four points are worth noting regarding the population of interest. First, to make the historical
metric more comparable with the contemporary measure of segregation described later, I use all
whites regardless of nativity. Focusing on just native-born whites yields similar spatial patterns.
Second, all households are included in the computation of income segregation regardless of whether
they are headed by males or females. Third, household heads are ranked by cohort and state of
residence, the latter of which pins down their positions within a more local occupation income
distribution. This attempts to bring the historical measure closer to the contemporary index, which
will be based on the income distribution within CZs. Similar results would be obtained if household
heads had been ranked nationally instead. Fourth, poor white households are defined as those that
are headed by individuals from the bottom half of the cohort and state-specific occupation income
distribution of white household heads, and vice versa for rich white households.
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households only.174 This is tabulated using census tracts within a given CZ. While
the historical and contemporary measures of segregation are not exactly the same,
they nonetheless allow for a useful first attempt at understanding how the geography
of income segregation has evolved, if at all.175
Figures 1.23A and 1.23B map the degree of income segregation across CZs during
the early and late 20th centuries respectively and suggest that a fundamental shift
in the geography of segregation has occurred.176 Historically, income segregation
tended to be higher in the non-industrial Midwest and in parts of the South.177 This
could reflect the relatively large share of farmers in these places as farmland was
situated away from town centers where non-farm workers lived. By the end of the
20th century, the intensity of income segregation appears to have diffused to other
regions in the country. This may partly reflect the decline in farming, which would
have reduced the extent to which segregation is driven by the separation of farm and
non-farm households.178 If income segregation has always had a negative effect on
upward mobility, the shift observed in Figures 1.23A and 1.23B might then be one
reason why the landscape of upward mobility has changed.
174The contemporary measure of income segregation is constructed from the 1990 census (Manson
et al. 2018), which is the decade when Chetty et al.’s (2018) cohorts are, on average, of a comparable
age with the individuals in my linked sample during the base year.
175The historical data cannot be used to compute the contemporary measure of income segregation
due to the coarseness of occupation scores. Furthermore, unlike cities that have natural subunits of
wards or census tracts, rural areas do not necessarily have comparable subunits historically (Logan
and Parman 2017). This could make it more difficult to interpret the contemporary measure in a
historical setting. Conversely, modern data cannot be used to construct the neighbor-based metric
of segregation because the complete counts of more recent censuses are not publicly available.
176While the neighbor-based measure of segregation typically takes values between 0 and 1, it can
be negative if poor white households live closer to rich white households than random allocation
would have predicted. Erikson and Ward (2018) encounter a similar issue in their study of immigrant
segregation. CZs with negative values of income segregation are dropped. These comprise just 1.94
percent of all 722 mainland CZs.
177Similar patterns are observed even when the more conventional Isolation and Dissimilarity in-
dices are used, as shown by Figure A.22 in Appendix A.3.
178The share of white men in farming fell from 16.3 percent in 1940 to 1.49 percent in 2015, based
on the 1940 1 percent IPUMS sample and the 2015 ACS with sample weights. The population used
in these computations comprises white men aged 25-54, who live in households, and who report an
occupation.
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1.7.2.2 The Extent of Industrialization or Deindustrialization
One observation that stands out from comparing the historical and contemporary
maps of upward mobility is the relative decline of the industrial Midwest. A natural
question would thus be whether the deindustrialization of the Rust Belt and the cor-
responding industrialization of other regions could have contributed to the changing
landscape of mobility. As Alder et al. (2017) put it: “No region of the United States
fared worse over the postwar period than the “Rust Belt”, the heavy manufacturing
region bordering the Great Lakes.” Intuitively, the deteriorating labor market condi-
tions in the industrial Midwest, coupled with the fact that many individuals do not
leave their childhood CZs, may have worsened opportunities for upward mobility in
these places.179 To explore this hypothesis, I use the share of manufacturing jobs as
a proxy for the extent of industrialization.
If changes in the geography of manufacturing are to alter the landscape of upward
mobility, the impact of manufacturing jobs on income ranks needs to be consistent
in direction over the 20th century. As suggestive evidence for this, I consider the
manufacturing wage premium. Specifically, I estimate the log weekly wage differential
between manufacturing and non-manufacturing jobs for full-time employed white men
in 1940 and 2014/15, controlling for the state of residence, education, nativity, and a
quadratic in age.180 The manufacturing premium was 8.47 and 10.3 percent in 1940
and 2014/15 respectively. Given the similar wage premiums, differential changes in
the availability of manufacturing jobs across CZs may potentially affect the landscape
179College attendance rates also tend to be relatively low for contemporary cohorts that grew
up in the industrial Midwest (Chetty et al. 2014), suggesting that these places do not provide
conducive environments for children. Given the growing importance of human capital and childhood
environment discussed earlier, the relatively poor conditions for children’s cognitive development in
the Rust Belt will further compound the loss of industries and negatively affect opportunities for
upward mobility.
180This exercise is implemented using the 1940 1 percent IPUMS sample and the 2014 and 2015
ACS. Persons working at least 40 weeks in the previous year are considered to be full-time workers.
Those in the bottom 1 percent of the weekly wage distribution of each census sample are dropped.
Sample weights are used in the regressions.
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of upward mobility. In particular, one would expect places with a high share of
manufacturing jobs in the past but a low share in the present to experience a reversal
in their rankings based on upward mobility.
I find that the geography of manufacturing has indeed changed, but these changes
are not always consistent with how the landscape of upward mobility has evolved.
Figures 1.23C and 1.23D display the share of white men working in manufacturing
for each CZ in 1940 and 2014/15 respectively. During the first half of the 20th
century, the share of manufacturing jobs was highest in the Northeast, the industrial
Midwest, and the Northwest. This corresponds broadly with the historical map of
upward mobility in Figure 1.1B. Today, manufacturing has become more important
in parts of the non-industrial Midwest and the South. The declining presence of
manufacturing along the coastal areas and its concurrent growth in the non-industrial
Midwest may be consistent with the reversal in the land of opportunity. However,
upward mobility has remained low in the South despite an increase in manufacturing
activity. Furthermore, even with deindustrialization, the industrial Midwest remains
heavily dependent on manufacturing. The evidence thus suggests that the extent
of industrialization or deindustrialization across different parts of the country may
explain some of the changes in the spatial patterns of upward mobility, but it is
unlikely to be the main driver.
1.7.2.3 The Degree of Competition from Immigrants
The final place-specific characteristic I consider is the degree of competition from
immigrants. This is motivated by the relative decline in upward mobility along the
coastal regions, which are where immigrants, whose numbers have increased dramat-
ically since the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, tend to cluster. Could the
rising influx of immigrants to the coastal areas have reduced economic opportunities
for natives? I argue that this is unlikely to be the case. The share of foreign-born per-
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sons in the early 20th-century US is comparable with that in the present (Abramitzky
and Boustan 2017), and labor markets along the coasts have always received rela-
tively more immigrants than other regions. Put differently, changes in the intensity
and geography of immigrant competition do not appear to be consistent with how
the landscape of upward mobility has evolved. Figure 1.24 illustrates the extent of
competition from immigrants by dividing men into two skill groups and mapping the
immigrant-to-native ratio in each category across CZs in 1940 and 2014/15.181,182
This ratio serves as a proxy for the degree of competition a native might potentially
face in a given CZ-skill labor market. Naturally, because skill levels are substan-
tially higher in the present, I use different thresholds when defining skill groups in
the two periods. For 1940, I consider individuals with 9 years of schooling or less to
be low-skilled, while those who have more than 9 years of schooling are classified as
high-skilled. For 2014/15, low-skilled persons are defined as those with less than an
associate’s degree, and individuals with an associate’s degree or higher are regarded
as high-skilled. These divisions ensure that the share of low and high-skilled persons
is approximately constant at both points in time.183
There are two takeaways from Figure 1.24. First, places where natives face rel-
atively more competition from low-skilled immigrants also tend to be where compe-
tition from high-skilled immigrants is more intense, both in the past and present.
Second, competition from immigrants has always been greater in the coastal regions,
although the precise locations along the coasts where immigrants settle have changed.
181By focusing on 1940 and 2014/15, when individuals in the 1910-1940 data and in Chetty et al.
(2018) are adults, I am implicitly assuming that immigration primarily affects upward mobility for
natives through the adult labor market. There could, of course, be direct effects on the children of
natives as well.
182To be precise, Figure 1.24 compares foreign-born men to native-born white men. Using all
native-born men as the comparison group produces similar spatial patterns.
18363.6 and 62.2 percent of 25-54 year old men are classified as low-skilled in 1940 and 2014/15
respectively based on my thresholds (author’s calculation from the 1940 complete counts and the
2014 and 2015 ACS with sample weights).
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In 1940, the Northeast, the Northwest, and the Southwest experienced relatively more
competition from immigrants. Yet most of these regions had high levels of upward
mobility, as documented in Figure 1.1B. By 2014/15, the extent of competition had
shifted southwards – it now concentrates in the Southwest and the strip of land run-
ning down the East Coast to Florida. This could have opened more opportunities
for natives in the Northeast to move up the occupation ladder, but the degree of
upward mobility there declined relative to the non-industrial Midwest instead.184 In
any case, across both skill groups and periods, the non-industrial Midwest faced rel-
atively limited competition from immigrants, and yet this area exhibited substantial
improvements in upward mobility compared with other regions. Geographic changes
in the degree of competition from immigrants are thus unlikely to account for the shift
in the landscape of upward mobility. One could, of course, take an alternative stance
– rather than viewing immigrants as competitors in the past and present (Biavaschi
2013; Borjas 2003), they can be seen as complements to natives in both periods (Peri
et al. 2015; Tabellini 2018). Even then, the immigration hypothesis remains incom-
patible with how the spatial patterns of mobility have changed. The Southwest, for
example, has low levels of upward mobility today despite a substantial presence of
immigrants.
1.8 Conclusion
This chapter investigates three aspects of the landscape of intergenerational mobility
in the early 20th-century US: what it looked like, why it looked the way it did, and
why it changed over time. Constructing a large individual-level linked sample using
the 1910 and 1940 censuses, from which a measure of upward mobility that is com-
184This is necessarily speculative since the converse could also be true, with immigrants choosing
not to settle in places where there are few opportunities to begin with. However, the new immigrant
destinations along the coast also appear to have low levels of upward mobility, which casts some
doubt on this reverse hypothesis.
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parable with Chetty et al. (2018) can be computed, I first show that the geography
of mobility in the past was fundamentally different from the present. While children
growing up in the non-industrial Midwest exhibit some of the highest levels of up-
ward mobility today, there were more opportunities for those who were raised along
the coastal regions and in the industrial Midwest during the first half of the 20th
century. Exploiting differences in the ages at which children moved across neighbor-
hoods, I then show that differences in childhood environment were less important for
explaining the spatial patterns of upward mobility in the past as compared with the
present. The composition of jobs in local labor markets, on the other hand, may have
played an important role in shaping the historical geography of mobility. Finally, in
exploring why the landscape of upward mobility changed, I propose that the increas-
ing importance and rising levels of human capital may have amplified the relation
between childhood environment and adult outcomes, causing the land of opportunity
to shift in favor of places that are more conducive for a child’s development.
Moving forward, a natural question would be: when did the geography of upward
mobility change? Researchers will be able to shed light on this issue as more data
becomes available for cohorts born between those studied in this chapter and those
in Chetty et al. (2018). Shoag and Carollo (2016) is one example. Studying the
displacement of Japanese-Americans during World War II, Shoag and Carollo (2016)
find evidence of place-effects on the economic outcomes of both adults and children,
which could be an intermediate case between the results in this chapter and in Chetty
and Hendren (2018a). This suggests that the landscape of upward mobility and
its determinants may have evolved gradually over the course of the 20th century.
However, the external validity of this study may be limited due to the narrow set of
places that internees were relocated to, thus leaving room for a broader study of the
US population as a whole.185
185Japanese-Americans were relocated to just 10 camps across 7 states, mostly in the West and
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non-industrial Midwest (Shoag and Carollo 2016).
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1.9 Figures
Figure 1.1.
The Geography of Intergenerational Mobility
A. Contemporary, Chetty et al. (2018)
B. Historical, 1910-1940 Sample
Notes: A: Data are from Chetty et al. (2018). The base population refers to non-Hispanic white sons born in the
years 1978-1983 and who are either native-born or authorized child immigrants. Intergenerational (upward) mobility is
measured as the predicted income rank of sons with parents at the 25th percentile of the national income distribution.
The sample size is 722 CZs. B: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level. The base
population refers to native-born white sons aged 3-17 in 1910 whose fathers are the household heads. Intergenerational
(upward) mobility is measured as the average occupation income rank of sons with fathers from the bottom half of
the national occupation income distribution. Cross-hatched areas have fewer than 250 effective linked sons from
below-median income households. The sample size is 630 CZs.
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Figure 1.2.
A Low Rank-Rank Correlation Indicates that
the Landscape of Upward Mobility has Undergone Substantial Change
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level and Chetty et al. (2018). The figure
displays a binned scatterplot of non-South CZs, where CZs are ordered based on the average income rank of sons
with fathers/ parents from the bottom half of the national income distribution in each dataset. The linear slope is
the percentile rank-rank coefficient or correlation. The sample size is 370 CZs.
Figure 1.3.
Individuals Who Moved to Their Childhood CZs at Later Ages
are Less Likely to Stay
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move B. Upper Bound of Age at Move
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample. The base population refers to native-born white sons aged 3-17
who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born. The markers represent the
coefficients from a regression of an indicator for persons who are in the same CZ in both 1910 and 1940 on a vector of
age-at-move dummies, controlling for age indicators and including childhood CZ fixed effects. Individuals who moved
at the age of 1 comprise the omitted category. 95 percent confidence bands are shown. The sample size is 85,155.
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Figure 1.4.
Native-Born White Children Start Attending School
at Ages 6 or 7 on Average
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters
whose fathers are the household heads. Children residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each marker represents
the percentage of children of a given age who are attending school.
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Figure 1.5.
Distribution of Years of Schooling by Age
A. 14 Year Olds B. 15 Year Olds
C. 16 Year Olds D. 17 Year Olds
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters
whose fathers are the household heads. Children residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each figure plots the
percentage of individuals with s years of schooling, where s ∈ [0, 17]. The red vertical lines demarcate the modal years
of schooling for each age group. This coincides with the Age − 6 assignment rule that is used to determine a child’s
grade-for-age status.
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Figure 1.6.
Childhood Exposure Effects on Grade-for-Age Status
During the Early 20th Century (Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Boys, Lower Bound of Age at
Move
B. Boys, Upper Bound of Age at
Move
C. Girls, Lower Bound of Age at
Move
D. Girls, Upper Bound of Age at
Move
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
14-17 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born. The markers represent
the coefficients from a regression of a dummy for persons having at least x years of schooling, where x = Age− 6, on
the shock experienced by moving to a neighborhood with a different grade-for-age rate among permanent residents
interacted with the age at move, controlling for disruption costs, the quality of the state of origin, and allowing
the impact of the shock to vary by cohort. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically
significant at the 5 percent level or lower. The sample sizes are 99,665 for boys and 94,159 for girls.
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Figure 1.7.
Controlling for Household Attributes Does Not Eliminate
Childhood Exposure Effects (Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Boys, Lower Bound of Age at
Move
B. Boys, Upper Bound of Age at
Move
C. Girls, Lower Bound of Age at
Move
D. Girls, Upper Bound of Age at
Move
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters
aged 14-17 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born, and whose fathers
moved at age 18 or older. The markers represent the coefficients from a regression of a dummy for persons having
at least x years of schooling, where x = Age − 6, on the shock experienced by moving to a neighborhood with a
different grade-for-age rate among permanent residents interacted with the age at move, controlling for disruption
costs, the quality of the state of origin, allowing the impact of the shock to vary by cohort, and accounting for the
following household-level characteristics: father’s age, father’s age at move, father’s years of schooling, and the number
of siblings a child has. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant at the 5
percent level or lower. The interaction coefficient for moves made at ages 15+ is negative but is not statistically
significant in C – it is not displayed to facilitate the presentation. The sample sizes are 97,603 for A, 97,892 for B,
92,112 for C, and 92,453 for D.
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Figure 1.8.
Household Fixed Effects Do Not Completely Eliminate
Childhood Exposure Effects (Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Without Household Fixed Effects
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Without Household Fixed Effects
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
With Household Fixed Effects
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
With Household Fixed Effects
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
14-17 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born, and who have at least
one sibling who also moved and is 14-17 years of age. The markers represent the coefficients from a regression of a
dummy for persons having at least x years of schooling, where x = Age − 6, on the shock experienced by moving
to a neighborhood with a different grade-for-age rate among permanent residents interacted with the age at move,
controlling for gender, disruption costs, the quality of the state of origin, and allowing the impact of the shock to vary
by cohort. Household fixed effects are included in C and D. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are
not statistically significant at the 5 percent level or lower. The sample size is 63,575.
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Figure 1.9.
Childhood Exposure Effects on Grade-for-Age Status:
Outcome-Based Placebo Test
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move
(Placebo: Cohort 1 Year Older)
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move
(Placebo: Cohort 1 Year Older)
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move
(Placebo: Cohort 1 Year Younger)
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move
(Placebo: Cohort 1 Year Younger)
E. Lower Bound of Age at Move
(Placebo: Opposite Gender)
F. Upper Bound of Age at Move
(Placebo: Opposite Gender)
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged 14-17 who come
from households that moved across state borders once after they were born. The markers represent the coefficients from a regression of
a dummy for persons having at least x years of schooling, where x = Age − 6, on the shock experienced by moving to a neighborhood
with a different grade-for-age rate among the permanent residents from one’s own group interacted with the age at move, controlling
for interactions between the shock based on the placebo group and the age at move, gender, disruption costs, the quality of the state of
origin for one’s own group and the placebo group, and allowing the impact of the own-group shock to vary by cohort. Hollow markers
denote own-group interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant at the 5 percent level or lower. The own-group interaction
coefficients for moves made at ages 15+ in A and at ages 12 and 13 in C are negative but are not statistically significant – they are not
shown to facilitate the presentation. The sample sizes are 192,976 for A and B, 193,366 for C and D, and 193,103 for E and F.
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Figure 1.10.
Historical Evidence for Childhood Exposure Effects on Income Ranks
is Not Robust (Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Without Adult CZ Fixed Effects
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Without Adult CZ Fixed Effects
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
With Adult CZ Fixed Effects
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
With Adult CZ Fixed Effects
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 linked samples pooled together. The population in
each base year refers to native-born white sons aged 8-17 who come from households that moved across state borders
once after they were born. The markers represent the coefficients from a regression of adult occupation income rank
on the shock experienced by moving to a neighborhood with a different average occupation income rank among linked
permanent residents interacted with the age at move, controlling for base year indicators, disruption costs, the quality
of the state of origin, and allowing the impact of the shock to vary by cohort. C and D include fixed effects for the
CZ of residence during adulthood. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant
at the 5 percent level or lower. The sample size is 96,433.
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Figure 1.11.
The Unrepresentativeness of Linked Data is Unlikely to Completely
Explain the Lack of Exposure Effects (Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move B. Upper Bound of Age at Move
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1930-1940 linked sample. The population refers to native-born white sons aged 14-17 in
1940 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born, and who can be linked
back to the 1930 census. The markers represent the coefficients from a regression of a dummy for persons having at
least x years of schooling, where x = Age− 6, on the shock experienced by moving to a neighborhood with a different
grade-for-age rate among linked permanent residents interacted with the age at move, controlling for disruption costs,
the quality of the state of origin, and allowing the impact of the shock to vary by cohort. Hollow markers denote
interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant at the 5 percent level or lower. The sample size is 33,226.
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Figure 1.12.
Childhood Environment Does Not Affect Adult Education Attainment
(Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move B. Upper Bound of Age at Move
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1920-1940 linked sample. The population in the base year refers to native-born white
sons aged 8-17 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born. The markers
represent the coefficients from a regression of a dummy for persons who completed at least high school by 1940
on the shock experienced by moving to a neighborhood with a different high school completion rate among linked
permanent residents interacted with the age at move, controlling for disruption costs, the quality of the state of origin,
and allowing the impact of the shock to vary by cohort. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not
statistically significant at the 5 percent level or lower. The interaction coefficients for moves made at age 10 in A and
at age 14 in B are negative but are not statistically significant – they are not displayed to facilitate the presentation.
The sample size is 47,261.
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Figure 1.13.
Outmigration of Southern-Born Men
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1950 IPUMS samples. The population refers to southern-born white and black men
aged 25-54 who live in households. Individuals residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each marker indicates the
percentage of southern-born persons residing in the non-South during a given census year, by race. Sample weights
are used to compute all percentages. The vertical dashed lines demarcate the period of analysis in the main text.
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Figure 1.14.
Origins & Destinations of Southern White Migrants
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1920 and 1920-1930 linked samples pooled together. The population in each base
year refers to native-born white men aged 20-35, who lived in the South in the base year, who were in the non-South
during the end year, and who have origin-destination CZ combinations with at least 20 linked persons in the pooled
dataset. The map displays the origin and destination CZs of these southern white migrants. Cross-hatched areas
are the origin CZs, and red-colored locations are the destination CZs, with darker shades of red indicating that more
migrants moved to a particular area. There are 147 origin CZs and 96 destination CZs.
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Figure 1.15.
Migration From the Border States in the South May Have Been Shaped
by Proximity to Non-South Labor Markets
A. Origin CZs in West Virginia, Virginia, & North Carolina
B. Origin CZs in Kentucky & Tennessee
C. Origin CZs in Arkansas & Oklahoma
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1920 and 1920-1930 linked samples pooled together. The population in each base year
refers to native-born white men aged 20-35, who lived in the southern border states in the base year, who were in the
non-South during the end year, and who have origin-destination CZ combinations with at least 20 linked persons in
the pooled dataset. The maps display the origin and destination CZs of these southern white migrants. Cross-hatched
areas are the origin CZs, and red-colored locations are the destination CZs, with darker shades of red indicating that
more migrants from the corresponding subset of states moved to a particular area. There are 31 origin CZs and 32
destination CZs in A, 38 origin CZs and 47 destination CZs in B, and 24 origin CZs and 51 destination CZs in C.
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Figure 1.16.
Migration From the Deep South May Have Been Shaped
by Railroad Networks
A. Origin CZs in South Carolina & Georgia
B. Origin CZs in Alabama
C. Origin CZs in Lousiana
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1920 and 1920-1930 linked samples pooled together. The population in each base
year refers to native-born white men aged 20-35, who lived in the Deep South in the base year, who were in the
non-South during the end year, and who have origin-destination CZ combinations with at least 20 linked persons in
the pooled dataset. The maps display the origin and destination CZs of these southern white migrants. Cross-hatched
areas are the origin CZs, and red-colored locations are the destination CZs, with darker shades of red indicating that
more migrants from the corresponding subset of states moved to a particular area. There are 7 origin CZs and 14
destination CZs in A, 6 origin CZs and 10 destination CZs in B, and 2 origin CZs and 8 destination CZs in C.
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Figure 1.17.
The Historical Geography of Top Jobs
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to white men aged 25-54, who live in households,
and who report an occupation. The figure displays the share of these men in each CZ who work in top jobs. Top jobs
are defined as the top tercile of occupations based on income scores. The sample is restricted to the 629 CZs that
overlap with those in Figure 1B.
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Figure 1.18.
Growing Up in Labor Markets that have Better Jobs Raises
the Likelihood of Staying
A. Below-Median Income Households
B. Above-Median Income Households
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample. Each figure displays a binned scatterplot of individuals. The
variable on the y-axis is an indicator for persons who are in the same CZ in 1910 and 1940. The variable on the x-axis
is the standardized share of top jobs in a CZ as of 1910, when individuals in the linked sample were still children. Top
jobs are defined as the top tercile of occupations among working white men aged 25-54 in 1910, where occupations
are ranked by income scores. Standard errors clustered by CZ of residence in 1910 are in parentheses. The sample
sizes are 1,369,123 and 1,436,848 in A and B respectively.
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Figure 1.19.
The Association between Top Jobs & Upward Mobility
was Stronger Historically
A. Historical Association
B. Contemporary Association
Notes: A: Data are from the 1910 and 1940 complete counts, and the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ
level. B: Data are from the 1980 IPUMS sample, the 2010 ACS, and Chetty et al. (2018). A and B: The y-axis gives
the level of upward mobility, which is computed as the average income rank of sons with fathers/ parents from the
bottom half of households. The x-axis gives the share of top jobs in 1940 and 2010 as predicted by the composition of
occupations in a CZ three decades earlier and the aggregate growth of each occupation over the same interval. This
is computed using the population of white men aged 25-54, who live in households, and who report an occupation.
Top jobs are defined as the top tercile of occupations based on income scores (1950-based) in 1940 and based on the
median total income for each occupation in 2010. Standard errors are in parentheses. The sample size is 629 CZs.
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Figure 1.20.
The Level of Human Capital Increased Over the Course
of the 20th Century
Notes: Data are from the 1940-2000 IPUMS samples and the 2010 and 2015 ACS. The population refers to white
men aged 25-54 who live in households. Individuals residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each marker indicates
the percentage of persons who completed at least 4 years of college. Sample weights are used for all computations.
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Figure 1.21.
Access to Top Jobs is Increasingly Dependent on Human Capital
Notes: Data are from the 1940-2000 IPUMS samples and the 2010 and 2015 ACS. The population refers to white
men aged 25-54, who live in households, and who report an occupation. Individuals residing in Alaska or Hawaii are
excluded. Each marker displays the coefficient from a regression of an indicator for persons who completed at least
4 years of college on a dummy for top jobs, controlling for a quadratic in age. The coefficient on top jobs may thus
be interpreted as the age-adjusted skill differential between top and lower-ranked occupations. Top jobs are defined
as the top tercile of occupations based on income scores in 1940 and based on the median total income for each
occupation in all other census years. Sample weights are used in all regressions and all coefficients are statistically
significant at the 1 percent level.
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Figure 1.22.
Changes in Interstate Migration Rates are Unlikely to Have Caused
the Shift in the Land of Opportunity
Notes: Data are from the 1900-2000 IPUMS samples and the 2010 and 2015 ACS. The population refers to native-
born white men aged 30-39 who live in households. Individuals residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each
square marker indicates the percentage of persons who live outside their state of birth. Each triangle marker shows
the percentage of persons born in the non-industrial Midwest who live outside their state of birth. Each circle marker
denotes the percentage of persons born in the non-industrial Midwest who live outside the non-industrial Midwest.
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Figure 1.23.
Changes in the Geography of Income Segregation & Industrialization May
Have Contributed to the Shift in the Landscape of Upward Mobility
A. Income Segregation
(1910)
B. Income Segregation
(1990)
C. Share in Manufacturing
(1940)
D. Share in Manufacturing
(2014/15)
Notes: A: Data are from the 1910 complete counts. The figure maps the degree of income segregation within the
white population based on the frequency with which poor white households have rich white households as neighbors.
CZs with negative levels of income segregation based on this index are dropped. B: Data are from the 1990 census.
The figure maps the extent to which households below the pth percentile of the local household income distribution
are separated from those above the pth percentile, again only for white households. C and D: Data are from the 1940
complete counts and the 2014 and 2015 ACS respectively. The population refers to white men aged 25-54, who live
in households, and who have an industry recorded in the census or ACS. The share of these men in manufacturing,
which serves as a proxy for the extent of industrialization, is displayed for each CZ. The sample sizes are 708 CZs in
A and 722 CZs in B, C, and D.
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Figure 1.24.
Changes in the Geography of Immigrant Competition are Unlikely to
Explain the Shift in the Landscape of Upward Mobility
A. Low-Skilled
(1940)
B. Low-Skilled
(2014/15)
C. High-Skilled
(1940)
D. High-Skilled
(2014/15)
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts and the 2014 and 2015 ACS. The population refers to men aged
25-54. Each map displays the ratio of foreign-born men to native-born white men in a given skill group. For 1940,
low-skilled individuals are defined as those with 9 or less years of schooling, while persons with more than 9 years
of schooling are classified as high-skilled. For 2014/15, low-skilled individuals are defined as those with less than an
associate’s degree, while individuals who completed an associate’s degree or higher are classified as high-skilled. The
sample sizes are 721 CZs in A and C and 722 CZs in B and D.
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1.10 Tables
Table 1.1.
A Comparison of the Historical and Contemporary Data
1910-1940 Sample Chetty et al. (2018)
Demographics of child
Gender Male Male
Age when income is measured 31-49 31-37
Race White Non-Hispanic white
Nativity Native-born Native-born or
authorized child migrant
Demographics of parents
Identity Father Father, mother, or both
Nativity Native or US-citizen or
foreign-born authorized immigrant
Age at child’s birth No restriction 15-50
Minimum income No restriction 5-year average
strictly positive
Matching
Criteria Name, birthplace, age Protected Identification Key
Success rate 29.3 percent 94 percent
Measure of upward mobility
Based on Occupation scores Actual income
Mean 0.458 0.492
No. of CZs 630 722
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level and Chetty et al. (2018). While data
are available for 741 CZs in Chetty et al. (2018), I focus on the 722 mainland CZs. The mean of the historical and
contemporary measures of upward mobility are weighted by the total white population in 1910 and 1990 respectively.
Table 1.2.
Substantial Change in the Landscape of Upward Mobility is Observed
Regardless of whether Occupation Scores or Actual Wages are Used
(1) (2) (3) (4)
βRR -0.501*** -0.512*** -0.301*** -0.357***
(0.045) (0.047) (0.052) (0.051)
Wage and salary workers Y Y
Sons ranked by Occscore Occscore Occscore Wages
Fathers ranked by Occscore Occscore Occscore Occscore
Set of CZs All Subset Subset Subset
N 370 332 332 332
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level and Chetty et al. (2018). The
unit of analysis is the CZ. CZs are ordered based on the average income rank of sons with fathers/ parents from
the bottom half of the national income distribution in each dataset separately. These ranks are then used to
estimate the percentile rank-rank correlation βRR. The CZs used in columns (2) to (4) are those that meet the
minimum threshold of 250 effective linked sons from below-median income households when the 1910-1940 data
are restricted to sons who are wage and salary workers in 1940. “Occscore” refers to occupation income scores.
Standard errors are in parentheses. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10 percent significance levels.
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Table 1.3.
The Shift in the Landscape of Upward Mobility
is Not Driven by Imperfections in Record Linkage
(1) (2) (3) (4)
βRR -0.501*** -0.507*** -0.506*** -0.502***
(0.045) (0.045) (0.048) (0.045)
Matching algorithm ABE ML Intersect ABE
Inverse propensity weights Y
N 370 363 325 370
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level and Chetty et
al. (2018). The unit of analysis is the CZ. CZs are ordered based on the average income rank
of sons with fathers/ parents from the bottom half of the national income distribution in each
dataset separately. These ranks are then used to estimate the percentile rank-rank correlation
βRR. “ABE” indicates that the 1910-1940 linked sample was created using Abramitzky et al.’s
(2012, 2014, 2017) iterative approach with actual names, “ML” indicates that the machine learning
procedure of Feigenbaum (2016) was used, and “Intersect” refers to linked individuals that both
algorithms agree on. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10
percent significance levels.
Table 1.4.
Age-at-Move Distribution
1940 Boys 1940 Girls Linked Samples
Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper
Age at move (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1 61,298 18,591 58,125 17,726 48,020 14,472
2 4,357 11,623 4,192 11,022 3,691 9,975
3 9,613 11,477 9,289 10,982 11,182 10,655
4 6,305 10,154 5,928 9,500 7,656 10,049
5 4,890 8,659 4,518 8,174 6,602 9,414
6 3,496 7,347 3,186 6,949 5,350 8,692
7 2,521 6,075 2,316 5,839 4,247 8,223
8 1,826 5,079 1,789 4,710 3,178 6,683
9 1,488 4,391 1,382 4,203 2,301 5,296
10 1,230 3,879 1,097 3,566 1,585 4,200
11 1,032 3,499 890 3,207 1,091 3,081
12 743 3,090 669 2,880 692 2,210
13 485 2,656 434 2,565 440 1,573
14 252 1,774 225 1,619 253 1,051
15+ 129 1371 119 1217 145 859
N 99,665 99,665 94,159 94,159 96,433 96,433
Notes: Columns (1) to (4): Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population
refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged 14-17 who come from households
that moved across state borders once after they were born. Columns (5) and (6): Data
are from the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 linked samples pooled together. The
population in each base year refers to native-born white sons aged 8-17 who come from
households that moved across state borders once after they were born. All columns: Each
cell shows the number of persons who moved at a particular age. The “15+” category
comprises those who moved at ages 15-17. The lower bound of an individual’s age at
move is used in the odd columns, while the upper bound is used in the even columns.
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Table 1.5.
The Availability of Top Jobs Improved Occupation Income Ranks
During the Early 20th Century
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Below-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.072*** 0.071*** 0.065*** 0.052*** 0.076***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.007)
Mean 0.421 0.408 0.408 0.464 0.399
N 1,369,123 519,399 519,399 154,664 5,680
Panel B: Above-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.049*** 0.048*** 0.039*** 0.042*** 0.035***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.009)
Mean 0.584 0.578 0.578 0.574 0.574
N 1,436,848 460,304 460,304 119,479 4,828
Population Full Brothers Brothers Movers Twins
Household fixed effects Y Y Y
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample and the 1940 complete counts. Each cell
displays the coefficient from a regression of occupation income rank on the 1940 standardized share
of top jobs in a CZ, controlling for a vector of birth order dummies. Top jobs are defined as the
top tercile of occupations among working white men aged 25-54 in 1940, where occupations are
ranked by income scores. The fixed effects in columns (3) to (5) are based on one’s household in
1910, not 1940. Standard errors clustered by CZ of residence in 1940 are in parentheses. *** 1%,
** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
Table 1.6.
The Availability of Top Jobs Increased the Likelihood
of Working in Top Jobs During the Early 20th Century
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Below-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.074*** 0.073*** 0.066*** 0.055*** 0.079***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.010)
Mean 0.256 0.246 0.246 0.300 0.238
N 1,369,123 519,399 519,399 154,664 5,680
Panel B: Above-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.063*** 0.062*** 0.052*** 0.052*** 0.052***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.018)
Mean 0.427 0.420 0.420 0.422 0.399
N 1,436,848 460,304 460,304 119,479 4,828
Population Full Brothers Brothers Movers Twins
Household fixed effects Y Y Y
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample and the 1940 complete counts. Each cell
displays the coefficient from a regression of an indicator for persons holding a top job on the 1940
standardized share of top jobs in a CZ, controlling for a vector of birth order dummies. Top jobs
are defined as the top tercile of occupations among working white men aged 25-54 in 1940, where
occupations are ranked by income scores. The fixed effects in columns (3) to (5) are based on
one’s household in 1910, not 1940. Standard errors clustered by CZ of residence in 1940 are in
parentheses. *** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
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Table 1.7.
The Availability of Top Jobs Improved Occupation Income Ranks
During the Early 20th Century, with CZ-Level Controls
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Below-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.053*** 0.054*** 0.050*** 0.048*** 0.056***
(0.003) (0.004) (0.002) (0.003) (0.020)
Mean 0.421 0.408 0.408 0.464 0.399
N 1,369,123 519,399 519,399 154,664 5,680
Panel B: Above-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.036*** 0.036*** 0.040*** 0.047*** 0.050**
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.024)
Mean 0.584 0.578 0.578 0.574 0.574
N 1,436,848 460,304 460,304 119,479 4,828
Population Full Brothers Brothers Movers Twins
Household fixed effects Y Y Y
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample and the 1940 complete counts. Each cell
displays the coefficient from a regression of occupation income rank on the 1940 standardized share
of top jobs in a CZ, controlling for a vector of birth order dummies and CZ-level covariates. The
CZ-level covariates are: population density, the share of blacks, the share of foreign-born persons,
the share of people living in urban areas, the share of individuals in each of five age groups (18-25,
26-35, 36-45, 46-55, and 56 or older), and the share of 25-54 year olds with more than 9 years of
schooling, all based on men in 1940. Top jobs are defined as the top tercile of occupations among
working white men aged 25-54 in 1940, where occupations are ranked by income scores. The fixed
effects in columns (3) to (5) are based on one’s household in 1910, not 1940. Standard errors
clustered by CZ of residence in 1940 are in parentheses. *** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance
levels.
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Table 1.8.
The Availability of Top Jobs Improved Occupation Income Ranks
During the Early 20th Century, with CZ-Level Controls & Bartik Instrument
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Below-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.068*** 0.071*** 0.054*** 0.042*** 0.062*
(0.006) (0.007) (0.005) (0.006) (0.036)
Mean 0.421 0.408 0.408 0.464 0.399
N 1,369,123 519,399 519,399 154,664 5,680
Panel B: Above-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.042*** 0.041*** 0.045*** 0.050*** 0.064
(0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.007) (0.050)
Mean 0.584 0.578 0.578 0.574 0.574
N 1,436,848 460,304 460,304 119,479 4,828
Population Full Brothers Brothers Movers Twins
Household fixed effects Y Y Y
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample and the 1940 complete counts. Each cell displays the coefficient
from a regression of occupation income rank on the 1940 standardized share of top jobs in a CZ, controlling for a
vector of birth order dummies and CZ-level covariates, and where the standardized share of top jobs is instrumented
with a Bartik instrument based on the composition of jobs in 1910 and the aggregate growth of each occupation
category from 1910 to 1940. The CZ-level covariates are: population density, the share of blacks, the share of
foreign-born persons, the share of people living in urban areas, the share of individuals in each of five age groups
(18-25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, and 56 or older), and the share of 25-54 year olds with more than 9 years of schooling,
all based on men in 1940. Top jobs are defined as the top tercile of occupations among working white men aged
25-54 in 1940, where occupations are ranked by income scores. The fixed effects in columns (3) to (5) are based on
one’s household in 1910, not 1940. Standard errors clustered by CZ of residence in 1940 are in parentheses. ***
1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
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Chapter 2
More is Less? The Impact of Family Size on Education Outcomes in the
United States, 1850-1940
2.1 Introduction
Modern economic development has invariably been accompanied by two phenomena –
a decline in fertility and hence family size, as well as a rise in educational attainment.
Figure 2.1 illustrates these trends in the case of the United States (US) by plotting
the average family size for different cohorts against one measure of education – the
likelihood of completing high school.1 Average family size decreases by 0.739 persons
from the 1876-80 cohort to the 1936-40 cohort, while the corresponding probability of
high school completion increases by 53.2 percentage points. Was there a causal rela-
tionship between family size and education over the demographic transition? While a
sizable literature in economics has looked at the impact of family size on various child
outcomes, the findings have been mixed, depending on the country being studied, the
time period analyzed, the outcomes of interest, and which child within a household is
considered. For instance, Angrist et al. (2010) and Black et al. (2005) find no effect
of family size when young on future adult earnings in Israel and Norway respectively.
Bagger et al. (2018), on the other hand, show that in Denmark, an additional child
reduces the average number of years of schooling in a household. In the case of the US,
Caceres-Delpiano (2006), Conley and Glauber (2006), and Juhn et al. (2015) provide
evidence of a reduction in measures of parental investment among larger families.
The bulk of these studies are set in contemporary times. Less is known about family
size effects over the 19th and early 20th centuries – a period of substantial increase
1This pattern is robust even if more general measures of school attendance and fertility are used.
See, for example, Bleakley and Lange (2009).
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in educational attainment.2
There are two empirical challenges in evaluating the relationship between family
size and child education over the demographic transition. The first has to do with
the availability of historical data. Few countries have sufficiently detailed and high-
quality digitized records for this period of time. The US is one of the few exceptions,
with individual-level census data for the entire free population going back till 1850.
I thus focus on the evolution of family size and education in the US over the period
1850-1940.
The second challenge is identification. Family size is an endogenous choice. Larger
families may differ from smaller ones along dimensions that researchers cannot con-
trol for, potentially confounding the relationship with education. Beginning with
Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1980), economists have sought to use plausibly exogenous
variation in family size to evaluate its causal effect on child outcomes. The main
strategies implemented include using multiple birth occurrences, older siblings’ sex
composition, and unanticipated changes in policies. In line with the literature, I use
the occurrence of twin births as a source of exogenous variation to study the impact
of family size on child education outcomes in the US.
Given the cumulative nature of human capital, my initial measure of education is
the likelihood of attending school while the child is still living with his or her parents.
To see if family size effects persist into adulthood, one needs to observe the same
individual over time. However, sufficiently large panel datasets are rare before World
War II. I overcome this limitation by using machine learning to match children in
2Three papers related to family size in historical US are worth mentioning. Wahl (1992) looks at
the US during the 19th century and makes the case that increases in the relative price of children
contributed to the decline in fertility during this period. Bleakley and Lange (2009) study the US
South in the early 20th century. They use the eradication of hookworm disease as an exogenous
shock to the price of investing in child quality in order to assess the response of fertility. Aaronson
et al. (2014) consider the impact of a large-scale school-building program in the US South between
1913 and 1932 on fertility. In all three cases, fertility is the outcome of interest, whereas my chapter
seeks to understand the impact of family size itself.
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1920 to their older selves in 1940, which is when the Census Bureau first started
collecting information on individuals’ years of schooling. A dataset linking childhood
investments and adult outcomes is a novel contribution to the literature on family
size effects, where studies typically observe either childhood or adult measures but
rarely both.
My main findings are threefold. First, an additional sibling reduces the likelihood
of attending school by around 1 to 2 percentage points on average. The point esti-
mates are larger in magnitude for the older children during the first half of the 20th
century. Second, family size effects are long-lasting. Each additional sibling reduces
one’s total years of schooling by about two-tenths of a year and lowers the probability
of finishing high school by around 3 percentage points. Third, while statistically sig-
nificant across most short and long-term measures of education, the impact of family
size is not particularly large. Differences in human capital acquisition due to varia-
tions in family size do not translate into substantial earnings differentials. In addition,
back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that the decline in family size from the late
19th century to the first half of the 20th century accounts for less than 10 percent
of the rise in school attendance and about 4 percent of the increase in high school
completion. These figures likely overstate the importance of the decline in fertility,
given that other economic and demographic changes were occurring simultaneously.
The small contribution of family size thus indicates that much of the improvements
in education attainment are attributable to other factors.
2.2 Empirical Specification
To estimate the impact of family size on school attendance while a child is still residing
with his or her parents, I adopt the approach of Angrist et al. (2010) and Black et
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al. (2005, 2010):
Schoolihc = β0 + β1FamilySizehc +X
′
ihcβ2 + θc + εihc (28)
FamilySizehc = α0 + α1Twinhc +X
′
ihcα2 + θc + vihc (29)
The subscripts i, h, and c refer to the individual child, household and county re-
spectively. School is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the child attended school
during the census reference period.3 FamilySize represents the total number of per-
sons identified as children of the household head and who currently reside in the
household.4 X controls for a vector of individual and household level characteristics:
age, gender, birth order, urban residence, share of girls in the family, characteristics
of the father (age, literacy and occupation score), and characteristics of the mother
(age and literacy).5 Accounting for the order of birth is particularly important given
the adverse effect higher birth order has on children’s education (Black et al. 2005).
θ is a full set of county dummies.6 Regression (28) gives the benchmark Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS) estimate of the relationship between family size and school at-
tendance. This also serves as the second stage in a Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS)
approach when FamilySize is replaced by its predicted value from the first stage given
by regression (29).
3School attendance is the only measure of child outcomes available in the historical census data
that is reasonably consistent over time. Nonetheless, it has several limitations. For example, the
reference period, universe and instructions to enumerators vary across census years. Inter-temporal
comparisons must thus be interpreted cautiously.
4Adopted children and stepchildren are excluded from the computation of family size and the
empirical analysis.
5IPUMS computes occupation scores by assigning to each occupation the median total income
of all persons with that particular occupation in 1950 (IPUMS-USA 2017). Note that the literacy
variable is not available in the 1940 census. I thus classify parents in 1940 as being literate as long
as they indicate positive years of education.
6Most studies of family size effects on children do not control for the location of residence during
childhood. This may be problematic in light of recent work showing the importance of place-effects
on child outcomes (Chetty and Hendren 2017a, 2017b; Chetty et al. 2016). Qian (2009), looking at
China, is one of the exceptions – she includes the county of birth.
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Similar to Angrist et al. (2010) and Black et al. (2005, 2010), the Twin indicator
takes the value 1 if the nth birth is a pair of twins and 0 otherwise.7 Twins are
identified by their parents and age in years. I then split the population into groups,
each comprising families having at least n children, where n ∈ [2, 6]. The focus will
be on the schooling outcomes of the 1st to (n − 1)th child in the household. Using
the terminology of Angrist et al. (2010), the “2+ sample” refers to households with
at least two children, where the schooling outcome of the oldest child is of interest,
and the instrument used is the second birth being a twin birth. Similarly, the “3+
sample” consists of families with at least three children, where my interest is in the
two oldest siblings, and the instrument is the third birth being a twin birth. This is
known as analysis by parity.8 For clarity, Table 2.1 highlights which are the siblings
of interest and the instrument used in each parity sample.
Analysis by parity was first introduced by Black et al. (2005) to address three
issues, each corresponding to one of the features described in the column headings
of Table 2.1. First, restricting each sample to families with at least n children at-
tempts to ensure that preferences over family size are similar for households with and
without twins at the nth birth. Second, focusing on the older n− 1 children tries to
minimize the confounding effects of potentially endogenous subsequent births, which
could arise because families choosing to have more children after a twin birth may
be different from those who do likewise but after a singleton birth. It also serves to
avoid the complication of twin births affecting both family size as well as the birth
7I focus on twins rather than multiple births in general so as to provide a cleaner analysis.
This restriction is reasonable since twins comprise over 98 percent of persons from multiple births
(author’s calculation based on the 1850, 1910-1940 full counts census data, restricted to native-born
white children of the household head).
8In practice, when implementing regressions (28) and (29) for the n+ parity sample, I exclude
all households with a twin birth at parity n− 1. These (n− 1)th-parity twin births may affect the
oldest to (n− 2)th child and thus compromise the control group. Results are similar if I exclude all
other households with twin births below and above parity n, even though such additional restrictions
might have led to a more selected sample.
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order of children born after the twins. Third, using twin births at each specific parity
circumvents the problem of larger households being more likely to have twins.
Given the possibility of heterogeneous treatment effects by age, the baseline anal-
ysis implements regressions (28) and (29) for children in three different age categories
separately: 7-13, 14-15 and 16-17. Subsequent extensions then pool the 14-15 and
16-17 age groups together to increase statistical power. The decision to split the age
range as such is based on three factors. I provide a brief summary of the rationale
here, leaving the details to Appendix A.7. First, I compare the share of children from
different 2-to-3 year age groups attending school over the period 1850-1940. Those
aged 7-15 tend to exhibit similar proportions and trends. Second, I run a simple OLS
regression similar to (28) for different age groups, both with and without the full set
of controls. The coefficient on family size is then plotted over time. The time series
reveals a reasonably consistent pattern among the 7-13 year olds, but the evolution
for those aged 14-15 resembles that of the 16-17 age group. In particular, as one
transitions into the 20th century, the OLS family size effects diminish in magnitude
for the younger children, but become negative for those aged 14 and over. Third, the
passage of state compulsory school attendance and child labor laws typically stipu-
lated that a child could only leave school and work upon reaching 14 or 16 years of
age. Thus, dividing children along the 14 or 16-years threshold is a natural fit with
the historical context.
2.3 Data
2.3.1 Source and Sample Restrictions
The data used to estimate equations (28) and (29) are from the Integrated Public
Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) full counts censuses (Ruggles et al. 2015). These are
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records of the entire US population.9 Six such full counts are available at the time
of writing, five of which contain the necessary variables. Throughout this chapter, I
utilize complete counts data from the years 1850, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940.10 The
use of the IPUMS full counts rather than the IPUMS samples is necessitated by the
twins instrument – Table 2.2 shows that the proportion of families with twin births
is relatively low, and thus large sample sizes are required for accuracy and precision.
Several restrictions are placed on the population of interest to allow for a cleaner
analysis. First, the data are restricted to native-born white children who lived in
one of the 32 northern or former slave states that comprised the bulk of the US
population in 1850.11 Second, twins themselves are excluded from the estimation
in line with the literature, given that twins tend to have lower birth weights and
poorer health outcomes (Almond et al. 2005; Angrist et al. 2010; Black et al. 2005).
Third, households with three or more children of the same age are excluded.12 Fourth,
families with multiple twin births are dropped.13 Fifth, only households with a male
head are considered.14 Finally, only children whose mothers are both present in the
9The majority of blacks were excluded in the years before the Civil War because slaves were
not enumerated in the population censuses. They would have been recorded in the slave schedules
instead.
10While the 1880 full counts is available, it does not have the school attendance variable. Based
on my correspondence with IPUMS, the release of the schooling variable for 1880 is unlikely to be
completed for several years.
11The 16 northern states are Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Wisconsin
and Minnesota. The 16 former slave states are Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia and West Virginia. 98.9 percent of whites resided in these states in 1850 (author’s
calculation using the 1850 1 percent IPUMS sample). Not all of these places had achieved statehood
by 1850. For territories, IPUMS assigns the state that the territory eventually becomes (IPUMS-
USA 2017).
12Among all households with native-born white children, 0.03, 0.02, 0.03, 0.01 and 0.01 percent
have three or more children of the same age in the years 1850, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940 respectively.
This encompasses families with triplets or higher order multiple births, as well as those with three
or more same-age children from the same father but different mother.
13Among all households with native-born white children, 0.15, 0.06, 0.07, 0.05 and 0.04 percent
have multiple twin births in the years 1850, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940 respectively.
14Among all households with native-born white children, 91.8, 89.5, 89.8, 89.9 and 87.6 percent
have male household heads in 1850, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940 respectively.
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household and are the second individual in the family’s census record are included.15
2.3.2 Limitations of Historical Data
Using historical censuses rather than the modern administrative data common in
contemporary studies may potentially lead to errors and biases in my estimates.
In particular, two key issues are: (i) how accurately I can identify twins and (ii)
how precise is my measurement of family size. Modern administrative data have
precise birth dates of individuals as well as unique identification numbers that allow
researchers to accurately match each person to their families. These features minimize
mistakes when determining twin births and family size. I briefly discuss the two
concerns in turn, leaving the detailed analysis to Appendix A.8.
2.3.2.1 Accuracy in Identifying Twins
Is my classification of twins based on their parents and age in years accurate? To
gauge the extent of any potential errors, a more precise benchmark is first needed.
Among the historical censuses, only the 1900 enumeration recorded the birth month
for all persons. The combination of age in years with the month of birth allows
researchers to identify twins more accurately. However, at the time of writing, the
1900 IPUMS data are only available as 1 and 5 percent samples. The 1900 IPUMS
full counts have not yet been released. To increase precision, I pool the 1 and 5
percent samples, collapse the 14-15 and 16-17 age groups, and combine several twins
instruments together. Further details regarding these adjustments are provided in
Appendix A.8.
15Among all native-born white children of household heads, 88.9, 87.4, 87.6, 88.2 and 85.7 percent
have mothers meeting these criteria in the years 1850, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940 respectively. In
the census enumerations, members of a dwelling unit were recorded consecutively, usually with the
head of the household being the first person. The spouse was often the second individual recorded.
For example, 83.2 and 82.8 percent of all persons recorded as the second individual were the spouse
of the household head in 1850 and 1940 respectively (author’s calculation based on the 1 percent
IPUMS samples). This restriction allows one to compare families with similar structures.
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The 1900 IPUMS samples reveal three things. I offer a brief discussion of each
point here and present the full analysis in Appendix A.8. First, using age in years
alone identifies about twice as many twins relative to the case when age and birth
month are used together. Second, the likelihood of misclassification varies system-
atically with individual and household level characteristics. For example, children
with younger mothers are more likely to be wrongly identified as twins based on age
alone. The different relationships between various characteristics, misclassification,
family size, and school attendance make it difficult to predict the overall direction
of bias. Third, I compare the 2SLS estimates using two types of twins instruments
– one based on age alone, and the other constructed with additional information
from birth month. None of the estimates are statistically significant, given the much
smaller sample sizes relative to the full counts. However, the point estimates are al-
ways negative and are larger in magnitude when the more accurate measure of twins
is used, suggesting that errors in identifying twins are unlikely to bias my results
toward finding an adverse effect of family size.
2.3.2.2 Accuracy in Measuring Family Size
Another limitation with historical census data is that one cannot observe the true
family size since the census only records persons residing in a household at the time
of the survey. This necessarily excludes children who have already left home and
those who have yet to be born, thus understating the total number of children. In
Appendix A.8, I address these issues in two ways. First, to account for potential
biases due to children having left home, I focus on the 1910 complete counts census,
which records the number of surviving children ever born to ever-married females
aged 12 and over. I compare the 2SLS estimates from the full sample to a restricted
sample comprising only households where the number of surviving children a mother
has matches the number of her own children currently residing in the family. Similar
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results are obtained in both cases. Second, to deal with inaccuracies in measuring
family size because of incomplete fertility cycles, I make use of the fact that the
likelihood of completed fertility increases with a woman’s age. Comparing children in
the full sample with those having mothers who are past childbearing age, I find that
the estimated effects of family size are similar.
Thus, while the construction of key variables using historical data may not be
perfect, any bias introduced is unlikely to severely affect the baseline results, which
are presented in the next section.
2.4 Baseline Results: Family Size and School Attendance
On average, a twin birth increases family size by about 0.65 to 0.85 persons. Table
2.3 documents the first stage of the twins instrument by census year, age group, and
parity sample. Each cell corresponds to the coefficient α1 from regression (29). These
coefficients are somewhat larger than Angrist et al. (2010) but are similar to Black
et al. (2005, 2010) and Caceres-Delpiano (2006). While not perfectly monotonic, the
largest estimates tend to be found among the biggest households. This is reasonable
since having a twin birth when the family is already large is more likely to push
parents beyond their optimal number of children. The t-statistic in each first stage
is always well over 10, alleviating concerns of weak instruments.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 provide graphical comparisons of the OLS and 2SLS estimates
by age group, census year, and parity sample. To facilitate the presentation of my
findings, I focus on the 2+ and 3+ samples. These groups are usually relevant to
the majority of families having at least two children.16 Tables A.19, A.20 and A.21
in Appendix A.9 provide the estimates for all parities and years for the 7-13, 14-
16Among all households with at least two native-born white children, 25.7, 35.9, 37.7, 40.4 and
46.6 percent have two children in the years 1850, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940 respectively. The
corresponding percentages of those with three children are: 21.3, 24.5, 24.9, 25.0 and 24.9. The
corresponding percentages of those with four children are: 17.2, 16.1, 15.8, 14.9 and 13.2.
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15 and 16-17 year olds respectively. The results with the higher order parities are
often qualitatively similar. Most of the differences arise in the 4+ rather than the
5+ or 6+ samples.17 In Figures 2.2 and 2.3, the solid circle markers represent the
OLS coefficients, controlling for individual and household characteristics as well as
a full vector of county dummies. The open circle markers are the corresponding
2SLS estimates. 95 percent confidence intervals are displayed for the latter, based on
standard errors clustered at the household level.18 Given the very large sample sizes
of the full counts, the standard errors for the OLS results are close to zero, and the
confidence intervals are thus not visible.
I discuss the results for younger and older children separately, beginning with those
aged 7-13. In contrast with the usual motivation of papers studying family size effects,
a positive correlation between family size and school attendance is typically observed
in the OLS results, as shown in Figures 2.2A and 2.3A. The 2SLS point estimates, on
the other hand, usually reverse the sign and exhibit a negative relationship instead.
Put differently, the OLS results are biased upwards. Instrumenting family size using
twin births, I find that having an additional sibling reduces the likelihood of attending
school by less than 1 percentage point to slightly over 3 percentage points depending
on the census year and parity sample. These effects are largest in 1850 and diminish
17The different parity samples need not yield exactly the same estimates since each group comprises
children from different households. More important is whether family size effects can be found across
the various parities. If so, that would suggest a more general and widespread impact of family size
on schooling.
18Since the complete counts represent the population universe, one might wonder whether standard
errors are still relevant. I argue that standard errors should still be provided for two reasons. First,
there are missing observations for some variables so the final data used will not be perfectly complete.
Second, Abadie et al. (2014) posit that there is still uncertainty in the treatment effects estimated
from complete populations, as the observational data only reveal the outcomes for a given time
and place, but not the counterfactuals under various treatment intensities. They suggest that the
appropriate standard errors to use are randomized standard errors, which are generally even smaller
than robust standard errors. In this chapter, I use standard errors clustered at the household level as
conservative estimates. Other papers utilizing the universe of observations (or close to) also provide
standard errors. See Autor et al. (2015); Black et al. (2005); Cai et al. (2016); Chetty et al. (2014);
Gillitzer and Wang (2016); and Mogstad and Wiswall (2016).
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in magnitude by the 20th century.19 A potential explanation for the smaller effects of
family size in the later decades is the rise of compulsory school attendance and child
labor laws, which could have limited the margin for parents to tradeoff family size
and human capital investment in children. However, this may not have been the most
important factor since the laws themselves had limited impact on school attendance
(Clay et al. 2016; Goldin and Katz 2008).20 In all cases, the impact of family size is
small relative to the share of 7-13 year olds attending school. 70.8 and 71.9 percent of
7-13 year olds attended school in 1850 for the 2+ and 3+ samples respectively. The
corresponding rates were even higher in 1940 at 94.1 and 94.3 percent. Interestingly,
the decline in the 2SLS family size effects coincides with a decrease in the magnitude
of the OLS coefficients. This indicates a reduction in upward bias, which is reasonable
since the higher rates of school attendance by the 20th century imply that there is
much less variation in schooling to be explained in the first place.
Among the older 14-15 and 16-17 year olds, causal family size effects are ob-
served from 1920 onwards but are unlikely to have been present during the preceding
decades. Consider first the period from 1920 to 1940 – OLS estimates are negative
and these negative effects typically survive instrumenting with twins, as illustrated
in Figures 2.2B, 2.2C, 2.3B and 2.3C. The 2SLS results suggest that having an addi-
tional sibling reduces the likelihood of attending school by around 1 to 2 percentage
points, with slightly more negative coefficients for the 16-17 year olds. These 2SLS
estimates are usually greater in magnitude compared to those for the 7-13 year olds
in the corresponding periods. Tables A.20 and A.21 of Appendix A.9 show that while
the coefficients display some variation in magnitude and statistical significance when
19Statistical significance during the later decades also varies by parity sample, but for each of the
five parities, at least two decades in the 1900s have sufficient precision to reject the null of no family
size effects at the 5 percent level.
20In any case, as alluded to in an earlier footnote, inter-temporal inferences should be treated
cautiously, given the changing reference period for school attendance between censuses.
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higher order parity samples are used, much of these differences are concentrated in
the 4+ sample.
The findings for the 14-15 and 16-17 year olds before 1920 are less clear. Here,
the 2SLS coefficients are almost never significant at the 5 percent level. The 1850
estimates also exhibit substantial variation in magnitude and direction across parity
samples – such inconsistencies suggest that there was unlikely to have been much
negative effect during the 19th century. Interpreting 1910 is more tricky as the point
estimates can be similar to the later decades depending on the parity sample, but
with less precision. One cannot determine if 1910 is an anomaly since complete counts
data for the preceding decades are not available.21 1910 aside, the contrasting family
size effects between the 19th and 20th centuries for older children may have to do
with the supply of schools. The analysis thus far has focused on the demand for
schooling – whether families want to send their children to school. Absent from this
setting are supply-side constraints. Households will not be able to send their children
to school if there are insufficient places at schools to begin with. This explanation fits
the historical context as 1850 belonged to the era of the common school movement,
which focused on basic levels of education. It was not until the first half of the
20th century that schools for older children increased dramatically to characterize
the phenomenon that came to be known as the high school movement. Family size
effects on older children are thus more likely to be observed in the later periods, when
school supply limitations do not restrict schooling decisions that parents make for
their children. In addition, the high school movement is typically dated to have only
begun in 1910 (Goldin and Katz 2008), which could potentially account for the lack
of significant family size effects in 1910 itself.
A valid conceptual concern is whether the twins instrument produces consistent
21The 1900 IPUMS complete counts have not yet been released at the time of writing, the 1890
census was destroyed in a fire, and the 1880 IPUMS full counts data lack the school attendance
variable.
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estimates of the family size effect. Specifically, mothers of twins may be negatively
selected, which could create the illusion of an inverse relationship between family size
and schooling. While this is difficult to verify historically, the contemporary literature
offers some guidance. Bhalotra and Clarke (2016) use data across 72 countries to show
that mothers are positively selected into twinning in terms of health and health-related
behaviors. Suppose that a positive correlation between health, wealth and education
holds, then any bias in my estimates will be upwards. Put differently, the true family
size effect may well be larger in magnitude than the above estimates suggest, but the
negative direction per se is likely to be correct.22
2.5 The Persistence of Family Size Effects
Does the adverse effect of family size when young persist into adulthood? Intuitively,
given the cumulative nature of human capital, less schooling as a child may reduce the
final education that can be attained by adulthood.23 To evaluate such longer-term
consequences, I need to observe the family size of an individual during childhood
and the same person’s education outcomes several decades later. Since 1940 is the
first census to record one’s years of schooling, I build a linked sample of individuals,
matching them from 1920 to their adult selves in 1940.
22As pointed out by one referee, another source of bias can arise if households where twins survive
are those that are better able to keep children alive. If such households are positively selected, then
the direction of bias works against my result of an adverse family size effect. Put differently, the
impact of an additional sibling is negative but the magnitude is underestimated.
23This need not be the only reason for lower educational attainment as adults. Family size may
affect other types of investment in children that also determine human capital acquisition, such as
health and inheritances. These alternative channels, however, are not observable in the census data.
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2.5.1 Creation of the Linked Sample
I link native-born white boys who are 14-17 years old in 1920. They will be around
34-37 years of age by 1940.24 The matching is only done for males because females
tend to change their last name upon marriage, making it difficult to track them
over time without additional information. I choose the 14-17 age group because the
impact of family size on school attendance is larger for the older children from 1920
onwards, as shown in the earlier analysis. Consequently, persistent family size effects,
if any, are most likely to be detected for this cohort. As names are required for
matching, I switch from the public-use census data in the first half of the chapter to
the restricted-access IPUMS full counts data with names.
The method of matching follows the machine learning approach introduced by
Feigenbaum (2015, 2016, 2017). Individuals are first matched based on birthplace,
year of birth, and name to generate a set of potential matches. A random training
sample is then drawn from this pool of potential links and manually matched. The
implicit weights on different record features used to determine the manual matches
are estimated explicitly with a probit model. I use these probit coefficients to generate
a probabilistic score for all potential links. A potential link is then considered to be a
true match if (i) it has the highest score among all potential links for a given unique
individual, (ii) its score is sufficiently high in absolute terms, and (iii) the score is
sufficiently high relative to the second-highest score. A preliminary linked sample
of 861,119 boys is obtained, with a match rate of 35.4 percent.25 Appendix A.10
explains the matching procedure in more detail, discusses the differences between the
24Some variation in age is allowed to account for enumeration errors and the different months in
which the censuses were taken. The census was conducted on January 1 in 1920 and April 1 in 1940.
25Boustan et al. (2012) match individuals from 1920 to 1930 and achieve a match rate of 24
percent. Collins and Wanamaker (2014) link males from 1910 to 1930 with a match rate of 21
percent. Feigenbaum (2015) is probably the most relevant in terms of time frame – he matches men
from the 1920 1 percent IPUMS sample to the 1940 full counts and records a 46.9 percent match
rate. My 1920-1940 rate falls within the range of these studies.
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linked sample and the underlying population, and considers how the use of state-based
weights improves the representativeness of the sample.26
From the raw linked sample, I then impose the same set of restrictions used in the
baseline analysis to obtain a similar population of interest, with two changes. First,
to increase precision, I focus on the outcomes of first-borns and assume that a twin
birth at the second, third, or fourth parity has the same impact on the oldest child.
This essentially combines three instruments into one and pools all first-borns together
regardless of family size, in contrast to a pure analysis by parity. Such adjustments
are necessary because the linked sample is much smaller than the full counts, and
there are thus relatively fewer twin births to exploit for identification. Second, I
exclude persons who do not indicate an occupation in 1940. This is unlikely to affect
the composition of the sample significantly since 96.2 percent of individuals in my
data record an occupation. The final 1920-1940 linked dataset for analysis comprises
237,281 persons.
2.5.2 Education Attainment in Adulthood
I begin by confirming the reliability of the linked sample using the same school atten-
dance variable as before. This is measured in the base year of 1920 when the child is
still in the household and should produce similar results to the preceding analysis if
one is to believe the long-term inferences made using the linked sample. Column (1)
of Table 2.4 presents the 2SLS effects of family size on school attendance based on
26Bailey et al. (2017) use inverse propensity scores for re-weighting. As a robustness check, I redo
the analysis in this section using inverse propensity scores as weights. These weights are computed
in two steps. First, I run a probit model of match status on first and last name length, the share of
persons with the same first name, the proportion of persons with the same last name, a quadratic
in age, an indicator for siblings residing in the household, the number of these siblings, and a vector
of state dummies. Second, I compute the inverse propensity weights as (1−p)p
m
(1−m) where p is the
predicted propensity score based on the probit estimates and m is the match rate. The results
remain similar regardless of whether inverse propensity scores or my state-based weights are used
for re-weighting, except when college completion is the outcome.
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regressions (1) and (2). As seen in the top panel, having an additional sibling reduces
the likelihood of attending school by about 2 percentage points. This is similar to
the earlier estimates using the cross section complete counts, giving one confidence
that the matched sample is reasonably representative. It may also suggest that the
assumption requiring twin births at the second, third, and fourth parity to have the
same effect on first-borns does not produce results that deviate substantially from a
pure analysis by parity setup.
I then proceed to document some evidence of lower education attainment in adult-
hood among those from larger families. Three measures of education are used: com-
pleted years of schooling, the likelihood of finishing high school, and the probability
of graduating from college. The analysis is based on regressions (1) and (2), but
replaces the school attendance measure when young with one of the three adult out-
comes. Consider the top panel of Table 2.4. Column (2) suggests a reduction of
about 0.197 years of schooling for every additional sibling in the family. This effect is
larger than Bagger et al. (2018), who find that having an additional child reduces the
average number of years of schooling in a household by around one-tenth of a year.
However, it is economically small relative to the median of 9 years of schooling or the
standard deviation of 3.32 years. Similarly, column (3) shows that the likelihood of
graduating from high school falls by 2.74 percentage points. This is slightly smaller
than Black et al. (2010), who document that family size reduces the likelihood of
finishing 12 years of schooling in Norway by between 2.9 to 4.0 percentage points us-
ing the twins instrument. Unlike the results with years of schooling and high school
completion as the outcomes, the relationship between family size and college gradu-
ation in column (4) is less clear. While the point estimate is negative, its statistical
significance is sensitive to the sample restrictions imposed, as will be seen below.27
27The estimate for college completion is also sensitive to weighting with inverse propensity scores,
which results in a much smaller effect of -0.011 that is not statistically significant.
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My results suggest that while the effects of family size do persist into adulthood
in the form of lower human capital acquisition, these effects are small.28 One way to
gauge that family size has limited long-run effects is to observe that the changes in
education do not translate into substantial differences in earnings. To illustrate this,
I restrict my linked sample to wage and salary workers employed for at least 40 weeks
in the preceding year.29 These restrictions are necessary because the 1940 census only
asked for wages but not total income. To ensure that the final results are not driven
by this change in sample, I redo the education analysis in the bottom panel of Table
2.4. Columns (1) to (4) show that the impact of family size on education measures is
similar to the baseline linked sample, except for college completion where the effect
is no longer precisely estimated. I then use the logarithm of weekly wages in column
(5) as an additional outcome variable. Although the point estimate is negative, it is
very small and is not statistically significant. The magnitude is consistent with both
the effect of family size on years of schooling and the rate of return to education over
this period in history. Estimates of the return to education during the first half of
the 20th century range from around 6.4 to 7.9 percent (Clay et al. 2016). Taking the
lower bound of 6.4 percent as an example, an additional child reduces earnings by
0.064 x 0.207 = 1.33 percent, which is within the confidence interval of my earnings
28A separate question is whether the effects observed for years of schooling and high school com-
pletion are directly linked to the lower likelihood of school attendance during childhood for those
from larger families. One way to gauge this is to include school attendance when young as a control
variable. Doing so reduces the family size effects by around 20 to 21 percent, but they remain sta-
tistically significant, suggesting that while part of the mechanism involves school attendance during
childhood, there may also be other channels through which family size influences overall education.
This insight, however, should be treated cautiously. Since school attendance is an outcome of family
size and is also related to adult education attainment, it is essentially a bad control. Including it
potentially makes the coefficient on family size less straightforward to interpret (Angrist and Pischke
2009).
29Following Goldin and Margo (1992), I also focus on those earning more than $6 a week, which
is one half the minimum wage on a full-time basis. I check that family size has no effect on the
probability that a person is a wage and salary worker who is employed for at least 40 weeks in the
preceding year and who earns more than $6 a week. Using an indicator for being such a worker as
the outcome, a 2SLS estimation based on regressions (28) and (29) yields a coefficient of -0.030 on
family size x 10, with a standard error of 0.060.
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coefficient in column (5).30
2.6 Underlying Mechanisms
Having established a negative causal effect of family size on education outcomes both
when young and during adulthood, a natural question that arises is: what drives this
relationship? It is important to emphasize that there need not be a single channel
through which family size adversely affects education outcomes. Different factors may
be in operation simultaneously, and each mechanism could even vary in importance
at various points in history.
One model that could account for the negative relationship between family size
and education is the quantity-quality (QQ) model of Becker (1960) and Becker and
Lewis (1973). In this framework, the quantity and quality of children – represented
by family size and education respectively in this chapter – enter multiplicatively into
the household’s budget constraint. A rise in the number of children increases the
marginal cost of quality, thus leading larger families to substitute away from the
latter. Given the cumulative nature of human capital acquisition, the lower levels
of schooling when young may then affect education attainment by adulthood. Much
of the literature looking at family size effects on children sees itself as testing the
QQ theory.31 For the QQ model to work, there needs to be a non-trivial cost of
30The small wage effects are a function of both the relatively small effects of family size on schooling
as well as the lower rate of return to education during this period. The return to schooling in the
later part of the 20th century is typically around 10 percent (Ashenfelter and Rouse 1998; Behrman
and Rosenzweig 1999; Rouse 1999).
31A separate issue is whether studies using twin births or sibling sex composition are actually
testing the QQ model. Bleakley and Lange (2009) put the issue succinctly: “In the Q-Q model...
both the quantity and the quality of children are endogenous variables. It is therefore not possible
to speak of a causal effect of family size on the quality of children. Ideally, the model is tested by ex-
amining variation in fertility and investment in children as incomes and (shadow) prices for quantity
and quality are varied.” The key to this debate is the under-appreciated contribution of Rosenzweig
and Wolpin (1980). Their paper is often cited as the first to use twin births in evaluating the impact
of family size on child outcomes. However, an even more important contribution Rosenzweig and
Wolpin (1980) make is in establishing the conditions on the household’s utility function under which
multiple births can be used to test the QQ model. To the best of my knowledge, only Black et al.
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investing in child quality – if the price of quality is zero, then quantity and quality no
longer enter the budget constraint multiplicatively and a tradeoff cannot be generated.
Aaronson et al. (2014) show that changes in the price of investing in child quality
do matter for fertility decisions. Exploiting a large-scale school-building program in
the US South between 1913 and 1932, they find that the expanded access to schools
increased fertility at the extensive margin and reduced fertility at the intensive margin
for women who did not benefit from the new schools themselves. The effects along
the intensive margin are relevant to the standard QQ model and to the population of
interest in this chapter.
A different mechanism that may be driving the tradeoff between family size and
education is related to the capacity of a child for work. The idea is the following:
suppose that parents care about both the well-being of their children as well as their
own consumption. Given limited resources and the fixed costs of raising a child, hav-
ing more children implies that a parent needs to reduce his or her own consumption,
all else equal. To cushion the impact on one’s own consumption, the parent can shift
children from school to work. Working children are able to contribute to the family’s
resources, thus helping to pay for family consumption.32 However, such a model is
only relevant if children can actually work. Given the rise of child labor laws over
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the child labor explanation may thus be more
applicable for older children.
(2005) recognize the importance of these assumptions.
32I abstract from other reasons for child labor in historical US. Parsons and Goldin (1989), for
instance, suggest that parents in 19th-century America sent their children to work not because they
wanted to increase consumption, but because there were property rights restrictions on the earnings
of their children when they grew up.
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2.7 Conclusion
Using the occurrence of twin births to isolate exogenous variation in family size, I find
that having an additional sibling reduces the likelihood of a child attending school
by about 1 to 2 percentage points on average during the mid-19th and early 20th
centuries. Beyond the short-term impact, one would also be interested in whether
family size effects persist as the child grows up. To study that, I create a new linked
sample of males from 1920-1940. I find that family size when young does influence
one’s years of completed schooling and the probability of finishing high school by
adulthood.
However, while statistically significant, the impact of family size on education
both when young and as adults is relatively small. School attendance rates were
already fairly high during this period of history, and differences in adult education
outcomes induced by additional siblings are too small to generate substantial earnings
differentials. In addition, back-of-the-envelope calculations based on the family size
estimates presented in this chapter suggest that the secular decline in family size
can explain no more than 10 percent of the rise in school attendance and about 4
percent of the increase in high school completion over the demographic transition.33
Therefore, much of the gains in human capital acquisition during this period of history
are due to reasons other than family size changes. Establishing these causal factors
across different countries will continue to challenge the next phase of research on the
demographic transition.
33Appendix A.11 provides a more detailed description of the relationship between the secular
trends in family size and education, along with the calculations underlying the back-of-the-envelope
numbers.
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2.8 Figures
Figure 2.1.
Evolution of Family Size and Education
Over the Demographic Transition, United States
Notes: Data are taken from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) 1 percent census samples covering
the period 1880-1970 (excluding 1890 and those who are not sample-line respondents in 1950). The population is
restricted to native-born whites. Average family size is plotted as a solid line. The mean likelihood of completing
high school is plotted as a dashed line, where persons completing at least 12th Grade are considered to be high
school graduates. Six cohorts are identified by taking the five youngest age groups in each decennial census from
1880-1940 (except 1890). This corresponds to the cohorts born around 1876-80, 1896-1900, 1906-10, 1916-20, 1926-30
and 1936-40. The respective cohorts are tracked over time to the 1940-1970 data in order to determine education
outcomes in adulthood. The age range is restricted to 30-65 in the target 1940-1970 data. Sample weights are used
for all calculations.
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Figure 2.2.
Impact of Family Size on School Attendance, 2+ Sample, by Age Group
A. 7-13 Year Olds
B. 14-15 Year Olds C. 16-17 Year Olds
Notes: Data are taken from the 1850, 1910-1940 census full counts. The outcome variable is school attendance and
the main explanatory variable is family size x 10. The controls used are: age, gender, birth order, urban residence,
share of girls in the household, characteristics of the father (age, literacy and occupation score), characteristics of the
mother (age and literacy), and a full vector of county dummies. The sample is restricted to native-born white children
currently residing in one of the 32 states defined in the text, whose mother is present in the household and recorded
as the second person, who come from male-headed households, who do not come from households with three or more
children of the same age or households with multiple twin births, and who are not themselves twins. The sample sizes
range from 567,871 to 2,531,155 for the 7-13 age group, 158,834 to 808,109 for the 14-15 year olds, and 165,324 to
859,208 for the oldest 16-17 category. Solid circle markers refer to the OLS estimates. Open circle markers refer to
the corresponding 2SLS estimates. 95 percent confidence intervals are shown for the 2SLS results, based on standard
errors clustered at the household level.
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Figure 2.3.
Impact of Family Size on School Attendance, 3+ Sample, by Age Group
A. 7-13 Year Olds
B. 14-15 Year Olds C. 16-17 Year Olds
Notes: Data are taken from the 1850, 1910-1940 census full counts. The outcome variable is school attendance and
the main explanatory variable is family size x 10. The controls used are: age, gender, birth order, urban residence,
share of girls in the household, characteristics of the father (age, literacy and occupation score), characteristics of
the mother (age and literacy), and a full vector of county dummies. The sample is restricted to native-born white
children currently residing in one of the 32 states defined in the text, whose mothers are present in the household
and recorded as the second person, who come from male-headed households, who do not come from households with
three or more children of the same age or households with multiple twin births, and who are not themselves twins.
The sample sizes range from 963,729 to 3,372,152 for the 7-13 age group, 280,755 to 1,170,985 for the 14-15 year olds,
and 278,550 to 1,179,385 for the oldest 16-17 category. Solid circle markers refer to the OLS estimates. Open circle
markers refer to the corresponding 2SLS estimates. 95 percent confidence intervals are shown for the 2SLS results,
based on standard errors clustered at the household level.
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2.9 Tables
Table 2.1.
Analysis by Parity
Comprises Focuses on the Instrument is a twin
households with outcomes of birth occurring at
2+ sample ≥ 2 children 1st child 2nd birth
3+ sample ≥ 3 children 1st, 2nd child 3th birth
4+ sample ≥ 4 children 1st to 3rd child 4th birth
5+ sample ≥ 5 children 1st to 4th child 5th birth
6+ sample ≥ 6 children 1st to 5th child 6th birth
Notes: Analysis by parity was first introduced by Black, Devereux, and Salvanes (2005).
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Table 2.3.
First Stage of Twins Instrument, by Year, Age Group, and Parity
1850 1910 1920 1930 1940
7-13 Year Olds
2+ sample 0.706*** 0.776*** 0.705*** 0.733*** 0.798***
(0.017) (0.010) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
3+ sample 0.718*** 0.783*** 0.747*** 0.758*** 0.817***
(0.014) (0.009) (0.006) (0.007) (0.008)
4+ sample 0.742*** 0.804*** 0.787*** 0.771*** 0.812***
(0.013) (0.008) (0.006) (0.007) (0.009)
5+ sample 0.811*** 0.820*** 0.813*** 0.786*** 0.847***
(0.014) (0.009) (0.007) (0.008) (0.010)
6+ sample 0.833*** 0.836*** 0.848*** 0.827*** 0.844***
(0.015) (0.010) (0.008) (0.009) (0.011)
14-15 Year Olds
2+ sample 0.642*** 0.769*** 0.676*** 0.702*** 0.772***
(0.040) (0.024) (0.020) (0.018) (0.016)
3+ sample 0.636*** 0.729*** 0.695*** 0.686*** 0.756***
(0.028) (0.017) (0.015) (0.014) (0.014)
4+ sample 0.717*** 0.776*** 0.687*** 0.695*** 0.753***
(0.024) (0.015) (0.012) (0.012) (0.013)
5+ sample 0.727*** 0.771*** 0.721*** 0.729*** 0.788***
(0.022) (0.014) (0.012) (0.012) (0.014)
6+ sample 0.807*** 0.800*** 0.776*** 0.793*** 0.796***
(0.023) (0.015) (0.012) (0.014) (0.016)
16-17 Year Olds
2+ sample 0.661*** 0.731*** 0.694*** 0.654*** 0.743***
(0.041) (0.024) (0.021) (0.018) (0.017)
3+ sample 0.684*** 0.742*** 0.675*** 0.673*** 0.747***
(0.031) (0.018) (0.016) (0.015) (0.014)
4+ sample 0.679*** 0.729*** 0.662*** 0.687*** 0.734***
(0.027) (0.016) (0.014) (0.013) (0.014)
5+ sample 0.727*** 0.758*** 0.687*** 0.711*** 0.763***
(0.026) (0.017) (0.014) (0.014) (0.016)
6+ sample 0.839*** 0.796*** 0.731*** 0.791*** 0.796***
(0.027) (0.017) (0.014) (0.016) (0.018)
Notes: Data are taken from the 1850, 1910-1940 census full counts. The outcome variable is family size
and the main explanatory variable is a dummy for the nth birth being a twin birth, where n ∈ [2, 6]. The
controls used are: age, gender, birth order, urban residence, share of girls in the household, characteristics
of the father (age, literacy and occupation score), characteristics of the mother (age and literacy), and a
full vector of county dummies. The sample is restricted to native-born white children currently residing
in one of the 32 states defined in the text, whose mothers are present in the household and recorded as
the second person, who come from male-headed households, who do not come from households with three
or more children of the same age or households with multiple twin births, and who are not themselves
twins. The sample sizes range from 567,871 to 3,372,152 for the 7-13 year olds, 158,834 to 1,170,985 for
the 14-15 year olds, and 165,324 to 1,179,385 for the 16-17 year olds. Standard errors clustered at the
household level are in parenthesis. *** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
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Table 2.4.
2SLS Impact of Family Size on First-Born’s Education and Wages,
1920-1940 Linked Sample
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Attendance Years of High School College Log Weekly
(Base Year) Schooling Graduate Graduate Wages
Baseline Sample
Family size x 10 -0.204*** -1.97*** -0.274*** -0.063** -
(0.053) (0.375) (0.052) (0.031) -
KP F-statistic 2,905 2,905 2,905 2,905 -
N 237,281 237,281 237,281 237,281 -
Wage and Salary Workers
Family size x 10 -0.202*** -2.07*** -0.302*** -0.059 -0.084
(0.071) (0.493) (0.075) (0.045) (0.082)
KP F-statistic 1,578 1,578 1,578 1,578 1,578
N 125,117 125,117 125,117 125,117 125,117
Notes: The 1920-1940 linked sample is used. The outcome variables are listed in the top row and the main
explanatory variable is family size x 10. The controls used are: age, urban residence, share of girls in the
household, characteristics of the father (age, literacy and occupation score), characteristics of the mother (age
and literacy), and a full vector of county dummies. A modified version of analysis by parity is implemented,
where the twins instrument is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the second, third, or fourth birth is a twin birth.
The population is restricted to first-born native white sons currently residing in one of the 32 states defined in
the text, whose mothers are present in the household and recorded as the second person, who come from male-
headed households with at least two children, who do not come from households with three or more children
of the same age or households with multiple twin births, who are not themselves twins, and who indicate an
occupation in 1940. State-based weights described in Appendix 2 are used. Standard errors clustered at the
household level are in parenthesis. *** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
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Chapter 3
Did Military Service During World War I Affect the Economic Status of
American Veterans?
3.1 Introduction
During the 20th century, America participated in several large-scale international
wars, a trend that was absent from the preceding eras. In order to provide sufficient
troops, civilian men were drafted into the armed forces, up until the close of the
Vietnam War. Figure 3.1 charts the share of American men in each cohort who had
ever served in the United States (US) military. Two distinctive “humps” characterize
the historical pattern of veteran service. The first encompasses cohorts born around
the mid-1880s to 1900 and mainly reflect the mobilization of male civilians when the
US entered World War I (WWI). The second “hump” covers cohorts from the mid-
1900s to the 1950s. This prolonged period of higher military service obligations is
the result of three closely-spaced wars: World War II (WWII), the Korean War, and
the Vietnam War. While a substantial number of Americans were involved in the
different US theaters, Figure 3.1 makes it clear that some cohorts were affected to a
greater degree than others.
Given the extent of civilian participation in military conflicts, a natural question
that arises is whether and how the lives of veterans are affected after the guns have
fallen silent. A sizable literature in economics has explored the impact of military
service across a range of outcomes, including earnings (Angrist, 1990; Angrist and
Krueger, 1994), health (Angrist et al., 2010; Bedard and Deschenes, 2006; Johnston
et al., 2016), education (Angrist and Chen, 2011; Bound and Turner, 2002; Stanley,
2003), homeownership (Fetter, 2013), and assortative mating (Larsen et al., 2015).
Most of these studies focus on US veterans who served in WWII, the Korean War,
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and the Vietnam War.
WWI veterans, in contrast, have received less attention from economists, possibly
for two reasons. First, relative to later conflicts, the US was not as heavily involved
in the Great War. Second, there are additional data constraints when attempting
to study WWI. For instance, most of the military service records for WWI were de-
stroyed when a fire occurred in 1973.1 Several studies do offer a glimpse of how mili-
tary service affected WWI veterans in the US. Laschever (2013) exploits the arbitrary
assignment of enlistees into military units to show that social networks formed within
a serviceman’s group affected his future employment prospects. Schmick (2015) looks
at the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1918 for disabled WWI servicemen and finds
that participation in the rehabilitation program increased the likelihood of employ-
ment among disabled veterans. More recently, Mazumder (2018) makes use of how
close an individual was to age 21 during WWI to identify the causal effect of military
service on immigrant assimilation.2 An important limitation of these studies, com-
pared to the literature on subsequent wars, is that they focus on specific groups of
servicemen, none of which formed the bulk of the US military during WWI. Laschever
(2013) only considers the 313th Infantry Regiment while Schmick (2015) focuses ex-
clusively on New York veterans from the 105th and 107th Infantry Regiments. Given
his theme of migrant assimilation, Mazumder’s (2018) sample is restricted to persons
with some foreign nativity. The impact of WWI on native-born white veterans across
all states and units, who comprised the majority of servicemen at the time, has not
1Furthermore, prior to the recent release of the harmonized full counts census data by the Min-
nesota Population Center, sufficiently large datasets of WWI veterans were also a rarity.
2This identification strategy is based on Campante and Yanagizawa-Drott (2016), who study how
a father’s war service experience influences the probability of his son serving during wartime. I do
not include this paper with those mentioned in the main text as veterans themselves are not the
main population of interest.
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been studied as thoroughly.3,4
This chapter seeks to assess if there was a more general effect of WWI military
service on the economic status of US veterans, both in the short and long-term. WWI
was the first major international conflict the US took part in, serving as a precursor for
the military and draft policies during later years. Although America’s participation
in WWI was relatively short, it nonetheless represented a large-scale disruption to
the everyday lives of civilians, with over 2.8 million men being inducted into the
US military (Selective Service System, 2018). Yet this crucial point in American
history remains much less studied in economics. Furthermore, WWI was different
from subsequent wars in terms of the scale of benefits available to veterans upon their
return. The benefits accruing to WWI servicemen pale in comparison to the resources
granted to later veterans under the G.I. Bill, which was only passed 26 years after
WWI. It also took six years after the Great War ended for the World War Veterans
Act to be signed into law to grant service compensation to WWI veterans. Even
then, most of the compensation was only distributed in 1936. Given these differences
in benefits, it is not clear a priori if WWI had the same impact on veterans as the
wars that came after it.
Identifying the causal effects of military service is complicated by the endogeneity
of veteran status. Veterans and nonveterans are likely to differ along observable and
unobservable dimensions for various reasons. For example, there were examinations
to screen out individuals who were physically and mentally unfit for service, so one
might expect veterans to be positively selected. At the same time, important person-
381.7 percent of all male veterans aged 25-60 in the 1930 census are native-born whites (author’s
calculation using the 1930 5 percent IPUMS sample with sample weights).
4Fetter (2013) and Larsen et al. (2015) study how WWI military service affected homeownership
and assortative mating respectively. However, in both studies, the focus is on WWII – WWI only
serves as a comparison in order to isolate potential mechanisms for WWII. Furthermore, both papers
define WWI cohorts by their year of birth only, a limitation that this chapter seeks to improve upon,
as discussed below.
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nel and skilled labor in both industry and agriculture were excluded from immediate
liability so as to minimize disruptions to the economy (United States War Office,
1918), which would suggest negative selection into military service instead.5 To ad-
dress these issues, I make use of variation in veteran status generated by the three
different registrations conducted under the WWI draft. Specifically, I exploit two dis-
continuous changes in the likelihood of being inducted into the military generated by
the transition between different registration regimes and the abrupt end of the war to
determine if wartime service had an impact on economic status. My main measures
of economic status include employment, occupation income rank, occupation score,
and whether an individual takes up the same occupation as his father.
While the source of the exogenous variation in veteran status is clear, there are
two challenges to using it. First, the transition between registration regimes during
WWI typically occurred in the middle or third quarter of a year. Information on the
birth date of individuals that is more precise than just the year of birth is therefore
required in order to accurately assign men to the appropriate registration regimes.
Among the censuses in the early 20th century, such data is only recorded in the 1900
enumeration. I thus combine information on the month of birth from the 1900 census
with data on veteran status and economic outcomes in 1930 through the creation
of a linked sample. The 1930 census is preferred to 1940 as the end year of the
linked sample due to substantial non-reporting of veteran status in the latter (United
States Bureau of the Census, 1955). The second challenge is a consequence of using
the more precise measure of birth date – seasonal differences in economic status.
In particular, individuals born in June and July tend to have better labor market
outcomes than those born in April and May. Because these differences coincide with
the time of the year when some registration regimes changed, any estimated effects
5Specific vocations were also exempted from service, including Federal and state officers, minis-
ters, and divinity students.
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could simply reflect the seasonal trends rather than the impact of military service
per se, even when using narrow bandwidths around the cohorts for which registration
regimes switched. To address this, I adapt the difference-in-discontinuities framework
formalized by Grembi et al. (2016). This approach works as follows. The seasonal
patterns in economic status are quantified using cohorts that are unlikely to have
been affected by changes in the registration regimes. These effects are then subtracted
from the estimates at the actual thresholds where the switch in registration regimes
occurred. The difference-in-discontinuities estimator has a causal interpretation if
potential outcomes vary continuously across different registration regimes and if the
seasonal effects are constant over time. I provide evidence that both assumptions are
satisfied in this setting.
Using the 1900-1930 linked sample and the difference-in-discontinuities estima-
tor, I find no evidence of a causal relationship between veteran status and economic
outcomes. Changes in registration regimes alter the likelihood of military service by
about 5 to 10 percentage points, depending on the cohort of men being considered.
These differences in probabilities are economically large given that roughly 10 to 35
percent of the cohorts studied are WW1 veterans. In contrast, none of the measures
of economic status are significantly affected by the transition between registration
regimes.
Could differences between veterans and nonveterans have arisen over a longer pe-
riod of time instead? I check this using the 1960 census, which also records actual
earnings that can be used to create additional measures of economic status. Reinforc-
ing the baseline results in the 1900-1930 analysis, I find that while the probability of
serving in the US military is strongly influenced by the registration regime one falls
under, labor market outcomes in 1960 exhibit little response to changes in registration
regimes.
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In light of my findings, one might wonder why the Great War had little effect on the
economic outcomes of veterans. I argue that America’s relatively short engagement
in the conflict, coupled with comparatively less-generous post-war policies, may have
limited the size of both the costs and benefits to veterans.
The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows. Section 3.2 provides the historical
background of the WWI draft. Section 3.3 presents the data used. I then describe the
identifying variation in Section 3.4 and the empirical strategy in Section 3.5. Section
3.6 presents the baseline results using the 1900-1930 linked sample, while Section
3.7 follows up with the long-term analysis based on the 1960 data. A discussion on
the null effect of military service is then warranted in Section 3.8, before Section 3.9
concludes.
3.2 Background: WWI Draft
The Selective Service Act was signed into law on May 18, 1917, with the goal of
raising a national army for the Great War.6 All men of the specified age groups were
required to register at local draft boards, following which a national lottery would
be held to determine the order of liability. The lotteries were conducted three to
four weeks after each registration as local draft boards needed time to assign serial
numbers to all registrants (United States War Office, 1919).7
Over the course of America’s participation in the war, three registrations were
conducted. The first was held on June 5, 1917, and applied to men aged 21 to
30 – those born around 1886 to 1896. The German offensive during the Spring of
1918, however, heightened the need for more manpower to win the war. A second
registration was thus conducted for men attaining the age of 21, this time on two
6The enactment of the law by Congress took place a day earlier on May 17, 1917 (United States
War Office, 1918).
7Serial numbers were allocated without regard to alphabetical order (United States War Office,
1919).
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separate occasions: June 5, 1918, and August 24, 1918.8 These cohorts would have
been born in 1896 and 1897. For ease of exposition, in this chapter, I will refer to
June 5, 1918, as Phase A of the second registration, and August 24, 1918, as Phase B
of the second registration. The distinction between these two phases is crucial to the
identification strategy that will be used in the main analysis. The manpower added
from the second registration, however, fell short of the projected number of servicemen
required for the war. Rather than draw on earlier registrants who had been granted
deferment, a third and final registration was carried out with an expanded age range
of 18-45. This was held on September 12, 1918. For clarity, Table 3.1 summarizes
which cohorts were affected by the different registrations.
A priori, it is unclear whether military service during WWI should have a net
positive or negative effect on the economic status of American veterans. On the one
hand, veterans may have picked up useful skills during their period of service. They
could also have received benefits and compensation for their services, including edu-
cation benefits, land settlement privileges, and loans (Social Security Administration,
1945). On the other hand, serving with the military would have taken away valuable
work experience in the civilian labor market, and the physical or psychological effects
of frontline battles could have compromised the ability of servicemen to work upon
their return. Ultimately, the net effect of veteran status is an empirical issue. The
next section discusses the data that will be used to shed light on it.
8Men reaching 21 years of age since the registration of June 5, 1917, but on or before June 5,
1918, were part of the June registration phase in 1918. Those turning 21 after June 5, 1918, but on
or before August 24, 1918, came under the August registration phase. Note that no national lottery
was held for the August phase of the second registration. Instead, serial numbers were assigned to
these registrants by lot that allowed them to be integrated with the June registrants (United States
War Office, 1919).
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3.3 Data
The main data used to assess the short and long-term impact of military service are
the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) US censuses (Ruggles et al.,
2017). Two pieces of information are required: veteran status and birth date. The
latter needs to be more precise than just the year of birth because registrations were
typically held in the middle or third quarter of a year, as described above. Defining
cohorts by birth year alone would not allow for an accurate assignment of cohorts to
the corresponding registrations. These requirements limit the specific census years
that can be used for the analysis. WWI veteran status is first recorded in the 1930
census, while more precise information on one’s birth date is available by month in
1900, and by quarter from 1960 onward.9
To study if military service affected the economic status of veterans in the short-
term, I combine information on the month of birth from the 1900 census with veteran
status and labor market outcomes in 1930 through the construction of a linked sample.
Specifically, I match native-born white males aged 0-19 from the 1900 full counts to
their older selves in the complete 1930 records using the machine learning procedure
first introduced by Feigenbaum (2016).10 The age range chosen corresponds roughly
to persons who were born circa 1880 to 1900, thus enveloping most of the cohorts
9While birth month is also available in 1870, 1880, 1910, and 1950, it is only recorded for a subset
of the population in each of these years. Quarter of birth can also be found in 1870, 1880, and 1950,
but only for those who are less than a year old.
10I do not link or study blacks because of the smaller population size and potentially lower match
quality. Why does population size matter? The final linked sample will be divided into cohorts by
month of birth. One needs a sufficiently large number of linked individuals in each cohort to allow
for a more accurate analysis, particularly if heterogenous effects by race are of interest. In 1930,
there were about 1,000 whites for every black person, based on the online codebook for the 1930 full
counts (IPUMS-USA, 2017). With regard to the quality of matching, Nix and Qian (2015) show that
close to a fifth of black males pass for whites at some point in their lives. While this has spillover
effects on the accuracy of linking whites, the larger base population of white men helps reduce the
average impact that race changes among blacks have on the match quality of the linked sample of
whites.
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affected by one of the three registrations.11 Briefly, the machine learning algorithm
involves taking individuals from 1900 and finding the set of potential matches in 1930,
based on name, state of birth, and year of birth. From this space of possible links, a
random training sample is then drawn and manually matched. The implicit weights
on the different record features used in manual matching are explicitly estimated
with a probit model. Applying the probit coefficients to the full space of potential
matches, one can compute a probability score for each possible link. A potential
match is then considered to be a true match if it has the highest score for a particular
1900 individual, and if that score is sufficiently high both in absolute terms and
relative to the second-highest score, if any. This approach generates a linked sample of
2,787,726 individuals, with a corresponding match rate of 19.8 percent.12 All analysis
is re-weighted to reflect each state’s share of the national population.13 Appendix
A.12 describes the linking procedure in more detail.
While the complete counts of the 1940 census are available and contain wage
and education information that are not recorded in earlier census years, I use 1930
as the end year in the linked sample for two reasons.14 First, the veteran status
variable in 1940 is considered to be less reliable because of relatively high levels of
non-reporting and inconsistencies with the tabulations made by the Veterans Ad-
11Not all of the cohorts affected by the third registration are covered. This is because the 1900
census was conducted on June 1, 1900, so only persons born up until May of 1900 are in the data.
Those born in June of 1900 to August of 1900 – who would have come under the third registration
– are not included in the sample.
1218,201 or 0.653 percent of the linked individuals have missing information on the month of birth.
13Bailey et al. (2017) show that automated linking methods cannot generate representative
matched samples, so some adjustments are necessary to improve the representativeness of the data.
14Readers may be concerned that the Great Depression might have affected the reliability of
various measures of economic status in the 1930 census. In 1930, the average unemployment rate
among native-born white men aged 20-60 who were residing in the contiguous US was 8.10 percent –
it was 7.41 and 8.17 percent for veterans and nonveterans respectively (author’s calculation based on
the 1930 5 percent IPUMS sample with sample weights). These unemployment rates are relatively
low because the Great Depression had yet to reach its peak when the 1930 census was taken, thus
allaying some of the concerns regarding potential confounding effects. This, of course, does not
preclude the possibility that earnings rather than employment were affected. Again, the fact that
the Great Depression was in an early phase works to lessen the extent of this problem.
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ministration (United States Bureau of the Census, 1955).15 One can verify this by
comparing the share of WWI veterans across the 1930-1960 censuses, as presented
in Table 3.2. 1940 stands out as the exception with an unusually low proportion of
WWI veterans. A possible reason that has been suggested for this is the location
of the veteran status question in the 1940 census forms (United States Bureau of
the Census, 1955).16 Second, veteran status is only recorded for sample-line males
aged 18 and over in 1940. As sample-line respondents comprise only 4.92 percent
of the 1940 full counts, this limitation will further compound the imperfect match
rates when linking individuals across historical censuses and result in a substantially
smaller sample.17
While the 1900-1930 linked sample forms the basis of the short-term analysis, I
use the 1960 5 percent IPUMS sample to check if there are any effects of military
service that arise over a longer time horizon. The 1960 census records both WWI
veteran status and quarter of birth. This is arguably the last census that can be used
to study the labor market outcomes of WWI veterans, given that the cohorts affected
by the draft are at least 60 years of age in 1960. By the next census in 1970, many
more would have retired or passed away.
15The veteran status variable is viewed as less reliable in both the 1940 and 1950 censuses (United
States Bureau of the Census, 1955). However, Table 3.2 suggests that 1950 does not seem to suffer
from the same issue of under-reporting as the 1940 records. In any case, since the full counts of the
1950 census are not yet available, one cannot create a 1900-1950 linked sample.
16I check the numbering of the veteran status question and find that indeed, it is asked later in
the 1940 questionnaire (question number 39). However, this is unlikely to be the only reason for
the poor responses as the veteran question for 1930 is also found relatively late in the census forms
(question number 30) compared with more recent years, though not as far down as 1940.
17According to the IPUMS online codebook, the 1940 full counts comprises 6,517,276 sample-line
persons and 125,887,490 individuals who are not in the sample-line (IPUMS-USA, 2017). Sample-line
respondents thus make up (6,517,276 / 132,404,766)*100 = 4.92 percent of the total population.
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3.4 Identifying Variation
Although America’s time in the war lasted less than two years, there was still con-
siderable variation in the probability of military service across cohorts. Figure 3.2
shows the share of WWI veterans by cohort, based on the 1900-1930 linked sample.
I divide the population into two age groups to allow for a clearer presentation of the
trends in military service. Figure 3.2A focuses on the older men born from December
of 1883 to November of 1888, while Figure 3.2B looks at the younger generation of
men born from December of 1894 to November of 1899.18 This essentially provides a
closeup view of the first “hump” in Figure 3.1, but uses the more precise birth month
variable in the linked sample to define cohorts. In general, the likelihood of military
service rises from under 10 percent for men born before the middle of 1886 to a peak
of around 50 percent for the 1895 and 1896 cohorts, before dropping thereafter.19
On closer examination, Figure 3.2 reveals four discontinuous jumps in the proba-
bility of being a WWI veteran that coincide with the changes in registration regimes
or phases within a registration regime. The two larger discontinuities, which will pro-
vide the identifying variation in this chapter, are demarcated by the solid vertical lines
labelled RDO and RDY . RDO, drawn between the May and June cohorts of 1886 in
Figure 3.2A, indicates the upper age limit of the first registration. Cohorts born just
after this threshold came under the first registration, while those who were slightly
older fell under the third registration that had wider age bands. RDY , positioned
between the May and June cohorts of 1897 in Figure 3.2B, marks the transition from
Phase A to Phase B of the second registration. Men born just after this cutoff came
18These two age groups do not comprise the full linked sample. However, they correspond to the
specific cohorts that will be used in the main analysis below.
19The general increase in the share of veterans after the 1886 cohort is likely to be the result
of two factors. First, deferment on the basis of marital status and dependent children was more
applicable to older men. Second, younger men were less likely to be important figures in their
respective industries, and thus had a higher chance of being drafted since taking them out of the
civilian labor force would not compromise industry performance significantly.
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under Phase B of the second registration or the third registration, but those born
earlier were subject to either the first registration or Phase A of the second registra-
tion instead. To facilitate the exposition below, I will sometimes collectively refer to
these two thresholds as RDj, where j = {O, Y }, particularly when discussing issues
that apply to both cutoffs. In addition to RDO and RDY , there are also two smaller
discontinuities in the likelihood of military service as indicated by the vertical dashed
lines in Figure 3.2B. The line to the left of RDY denotes the change from the first
registration to Phase A of the second registration, while the line on the right of RDY
represents the shift from Phase B of the second registration to the third registration.
As precision is important for the main analysis, these smaller jumps will not be used
as part of the identification strategy.
What explains the discrete jumps in the likelihood of military service when reg-
istration regimes switch around RDO and RDY ?
20 Neither the economics nor the
history literature has provided explicit reasons for these discontinuities.21 They are
not simply the result of rapidly declining demands for manpower at the end of a
war, as that would have predicted continuous and steep declines rather than distinct
breaks in the probability of serving in the military between specific cohorts.22 I argue
20While they are not part of the main identification strategy, one might also be interested in
understanding the reasons for the two smaller discontinuous jumps in Figure 3.2B indicated by the
vertical dashed lines. The dip in the likelihood of WWI service after the dashed line on the left of
RDY likely reflects an amendment made to the draft bill for the second registration. The amendment
provided that those under the second registration “were to be placed at the bottom of the list of
those liable to military service in the several classes to which they were assigned... draft authorities
were directed not to order into military service any registrant of the June, 1918, registration until
those registrants of the first registration... who were available for general military service, had been
ordered to report for duty” (United States War Office, 1919). The drop in the probability of military
service after the dashed line on the right of RDY , in contrast, may simply reflect the fact that the
third registration was conducted later than Phase B of the second registration, so there was even
less time to mobilize cohorts from the third registration compared to those under Phase B of the
second registration.
21Although Fetter (2013) and Larsen et al. (2015) use the break at RDY to study how WWI
military service affected homeownership and assortative mating respectively, they do not discuss
any reasons for the presence or the magnitude of the discontinuity.
22Focusing on WWII, Bound and Turner (2002) document that among white men born between
1920 and the middle of 1926, the share serving in the military was stable at about 75 percent. This
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that these jumps arise from the interaction between the age range of each registration
regime (or phase within a registration regime) and the unexpected timing of the war’s
end. Several pieces of historical evidence may be used to substantiate the latter claim.
The Allies anticipated that the war would continue well into 1919 (Chambers, 1987).
General John J. Pershing, the commander in charge of the American Expeditionary
Forces (AEF) in France, believed that the US would play a key role in defeating the
Germans, but in 1919 rather than 1918. He expected the Western Front to remain
in a stalemate in 1918, with both sides battle-weary (Zieger, 2000). It was in ex-
pectation of this longer battle that the third registration was called for. Manpower
estimates indicated that two million more American troops would be required from
October of 1918 to June of 1919 (United States War Office, 1919). In fact, US Pres-
ident Woodrow Wilson “agreed on July 18, 1918 to triple the size of the AEF by the
spring of 1919 to nearly 3.2 million men and to have an American army of 5 million
men in France by the time the war was expected to end in late 1919” (Chambers,
1987). Given this context, the rapid advances made by the Allies in the second half of
1918, as well as Germany’s decision to seek armistice well before the end of the same
year, were unanticipated.23,24 The timing and suddenness of the war’s end, in turn,
affected the likelihood of military service particularly for those coming under Phase B
of the second registration and the third registration. The time interval between these
registrations and the armistice on November 11, 1918, at approximately two to three
months, was relatively short to allow for a full mobilization of the registrants.25 In
share fell dramatically for subsequent cohorts as WWII drew to a close. However, while the decline
was rapid, it did not occur at a specific cohort – there was no discrete shift (Fetter, 2013).
23The turn of events was, in part, due to the tactical nous of General Ferdinand Foch, the supreme
Allied commander. Foch was able to identify and counter-attack German weak points (Zieger, 2000).
The AEF also played its part in putting the Germans on the defensive, particularly at Aisne-Marne,
considered to be Foch’s first and perhaps most crucial counterstroke (Zieger, 2000).
24German Chancellor Prince Max asked US President Woodrow Wilson for armistice on October
4, 1918. By then, the national lottery for the third registration had already been conducted from
September 30, 1918, to October 1, 1918.
25In the case of the third registration, the lottery to determine one’s order of liability was only
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fact, most persons affected by the third draft were still in the midst of being classified
for service when the war ended (Chambers, 1987). Furthermore, the 1918 influenza
pandemic led many states to suspend physical examinations during October of 1918
(United States War Office, 1919), slowing down the rate of induction and ultimately
the probability of military service.
Do the discrete changes in the probability of military service constitute a valid
identification strategy? The success of this approach hinges on whether being born
just before or after the thresholds RDO and RDY is as good as random. If so, changes
in the outcomes of interest at these cutoffs can reasonably be attributed to differences
in the likelihood of military service. As discussed in the preceding paragraph, the ex-
istence and position of the discontinuities are arbitrary functions of the registration
age limits and the timing of the war’s end. That all four discontinuities in Figure 3.2
match the age limits of the three registrations down to the month of birth strongly
suggests that the discontinuous jumps in the likelihood of military service are exoge-
nously driven. In the next section, I further substantiate this claim by comparing
the household characteristics during childhood of those born just before and after the
thresholds RDO and RDY .
3.5 Empirical Strategy
3.5.1 Confounding Effects of Seasonality
Given the discontinuous changes in the probability of being a veteran at RDO and
RDY , a fuzzy regression discontinuity design (FRDD) might seem like the appropriate
strategy for estimating the impact of serving in the US military during WWI. How-
conducted about three weeks after the registration date, further reducing the time available to
induct men from the final registration. While no national lottery was held for Phase B of the second
registration, it would still take time for serial numbers to be allocated to the registrants of this phase
in order to integrate them with Phase A of the second registration. In addition, even after registrants
were called up, time would be needed to allow for physical examinations and mobilization.
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ever, the use of both year and month of birth to define cohorts in the 1900-1930 data,
while allowing one to precisely allocate individuals to the corresponding registration
regimes, also introduces a new complication: seasonal patterns in economic status.
This does not refer to cyclical fluctuations in the labor market. Rather, it relates to
systematic differences in the economic status of persons born in the different months
of a year. To fix ideas on why this might matter, consider the following four measures
of an individual’s economic status, all of which are based in 1930 and serve as the
main variables of interest for the linked sample analysis: (i) a dummy that takes the
value 1 if the person is employed, (ii) occupation income rank relative to others born
in the same year, (iii) the logarithm of occupation income scores, or ln(occscore),
among those who are employed, and (iv) an indicator for sons who end up in occu-
pations that are different from their fathers’ 1900 occupations.26,27,28 The extent to
which seasonal effects matter depends on the specific outcome variable. Figure 3.3
uses ln(occscore) as an example of a case when it does matter. Following the layout
26The ranking of individuals is based on occupation income scores. Occupation scores are com-
puted by IPUMS as the median total income of all persons in a given occupation as of 1950 (IPUMS-
USA, 2017). Because actual wage and income data are not available prior to 1940, occupation scores
are often used to study labor market outcomes in the economic history literature. See, for example,
Aaronson et al. (2014), Abramitzky et al. (2012), and Olivetti and Paserman (2015). Naturally,
there are limitations with using occupation scores. In particular, the further away one gets from
1950, the less likely the IPUMS scores are to accurately reflect the hierarchy of occupations. Even
if they did, these are still imperfect measures of actual earnings.
27The sample restrictions vary across outcomes. Three points are worth noting on these differences.
First, all persons of the relevant cohorts are included when employment status is the outcome
variable, but those whose occupations have not yet been classified by IPUMS at the time of writing
are excluded when studying the other three outcomes of interest. Note that imposing a restriction
of strictly positive occupation scores eliminates both individuals who do not have an occupation as
well as those whose occupations have not yet been classified, as the latter are assigned an occupation
score of zero. Second, I measure ln(occscore) only for those who are employed. Third, whether or not
an individual has a different occupation from his father’s 1900 occupation can only be determined
for sons whose fathers were residing with them in 1900.
28The 1930 census contains other variables that may capture alternative dimensions of economic
status: homeownership, home value, and the rent paid. I do not use these in the main analysis.
Fetter (2013) finds that military service during WWI did not affect homeownership. As for home
value and the rent paid, these are only available for non-farm units. Among the non-farm units,
there are also some zero or missing values. Based on my linked sample, 4.80 percent of those who
report living in a non-farm owner-occupied unit have zero or missing home values. Similarly, among
those renting a non-farm place of residence, 3.97 percent have zero or missing rent amounts.
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of Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3A focuses on the average ln(occscore) of each cohort among
the older men, while Figure 3.3B does the same for the younger men. Notice that
while there is some variation across birth years, those born in the middle of a given
year tend to do better on average. This poses a problem because each draft registra-
tion (or phase within a registration) was typically conducted in the middle or third
quarter of a year. Thus, any effect that one finds with an FRDD may simply reflect
the differences in seasonal trends, rather than the impact of military service per se.
To document the seasonal trends in economic status more precisely, I run a re-
gression of each outcome of interest on 11 birth month dummies (omitting January)
and control for the year of birth. This is implemented separately for the older and
younger cohorts of men, using a symmetric neighborhood of 48 cohorts around each
RDj threshold, where as before j = {O, Y }, but excluding the 12 cohorts in the imme-
diate neighborhood of the cutoffs. The latter condition ensures that any effects from
the discontinuous changes in the likelihood of military service do not contaminate the
estimated seasonal patterns. Table 3.3 presents the coefficients on each birth month
dummy, multiplied by 100. Columns (1) to (4) refer to the older cohorts born around
RDO, while columns (5) thru (8) focus on the younger men born around RDY . Four
points are worth noting from Table 3.3. First, consistent with other work on season of
birth effects (Buckles and Hungerman, 2013), those born earlier in the year tend to do
worse in terms of employment, occupation income rank, and ln(occscore). Second, the
June and July cohorts typically have higher ranks and occupation scores than their
April and May counterparts. This is in line with a visual inspection of Figure 3.3
above. The results on employment status, however, are less consistent in this regard.
Among the older men, those born in July are even less likely to be employed than the
January cohorts. Third, sons born in the second and third quarters of the year are
more likely to hold an occupation that is different from their fathers.29 Fourth, while
29The likelihood of having a different occupation is also much higher in the month of December.
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the point estimates may seem small, had one used an FRDD directly, the seasonal
effects would have been amplified when scaled by the first stage. This is because the
discrete changes in the likelihood of military service around the RDj thresholds are
unlikely to be much larger than 10 percentage points, as observed from Figure 3.2,
so the denominator that one divides the reduced form by is not particularly large.
It is important to note that the seasonal effects, while partly a genuine phenom-
ena, may also have been exacerbated by systematic differences in match rates across
cohorts in the linked sample. Figure A.30 in Appendix A.13 plots the match rate for
each cohort and shows that individuals born in April and May are less likely to be
linked.30 I make two comments on the seasonal patterns in matching. First, these
patterns do not invalidate the exogeneity of the discrete jumps in the likelihood of
military service at RDO and RDY because those distinct shifts are only found at the
specified thresholds, whereas the differential match rates occur across all birth years.
In a later subsection, I provide further evidence for this claim by showing that pre-
treatment household characteristics of individuals in the linked sample vary smoothly
across the thresholds. Second, the seasonal patterns in economic status are not solely
driven by the different match rates across cohorts. To show this, Figure A.31 in
Appendix A.13 takes native-born white men aged 20-50 with a valid occupation in
1900 and plots the coefficients from a regression of their ln(occscore) on birth month,
controlling once again for the year of birth.31 Cohorts born in June and July continue
to outperform their April and May counterparts even in this cross section where no
linking is involved. Furthermore, while the lower match rates for the April and May
cohorts could introduce additional selection bias and partly explain why these cohorts
30To the best of my knowledge, such seasonal patterns in match rates have not been documented
in the economic history literature.
31These cohorts are older than those in the linked sample. The goal is to show that economic
status varies by birth month even when no linking is involved. The change in age range is thus
necessary because information on both the month of birth and adult outcomes is required within the
same census, and 1900 is the only historical census that records the month of birth for all persons.
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tend to do worse, they are unlikely to account for the poorer outcomes in February
and March documented in Table 3.3. Thus, the observed seasonal patterns in the
outcomes of interest are a function of both the actual trends and differential match
rates. Regardless of the source, the overall seasonal effects are present and need to
be accounted for.32
3.5.2 Difference-in-Discontinuities
To address the complications introduced by the seasonal effects of birth month, I
adapt the difference-in-discontinuities (diff-in-disc) approach formalized by Grembi
et al. (2016).33 As its name suggests, the diff-in-disc estimator incorporates elements
of both the difference-in-differences and regression discontinuity methods. I view the
seasonal patterns in economic status as a confounding effect or a second treatment.
Cohorts not in the immediate vicinity of the RDj thresholds will be used to quantify
these effects, which are then differenced out of any discontinuities in outcomes that
are estimated at the actual cutoffs.
As the present setting differs substantially from Grembi et al.’s (2016) application,
this subsection details how the diff-in-disc approach is operationalized here.34 There
are two steps in this exercise. I begin by defining four hypothetical thresholds around
each RDj cutoff, which are denoted as RDj−1, RDj−2, RDj+1, and RDj+2. The
subscripts indicate the position of the hypothetical thresholds: j − 1 and j − 2 imply
that the thresholds are one and two years before RDj respectively, while j + 1 and
32Using the month of birth to re-weight the linked sample will not solve the problem because the
empirical strategy will use narrow bandwidths of six months or less on either side of the thresholds.
33While Grembi et al. (2016) were the first to formalize the diff-in-disc estimator, others had
already used similar methods before them, such as Casas-Arce and Saiz (2015).
34Grembi et al. (2016) attempt to identify the effect of fiscal restraints in Italy by taking advantage
of a relaxation in restraints for municipalities below a certain population size, whilst accounting for
a separate pre-existing policy at the same threshold. Their diff-in-disc method uses the difference
around the size cutoff before the change in policy and subtracts it from the difference around the
same cutoff after the change in policy.
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j+2 are thresholds located one and two years after RDj respectively. Thus, there are
a total of five thresholds for the older cohorts, and another five for the younger men.
For each threshold, actual or hypothetical, I define a neighborhood of cohorts around
them using a bandwidth of six or three months in either direction. The former is
the maximum bandwidth one can use such that the different neighborhoods do not
overlap. For ease of exposition, I will refer to the neighborhood around RDj as the
“effective” window, since this is where the switch in registration regime occurs. The
cohorts around RDj−1 and RDj−2 will comprise the “before” window, and the cohorts
in the vicinity of RDj+1 and RDj+2 will form the “after” window. Table 3.4 clarifies
which cohorts are included in each window, separately for the older and younger men
and the two bandwidths.
Having defined the relevant windows of analysis, the second step then estimates
the impact of being born just after RDj using the following specification:
Yi = α + Effective+ After
+ p(Ri) + p(Ri) · Effective+ p(Ri) · After
+ γ · 1[Ri ≥ 0] + β · 1[Ri ≥ 0] · Effective+ εi
(1)
where the subscript i denotes the individual. Yi is either an indicator for WWI
veterans, or one of the four measures of economic status defined earlier.35 In the
case of the former, equation (1) is essentially the first stage regression, while with the
latter it estimates the reduced form effect of being born just after RDj. Effective
and After are dummies for the “effective” and “after” windows respectively. Ri refers
to a person’s cohort, re-centered around the first cohort born after the threshold in
the corresponding window. For example, cohorts in the “effective” window are re-
centered around the first cohort born after RDj, while those in the “before” window
35This is for the 1900-1930 linked sample analysis. The 1960 analysis below will use a slightly
different set of outcomes.
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are re-centered around either RDj−1 or RDj−2. Ri is thus the running variable and
is symmetric across all windows.36 Within the “effective” window, it determines the
jump in treatment intensity, where the treatment is military service during WWI. The
parametric function p(.) allows for a different linear trend in the running variable on
either side of the threshold in each window.37 γ indicates if there are seasonal trends
on average, based on the “before” and “after” windows. β is the coefficient of interest
and represents the impact of being born just after RDj relative to those born just
before.
In essence, regression (1) does three things in a single step. First, it estimates any
discontinuities in the outcome variables that one might expect to see even in the ab-
sence of a change in registration regime. This quantifies the seasonal trends discussed
above and is based on the “before” and “after” windows. Second, it computes the
change around RDj itself using cohorts in the “effective” window. This potentially
combines the true impact of being born just after RDj as well as the seasonal effects.
Third, it subtracts the estimates of the seasonal trends from the results around RDj.
Two technical aspects of the empirical strategy warrant further discussion. First,
this chapter presents the first stage and reduced form results separately instead of
implementing a Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) regression directly. The reason for
this is as follows. Suppose one begins with a naive Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
regression where 1[Ri ≥ 0] and 1[Ri ≥ 0] ∗ Effective in equation (1) are replaced
with an indicator for veteran status and veteran status interacted with the Effective
dummy respectively. The latter can be instrumented with 1[Ri ≥ 0] ∗Effective, but
the level veteran variable cannot be instrumented with 1[Ri ≥ 0] because it captures
36By “symmetric”, I mean the following. Ri takes values from -6 to 5 when a bandwidth of six
months is used, regardless of the window a cohort is in. Analogously, Ri runs from -3 to 2 when a
bandwidth of three months is used.
37Because the analysis will use narrow bandwidths around the relevant thresholds, there will not
be sufficient data points for higher order polynomials.
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veterans in the “before” and “after” windows, neither of which feature the sizable
jumps in the likelihood of military service induced by the transition between regis-
tration regimes. Second, I use heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors throughout
this chapter. While a case might be made for clustering standard errors by cohort if
the running variable is coarse (Lee and Card, 2008), I argue against making such ad-
justments to the standard errors here. This is because the use of narrow bandwidths
results in much fewer than 100 clusters for the older and younger men separately,
potentially affecting the reliability of inferences. In addition, by including the “be-
fore” and “after” windows in the regression setup, I am partly accounting for shocks
that may be common to those born in the same month.38 To justify clustering by
cohort, it must be the case that individuals from a given birth month in the “effec-
tive” window are exposed to shocks other than the discrete jump in the probability
of military service that are not captured by the average seasonal patterns just before
or just after the thresholds in the other windows. This does not seem likely in the
present context, and the following subsection will provide some evidence against it.
3.5.3 Testing the Validity of the Research Design
As laid out in Grembi et al. (2016), there are three identifying assumptions underlying
the diff-in-disc estimator. First, all potential outcomes should be continuous across
the respective RDj thresholds. Second, the confounding seasonal effects need to be
constant over time. Third, there should be no interaction between the transition
to a different registration regime at RDj and the seasonal trends. The first two
assumptions are sufficient for a causal interpretation of the diff-in-disc estimator,
while the third allows for a more general estimand (Grembi et al., 2016). I am not
able to able to test the last assumption in the present setting and focus instead on
38These common shocks are imperfectly captured by a combination of the γ coefficient and the
parametric linear functions of the running variable from the “before” window in regression (1).
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providing evidence for the first two assumptions.
As an indirect test of whether potential outcomes are likely to vary smoothly
at the respective RDj cutoffs (assumption one), I consider whether pretreatment
characteristics are continuous across the same thresholds. Specifically, I use four
household characteristics as measured in 1900, when the individuals in my sample
were still children or teenagers: (i) an indicator for whether the family lived in an
urban area, (ii) the number of siblings residing in the household, (iii) the age of a
person’s father, and (iv) the logarithm of the father’s occupation income score. This
exercise is implemented using regression (1), but replaces the outcome variable Yi
with one of these four household characteristics. A β coefficient that is close to zero
would suggest that cohorts born on either side of RDj have similar backgrounds on
average. This may hint that their potential outcomes vary smoothly as well. I present
the regression results in Table 3.5. Panels A and B look at the older and younger
cohorts respectively. The first four columns use a bandwidth of six months while
the next four columns use a three-month bandwidth. Consider the γ coefficients –
these are often statistically significant, indicating that there are seasonal patterns
in childhood household characteristics. The direction of these effects, however, is
not always consistent across bandwidths and there is substantial variation in their
magnitudes. The more important β estimates, on the other hand, are usually not
statistically different from zero, particularly with a bandwidth of three months.39
This indirectly suggests that assumption one of the diff-in-disc estimator may be
satisfied. It also allays concerns that any estimated effects may be driven by the
particularly low match rates for the April and May cohorts as discussed above.
Can one find evidence that the confounding seasonal effects are constant over
39One might be concerned that, when using the age of one’s father as the outcome variable, the
β coefficients are imprecisely estimated rather than true zeros. This is unlikely to pose a problem
because even if these β estimates had been significant, their magnitudes are small compared to the
standard deviation of over eight years for any combination of age group and bandwidth.
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time, as required by the second assumption underlying the diff-in-disc estimator? I
use the “before” and “after” windows to verify this. The idea is as follows: if seasonal
patterns in economic status are similar across birth years, then there should not be
large differences in these patterns between the “before” and “after” windows. This,
in turn, would give one confidence that the seasonal trends estimated with these
windows can be extrapolated to the “effective” window. To operationalize this test,
a modified version of regression (1) is used:
Yi = α + After
+ p(Ri) + p(Ri) · After
+ γAfter · 1[Ri ≥ 0] + βAfter · 1[Ri ≥ 0] · After + vi
(2)
where most of the notation is as before. A small or insignificant βAfter would consti-
tute evidence for stable seasonal effects. Table 3.6 presents the results of this exercise
for the four measures of economic status. Following the layout of Table 3.5, Panel A
of Table 3.6 looks at the older men, Panel B focuses on the younger men, columns
(1) to (4) use a bandwidth of six months, and columns (5) to (8) use a three-month
bandwidth. Consider first the γAfter coefficients – these are typically significant when
using a six-month bandwidth but not with a more narrow bandwidth, suggesting that
seasonal effects may be less important closer to the thresholds. This does not imply
that seasonal trends do not matter at all with a three-month bandwidth. In the
main specification that will be used for the baseline analysis below, the “before” and
“after” windows are pooled together to estimate the seasonal effects, which improves
precision and reveals the presence of some statistically significant seasonal patterns
even with a bandwidth of three months. As for the βAfter estimates, these are usually
not statistically significant regardless of the bandwidth, consistent with the assump-
tion of time-invariant seasonal effects. This stability may also hint that the shocks
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common to a particular birth month cohort may be reasonably similar across different
birth years, apart from the WWI military service shock.40 If true, this would weaken
the case for clustering standard errors by cohort.
3.6 Baseline Results, 1930
Did military service during WWI have any effect on the economic status of American
veterans? I begin by considering the short-term impact using regression (1) and the
1900-1930 linked sample. Table 3.7 presents the results from this analysis. To simplify
the presentation, only the estimates for β are displayed, while the corresponding
summary statistics as well as the γ coefficients are provided in Tables A.25 and A.26
of Appendix A.13 respectively.41 The top two panels of Table 3.7 focus on the older
men born in the “before”, “effective”, and “after” windows around RDO, while the
bottom two panels study the younger cohorts in the windows around RDY . Column
(1) provides the results of the first stage while columns (2) to (5) give the reduced
form estimates.
Consider first the older group of men – being born just after RDO increases the
likelihood of being a WWI veteran but has little discernible effect on labor market
outcomes. Those born just after RDO came under the first registration and were
between 5 to 6 percentage points more likely to have served in the military relative to
the men who were born just before RDO and subject to the third registration.
42 The
40This conclusion is based on both the βAfter coefficients and the fact that for the most part, the
parametric linear functions in the “after” window are not significantly different from those in the
“before” window (the latter results are not shown here).
41The γ coefficients are similar to the γAfter coefficients in Table 3.6, although they are not
exactly the same as they are now estimated using both the “before” and “after” windows whereas
only the “before” window was used to estimate γAfter in Table 3.6. Not surprisingly, there is
some improvement in precision and one finds more instances where there are statistically significant
seasonal effects. The change in the number of significant coefficients can mostly be observed in the
three-month bandwidth among the older men.
42The F-statistics for β are 339 and 148 when using the six and three-month bandwidths respec-
tively. The R2 of the first stage with the six-month bandwidth is 0.065 and it is 0.060 with the
three-month bandwidth.
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discontinuous jump in the probability of military service is similar in magnitude to
the discrete shift around RDO observed in Figure 3.2A. Given that about 10 percent
of the cohorts in the five windows around RDO are WWI veterans, the size of the
discontinuity is economically important. Yet despite the substantial difference in the
likelihood of military service, there is no strong evidence that cohorts born just before
and after RDO differ in their economic status. The β coefficients in columns (2) to
(5) are almost never statistically significant.43 I also check to see if the results are
robust to two potential complications. First, different draft quotas were imposed on
each state, which may raise concerns regarding the reliability and external validity of
my findings.44 Table A.27 of Appendix A.13 thus repeats the analysis in Table 3.7
controlling for one’s state of birth and finds similar results.45 A second concern may be
that the few statistically significant differences in childhood household characteristics
shown in Table 3.5 may have nonetheless compromised the estimates here. Table A.28
of Appendix A.13 re-runs regression (1), this time controlling for all four pretreatment
household characteristics used earlier, and shows that the baseline findings remain
robust. Taken as a whole, the results from the first stage and reduced form suggest
that military service during WWI was unlikely to have affected the labor market
outcomes of veterans among the older cohorts of men.
43One might be concerned that the reduced form results when income ranks or occupation scores
are the outcomes of interest are imprecisely estimated rather than actual zeros. Had they been
significant, the ratio of the reduced form and first stage β would suggest that veteran service increased
income ranks by about 3 to 18 percentile points and occupation scores by 17 to 40 percent. Notice,
however, that this is a wide range as the reduced form estimates vary substantially with the selected
bandwidth, unlike the stable first stage coefficients. Caution is thus necessary when attempting
to interpret these results. Furthermore, with occupation income ranks in a six-month bandwidth,
the standard deviation is around 0.289, so the estimated improvement of 3 percentile points is
economically small, even if it had been statistically significant.
44A priori, this is unlikely to pose a significant problem as the switch in registration regime was
a nation-wide event. Nonetheless, it is possible that the size of the discontinuity at RDO could vary
by state.
45I control for the state of birth in Table A.27 of Appendix A.13 instead of the current state of
residence in 1930 as the latter could be endogenous. For example, an individual might decide to
migrate away from a state with a higher draft quota to reduce the odds of being inducted into the
military.
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A similar narrative is evident among the younger cohorts of men, as illustrated by
the bottom two panels of Table 3.7. Men born just after RDY were over 10 percentage
points less likely to have served in the US military during WWI, compared to those
who were born just before RDY .
46 The former were drafted under Phase B of the
second registration or the third registration, while the latter were affected by Phase
A of the second registration. As with the older cohorts, the discontinuous change
in the probability of military service at RDY is consistent in magnitude with Figure
3.2B, and represents a fairly large effect given that around 35 percent of the men in
the five windows around RDY are WWI veterans. Nonetheless, although individuals
born just after RDY are much less likely to be veterans, their labor market outcomes
are not significantly different from those who were born just before them. The β
coefficients are not statistically significant for any of the four measures of economic
status.47 Similar to the older cohorts, the results here are robust to controlling for
one’s state of birth or household characteristics during childhood (Tables A.27 and
A.28 of Appendix A.13 respectively). There is thus little evidence that military
service during WWI had any effect, positive or negative, on the economic status of
US veterans.48
46The F-statistics for β in the first stage are 247 and 84.8 when using the six and three-month
bandwidths respectively. The R2 of the first stage is 0.040 in both cases.
47Unlike the results for the older men, even if one assumes that the β coefficients in columns (2)
and (3) for the younger men are significant, the ratio of the reduced form and first stage would yield
effects that are economically small. This is partly due to the much bigger first stage effect.
48Readers may wonder if the two smaller discontinuities on either side of RDY shown in Figure
3.2B may confound the estimates of the seasonal trends, and hence affect the β coefficients as well.
The discontinuity to the right of RDY does not feature in the “after” window so it will not affect
the estimation of seasonal effects. However, the small discontinuity to the left of RDY will be part
of the “before” window centered around RDY−1. I thus repeat the analysis but exclude the cohorts
around RDY−1 – the estimates for both γ and β remain reasonably similar to the baseline.
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3.7 Long-Term Results, 1960
While no causal relationship between WWI military service and economic status was
found with the 1900-1930 linked sample, one might wonder if different results may be
observed over a longer time horizon. Such changes could have been driven by events
occurring after the 1930 census was taken. For example, the US entered the peak
of the Great Depression in 1933, a shock which might have affected veterans and
nonveterans differently since, conditional on age, the former had less civilian labor
market experience due to their service to the nation. A few years later in 1936, WWI
veterans also received compensation (referred to as a bonus) for their services during
the war. To study if there are any long-term effects of veteran status, I turn to the
1960 5 percent IPUMS sample. The advantage of the 1960 census over the 1900-1930
linked sample is that it provides actual income rather than just occupation scores.
The drawback, however, is that only a person’s quarter of birth is available, instead of
the month of birth. Nonetheless, Figure 3.4 illustrates that one can still obtain trends
in the share of WWI veterans that are similar to Figure 3.2 even with this coarser
measure of birth cohort and the 1960 data. In particular, the large discontinuous
jumps in the likelihood of military service around RDO and RDY remain evident.
Given the differences between 1960 and 1930, both in terms of data specifics
and the events that occurred in the intervening years, I make five changes to the
empirical setup that was used in the 1900-1930 analysis. First, I focus only on the
younger cohort of men born in the windows around RDY as many of those from the
older cohorts would have already retired or passed away by this time. Second, I drop
the window around RDY−2 – these cohorts would have been born in 1895 and thus
be around 65 years of age by 1960, which coincides with the full retirement age for
persons born in 1937 or before (Social Security Administration, 2017). Figure 3.5
illustrates a sharp drop in the share of men who are employed around the age of
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65.49 I therefore exclude the window around RDY−2 to avoid any confounding effects
that the sudden change in employment rate may have on my results. Third, since
cohorts are now defined by year and birth quarter rather than month of birth, I use
a bandwidth of two quarters in either direction for each window. This approximates
the six month bandwidth used in the 1900-1930 analysis, and is the widest bandwidth
such that neighboring windows do not overlap. Fourth, the running variable Ri is now
centered around the quarter immediately following the respective thresholds RDY−1,
RDY , RDY+1, and RDY+2. Fifth, I exclude all individuals who claimed to be veterans
of WWII or the Korean War. Cohorts affected by Phase B of the second registration
and the third registration are more likely to have served in these later conflicts.50
Since the benefits from the G.I. Bill associated with these later wars had significant
effects on veterans (Bound and Turner, 2002; Fetter, 2013; Larsen et al., 2015; Page,
2007; Stanley, 2003; Thomas, 2017), the estimated impact of WWI military service
may be biased without accounting for those who served in the more recent wars.
Fortunately, the complications introduced by an adjacent war are less severe here
compared with WWII, because the time gap between the end of WWI and America’s
entry into WWII is about 23 years, which is much longer than the five-year interval
between WWII and the Korean War.51
Before discussing the main results, Table 3.8 first checks if there are any seasonal
patterns in labor market outcomes and if so, whether they are constant over time.
49More precisely, the discontinuous drop in the share of working men displayed in Figure 3.5 occurs
in the first quarter of 1895 because the 1960 census was taken on April 1, 1960, so only those born
in the first quarter of 1895 or earlier would have reached at least 65 years of age.
50Among native-born white males born in the six quarters before RDY , 3.51 percent served in
WWII and 0.34 percent took part in the Korean War, based on the 1960 census data. For those
born in the six quarters after RDY , 6.16 percent participated in WWII and 0.36 percent were in the
Korean War. Sample weights are used in all computations.
51Page (2007) finds that more than a third of the 1928 cohort, which was the first cohort turning
18 after V-J Day, served in Korea, a fraction that increases for those born thereafter. Compared
with the WWI numbers in the previous footnote, the confounding effects of an adjacent war are
substantially more severe for WWII than they are for WWI.
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The latter assesses the plausibility of the second assumption underlying the diff-in-
disc estimator.52 It is implemented using regression (2), but with a slightly different
set of outcomes relative to the 1900-1930 analysis. Without a linked sample, one
cannot determine if an individual holds the same occupation that his father had in
the previous decades. However, the availability of actual income in 1960 allows for
two other outcomes of interest to be used: the rank of individuals relative to other
persons born in the same year based on their actual incomes, and the logarithm of
total income. There are two key takeaways from Table 3.8. First, unlike the results
in Table 3.6, there is little evidence for seasonal effects in the 1960 data, as inferred
from the insignificant γAfter coefficients. This is not simply an issue of precision –
while the standard errors are indeed larger, the point estimates themselves are also
smaller in magnitude when employment, occupation income rank, and ln(occscore)
are used as the outcomes.53 Second, not surprisingly, there are also no differences
in seasonal trends when comparing the “before” and “after” windows, as indicated
by the insignificant βAfter coefficients. The two observations suggest that seasonal
effects are unlikely to pose a problem in the 1960 data. The changing importance of
seasonal trends may reflect the fact that, by 1960, most of the relevant cohorts were
nearing the end of their employment years so some convergence in outcomes could
have occurred. Nonetheless, for consistency with the 1900-1930 analysis, I continue
to use the diff-in-disc specification here.
Mirroring the results from the 1900-1930 linked sample, I find that being born just
after RDY reduces the likelihood of military service during WWI relative to cohorts
that were born slightly earlier, but there is little corresponding effect on economic
52Unlike the 1900-1930 analysis, I cannot check for the continuity of potential outcomes here
without the pretreatment household characteristics from a linked sample.
53The apparent absence of seasonal effects is not an artifact of defining cohorts by quarter instead
of month of birth. I check that even if one had used birth quarters in the 1900-1930 analysis, one
would still have found statistically significant seasonal effects when using an equivalent bandwidth
of two quarters.
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status. These conclusions can be observed from Table 3.9, which shows the γ and β
coefficients from regression (1).54 Consistent with the results in Table 3.8, none of the
γ coefficients are statistically significant. That is, seasonal effects are unlikely to pose
a problem here. Cohorts born just after RDY , and thus coming under Phase B of the
second registration or the third registration, are about 8 percentage points less likely
to have served in the US military during WWI, compared to those born just before
them.55 Though somewhat smaller, this difference in probabilities is still reasonably
similar in magnitude to the discontinuous change observed in Figure 3.2B. In contrast,
none of the five labor market outcomes appear to differ systematically between those
born just before and after RDY . Unlike the 1900-1930 analysis, however, the 1960
estimates are more noisy, partly because of the smaller number of observations. One
therefore needs to be more cautious when concluding that military service was unlikely
to have affected economic status.56
3.8 Explaining the Null Effect of Veteran Status
Why does military service during WWI appear to have little impact on the economic
status of veterans? I argue that America’s limited duration and engagement in WWI,
coupled with the policies after the war, minimized the costs and benefits of serving
in the military, thus resulting in the apparent null effect.57 I begin by making three
54Summary statistics of the outcome variables are provided in Table A.29 of Appendix A.13.
55The F-statistic for β in the first stage is 18.5. The R2 of the first stage is 0.073.
56The results are similar even if one controlled for the state of birth, as shown in Table A.30 of
Appendix A.13.
57Readers may wonder whether the influenza pandemic of 1918-1919 could have been an alternative
factor that dampened the effects of wartime service. Suppose that veteran status had a negative
effect, then participation in the war may have served as a blessing in disguise by mobilizing soldiers
away from the spread of the virus back home. On the other hand, suppose the impact of military
service per se was positive – then serving the country may have offset any benefits because camp and
trench conditions were conducive for the spread of influenza. A priori, it is unclear which scenario
is more likely. What is clear, however, is that both the mobilized troops and civilians were hit by
the pandemic. Within the US, the influenza pandemic peaked during the months of September,
October, and November of 1918 (Frost, 1919). Over the same period, 20 to 40 percent of US Army
and Navy servicemen were affected by influenza and pneumonia (Byerly, 2010). In short, neither
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points regarding the costs of wartime service. First, the loss of civilian labor market
experience was limited due to the late entry of the US into the war. In total, America’s
involvement in WWI spanned less than two years. Second, the risk of being sent to
the frontline and incurring injuries was also comparatively low. Only about half of
those inducted were sent to France, and of those even fewer saw any combat action
in the trenches (Stewart, 2005; Zieger, 2000). Instead, it was the British and French
who bore the brunt of the German offensive. Third, although one might tend to
associate the military with vices such as drinking and prostitution, Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker had other plans. He wanted to raise a “virtuous” army. Thus, the
1917 draft legislation also prohibited the sale of alcohol to servicemen and created
prostitution-free zones in the vicinity of each military camp (Zieger, 2000).58 These
three points suggest that the costs of military service during WWI may have been
relatively low on average.
The benefits of military service may not have been large or long-lasting either.
Without the G.I. Bill that veterans of later wars were eligible for upon their return,
the benefits of military service were smaller for those who served during WWI.59 As
a benchmark, prior work on WWII suggest that WWII veterans were more likely
to live in the suburbs and to acquire more education due to the generous housing
and education benefits that were made available to them (Bound and Turner, 2002;
veterans nor nonveterans were spared from the virus.
58Bedard and Deschenes (2006) show that military service in WWII and the Korean War led to
higher premature mortality through increased smoking. They relate this to the military policies
of the time: the distribution of cigarettes to persons serving overseas and the sale of lower-priced
cigarettes at US bases.
59I note that different states also provided WWI veterans with various benefits. For example, 16
states had education benefits for veterans and 14 gave land settlement privileges (Social Security
Administration, 1945). However, state expenditure on veterans was small relative to those provided
by Federal laws – even before the G.I. Bill was passed, state benefits to veterans of previous wars
were about $20 million in 1943, compared to $450 million that the Federal Government spent on
veteran benefits (Social Security Administration, 1945). A large part of the difference in benefits
received by WWI veterans and veterans of later wars is thus driven by changes in Federal benefits
with the passing of the G.I. Bill.
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Boustan and Shertzer, 2013; Thomas, 2017). In contrast, Table 3.10 uses regression
(1) to show that there are no significant differences in either the likelihood of residing
in the suburbs or education attainment between cohorts on either side of RDj.
60 What
about the veterans’ bonus enshrined in the 1924 World War Veterans Act?61 Those
entitled to $50 or less were given their bonuses immediately, while the rest were
initially to receive them in 1945 (Dickson and Allen, 2006).62 The payments were
eventually made in 1936 after the 1932 events involving the Bonus Army at Capitol
Hill. The larger compensations, therefore, would at the very least not have affected
the 1900-1930 results significantly. Even after receiving their payments, it is not clear
that the economic status and earnings of veterans would have improved. The typical
veteran bonus of $547 was 103 percent of the 1936 per capita income, but most of this
was spent on durables such as cars and housing rents and repairs (Hausman, 2016),
instead of being invested in human capital that could have enhanced future earnings
capacity. Thus, the economic benefits of military service appear to have been small
and temporal.63
60I define suburbs as places outside a metropolitan area and use the 1900-1930 linked sample to
measure this. For the education outcomes, I use indicators for high school and college completion to
allow for a more direct comparison with the WWII results in Thomas (2017) and Bound and Turner
(2002) respectively. As before, a diff-in-disc specification is implemented. Cohorts are defined by
year and month of birth in the 1900-1930 data, and a bandwidth of six months is used. For the 1960
data, year and quarter of birth are used to define cohorts, and a similar bandwidth of two quarters
is used. While both the older and younger men are studied in the linked sample, only the younger
generation is considered in 1960.
6120 states also provided bonus payments to WWI veterans (Social Security Administration, 1945).
62Hausman (2016) estimates the compensation rate to be $3 and $4 per day for local and overseas
service respectively. The basic service credit was $1 and $1.25 respectively, but these were increased
arbitrarily by 25 percent, and then accrued interest over a 20-year period (Hausman, 2016).
63Other ancillary benefits may have included access to proper dental and medical care as well
as nutritious food (Zieger, 2000). Again, the short duration of the war would have limited one’s
exposure to such benefits.
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3.9 Conclusion
Using discontinuous changes in the probability of serving in the armed forces induced
by transitions between draft registration regimes, I find little evidence that wartime
service affected the economic status of WWI veterans both in the short and long-
term. To reach this conclusion, precise information on the date of birth was needed
to assign individuals to the appropriate registration regimes. A 1900-1930 linked
sample of native-born white men was thus created for the short-term analysis, and
used together with a difference-in-discontinuities approach to account for seasonal
patterns in the economic status of individuals. The possibility of long-term effects
was then explored with data from 1960. In both cases, one finds sizable changes in
the likelihood of military service when registration regimes switch, but there is no
strong evidence of corresponding changes across various measures of economic status.
A plausible explanation for the apparent null effect of veteran status is that the
combination of America’s relatively short participation in the war and less-generous
post-war policies generated comparatively small costs and benefits for veterans.
My findings in no way trivialize the sacrifices that veterans made in their service
to the nation. On the contrary, the results may instead point to the resilience of
the soldiers themselves – even with the scars of war and the disruptive nature of the
draft, the average veteran managed to integrate back into the civilian labor market
and emerge on par with those who did not serve in the War to End All Wars.
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3.10 Figures
Figure 3.1.
Share of Veterans by Birth Cohort
Notes: Data are from the 1930, 1950, 1960, and 1970 1 percent Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS)
samples, as well as the 1980 5 percent IPUMS sample. Each dot represents the share of veterans for a given cohort.
The population is restricted to native-born white men aged 25-60 in the respective census years residing in the
contiguous US. Individuals with illegible responses to the veteran service question in 1930 are dropped. Only sample-
line respondents are used in 1950. Sample weights provided by IPUMS are rescaled to give each census year equal
representation when computing the share of veterans in the pooled data. See text for the rationale behind excluding
data from 1940.
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Figure 3.2.
Share of WWI Veterans by Cohort, 1900-1930 Linked Sample
A. Older Cohorts
B. Younger Cohorts
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample. Each dot represents the share of WWI veterans for a given cohort.
The population is restricted to native-born white males residing in the contiguous US. Birth cohorts are defined by
year and month of birth. The vertical lines demarcate the three registrations of the WWI draft. Specifically, RDO
indicates the upper age limit of the first registration, and RDY marks the transition from Phase A to Phase B of the
second registration. The dashed line to the left of RDY denotes the change from the first registration to Phase A of
the second registration, while the line on the right of RDY represents the shift from Phase B of the second registration
to the third registration. State-based weights are used when computing the share of veterans in each cohort.
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Figure 3.3.
Mean Ln(Occscore) by Cohort, 1900-1930 Linked Sample
A. Older Cohorts
B. Younger Cohorts
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample. Each dot represents the mean logarithm of occupation scores
for a given cohort. The population is restricted to native-born white males residing in the contiguous US, who are
employed, and who have positive occupation income scores. Birth cohorts are defined by year and month of birth. The
vertical lines demarcate the three registrations of the WWI draft. Specifically, RDO indicates the upper age limit of
the first registration, and RDY marks the transition from Phase A to Phase B of the second registration. The dashed
line to the left of RDY denotes the change from the first registration to Phase A of the second registration, while
the line on the right of RDY represents the shift from Phase B of the second registration to the third registration.
State-based weights are used when computing the mean logarithm of occupation scores for each cohort.
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Figure 3.4.
Share of WWI Veterans by Cohort, 1960
A. Older Cohorts
B. Younger Cohorts
Notes: Data are from the 1960 5 percent IPUMS sample. Each dot represents the share of WWI veterans for a
given cohort. The population is restricted to native-born white males residing in the contiguous US and who are
not veterans of WWII or the Korean War. Birth cohorts are defined by year and quarter of birth. The vertical
lines demarcate the three registrations of the WWI draft. Specifically, RDO indicates the upper age limit of the first
registration, and RDY marks the transition from Phase A to Phase B of the second registration. The dashed line to
the left of RDY denotes the change from the first registration to Phase A of the second registration, while the line
on the right of RDY represents the shift from Phase B of the second registration to the third registration. Sample
weights are used when computing the share of veterans in each cohort.
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Figure 3.5.
Share Employed by Cohort, 1960
Notes: Data are from the 1960 5 percent IPUMS sample. Each dot represents the share of employed men for a
given cohort. The population is restricted to native-born white males residing in the contiguous US and who are not
veterans of WWII or the Korean War. Birth cohorts are defined by year and quarter of birth. The solid vertical lines
demarcate the transitions between registration regimes that generate substantial changes in the likelihood of military
service. Specifically, RDO indicates the upper age limit of the first registration, and RDY marks the change from
Phase A to Phase B of the second registration. The dotted line refers to the retirement age of 65. Sample weights are
used when computing the share of employed men in each cohort.
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3.11 Tables
Table 3.1.
Cohorts Affected by the WWI Draft
Registration Date Age range Cohorts affected
1 Jun 5, 1917 21-30 Jun, 1886 - May, 1896
2, Phase A Jun 5, 1918 21 Jun, 1896 - May, 1897
2, Phase B Aug 24, 1918 21 Jun, 1897 - Aug, 1897
3 Sep 12, 1918 18-45 Sep, 1897 - Aug, 1900
Sep, 1872 - May, 1886
Notes: The date and age range for each registration are from United States War Office
(1919), from which the affected cohorts can then be determined. I assign each cohort,
defined by their year and month of birth, to the registration in which the majority of
persons born in that cohort came under.
Table 3.2.
The Share of WWI Veterans Recorded
in 1940 is Unusually Low
Census year Share of WWI veterans
1930 0.223
1940 0.151
1950 0.254
1960 0.292
Notes: Data are from the 1930 and 1940 IPUMS full counts, the
1950 1 percent IPUMS sample, and the 1960 5 percent IPUMS
sample. The population is restricted to native-born white males
from the 1880-1900 birth cohorts residing in the contiguous US.
Only sample-line respondents are included in the 1940 and 1950
figures. The share of WWI veterans in 1950 and 1960 are com-
puted using sample weights.
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Table 3.7.
Impact of Being Born Just After RDj
First stage Reduced form
WWI Rank Different
Veteran Employed (occscore) Ln(occscore) occupations
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Older cohorts (j = O), ±6 months
β 0.059*** 0.003 0.002 0.010 0.004
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.007) (0.008)
N 608,483 608,483 509,848 465,052 342,748
Panel B: Older cohorts (j = O), ±3 months
β 0.051*** 0.001 0.009 0.020* 0.002
(0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.011) (0.013)
N 300,449 300,449 251,811 229,279 167,891
Panel C: Younger cohorts (j = Y ), ±6 months
β -0.105*** -0.003 -0.006 -0.009 -0.002
(0.006) (0.003) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006)
N 824,491 824,491 686,690 629,113 528,370
Panel D: Younger cohorts (j = Y ), ±3 months
β -0.107*** -0.004 0.002 0.003 0.007
(0.009) (0.005) (0.006) (0.010) (0.009)
N 403,035 403,035 335,233 306,711 256,727
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample. Each column presents the coefficients from a
difference-in-discontinuities specification where the outcome variables are specified in the column headers.
“Different occupation” is an indicator for sons who hold occupations in 1930 that are different from their
fathers’ occupations in 1900. β is the effect of being born just after the threshold RDO (for Panels A and
B) or RDY (for Panels C and D). The population is restricted to native-born white males residing in the
contiguous US. Column (3) further excludes individuals whose occupations have not yet been classified
by IPUMS. Column (4) adds the requirement that the person be employed with a positive occupation
score. Column (5) also requires that the father be present in the household in 1900 and that both son and
father have occupations (in 1930 and 1900 respectively) that have been classified by IPUMS. State-based
weights are used. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10 percent
significance level.
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Table 3.8.
There is No Evidence of Seasonal Trends in 1960
Rank Rank
Employed (occscore) (income) Ln(occscore) Ln(income)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
γAfter 0.011 0.001 0.011 0.011 0.015
(0.015) (0.009) (0.010) (0.016) (0.033)
βAfter 0.001 0.005 -0.006 -0.008 -0.022
(0.018) (0.012) (0.012) (0.019) (0.040)
N 69,924 69,924 69,924 52,076 52,041
Notes: Data are from the 1960 5 percent IPUMS sample. Each column presents the coefficients
from a difference-in-discontinuities specification where the outcome variables are specified in
the column headers. γAfter represents the average seasonal trends in the outcome of interest
based on the “before” window, while βAfter is the difference in seasonal patterns between the
“before” and “after” windows. The population is restricted to native-born white males residing
in the contiguous US and who are not veterans of WWII or the Korean War. In column (4), the
sample is further limited to those who are employed with a positive occupation score. Column (5)
requires that individuals are employed with a positive amount of total income. Robust standard
errors are in parenthesis. Sample weights are used. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10 percent
significance level.
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Table 3.10.
WWI Military Service Had Little Impact
on Suburbanization and Education
1900-1930 1960
Suburbs, Suburbs, Finished Completed
older cohorts younger cohorts high school college
(1) (2) (3) (4)
γ -0.018*** -0.010*** 0.000 -0.004
(0.003) (0.003) (0.008) (0.004)
β -0.007 0.000 -0.008 -0.001
(0.007) (0.006) (0.016) (0.009)
N 608,483 824,491 92,146 92,146
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample and the 1960 5 percent IPUMS sample.
Each column presents the coefficients from a difference-in-discontinuities specification where the
outcome variables are specified in the column headers. γ represents the average seasonal trends in
the outcome of interest based on the “before” and “after” windows, while β is the effect of being
born just after the threshold RDO (for the first column) or RDY (for the remaining columns). In
columns (1) and (2): cohorts are defined by year and month of birth, a bandwidth of six months
is used, and the regression is based on five windows around RDO or RDY . In columns (3) and
(4): cohorts are defined by year and quarter of birth, a bandwidth of two quarters is used, and
the regression is based on four windows around RDY . The population is restricted to native-born
white males residing in the contiguous US. Columns (3) and (4) also exclude veterans of WWII
or the Korean War. State-based weights are used in columns (1) and (2) while sample weights
are used in columns (3) and (4). Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *** 1 percent, ** 5
percent, and * 10 percent significance level.
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A. Appendices
A.1 Comparing Different Estimates of Upward Mobility
Chetty and Hendren (2018a), Chetty et al. (2018), and Chetty et al. (2014) all
provide contemporary estimates of upward mobility at the CZ level – how do these
measures compare?1 Each study draws on similar data sources but uses slightly
different sample restrictions.2 Table A.1 lists the features of the underlying samples
that are used to estimate upward mobility for males or, in the case of Chetty et al.
(2018), for non-Hispanic white males.3 Most sample restrictions are similar across the
three papers. Not surprisingly, the resulting estimates of upward mobility are also
highly correlated. The simple correlation between Chetty et al. (2018) and Chetty
and Hendren (2018a) is 0.812, and the correlation between Chetty et al. (2018) and
Chetty et al. (2014) is 0.846.4 In addition, comparing the 1910-1940 data with Chetty
and Hendren (2018a) or Chetty et al. (2014) yields rank-rank correlations of -0.520
(S.E.=0.046) and -0.528 (S.E.=0.047) respectively.5 Both are comparable with the
baseline result in Figure 1.2 of the main text. That is, one would still find substantial
change in the landscape of upward mobility even if Chetty and Hendren (2018a) or
Chetty et al. (2014) had been used in place of Chetty et al. (2018) for the main
analysis.
1Following the main text, Chetty et al. (2018) refers to Chetty, Hendren, Jones, and Porter
(2018), as distinct from Chetty, Friedman, Hendren, Jones, and Porter (2018) which was referred to
as CFHJP in Chapter 1.
2I focus on differences in sample restrictions rather than differences in income definitions as each
study provides a range of mobility estimates based on alternative income definitions.
3In all cases, I use the estimates of upward mobility that are based on the 5-year average income
of parents and the individual income of sons. The latter is more consistent with my linked sample,
which comprises only sons and where outcomes are measured at the individual rather than the
household level.
4Alaska and Hawaii are excluded from the correlations. Note that the sample sizes vary across
datasets: the number of CZs with non-missing mobility estimates for males is 624, 722, and 656 in
Chetty and Hendren (2018a), Chetty et al. (2018), and Chetty et al. (2014) respectively.
5The correlations are based on 349 and 335 common non-South CZs respectively.
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A.2 Data Construction
In this appendix, I detail the construction of the 1910-1940 linked samples and the
procedures used to aggregate the microdata to CZs.
A.2.1 Individual-Level Linked Samples
This subsection proceeds in three steps. I begin by describing the iterative approach
based on Abramitzky et al. (2012, 2014, 2017) that was used to build the main
1910-1940 linked sample. All other linked data in Chapter 1 and the corresponding
appendices are also constructed using this method. I then detail the machine learning
procedure of Feigenbaum (2016) that was used to create an alternative 1910-1940
linked sample for one of the robustness checks. Finally, I discuss the representativeness
of the two samples.
A.2.1.1 Iterative Approach (Abramitzky et al. 2012, 2014, 2017)
The main 1910-1940 linked sample is constructed as follows:
• Step 1: Starting with the 1910 census, I restrict the population to native-born
white sons aged 3-17 who live in households that are headed by their fathers.6,7
First and last names are cleaned by replacing any full stops with blank spaces,
trimming out lead or lag spaces, and collapsing multiple spaces within a name,
if any, to a single space. Denote this dataset as X1.
• Step 2: Turning to the 1940 census, I limit the population to native-born white
males aged 30-50 and clean the first and last names as above. Denote this
6For simplicity, persons born in US outlying areas or territories, as well as those born in the US
but who do not specify their state of birth, are dropped. Individuals born in historical territories on
the mainland, such as the Indian Territory, are re-coded to the corresponding contemporary states
following IPUMS’ classification.
7I use the detailed rather than general race variable in the IPUMS data and focus on those coded
as raced=100.
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dataset as X2.
• Step 3: Further adjustments are then made to the names in both X1 and X2:
(i) non-alphabetical characters and variants of “Senior” and “Junior” are re-
moved, (ii) spaces in last names are dropped, (iii) common misspellings of first
names and nicknames are corrected using Abramitzky et al.’s (2012) nicknames
crosswalk, (iv) the first component of first names is kept, and (v) those with
blank names are dropped.
• Step 4: With the data preparation complete, I then search for unique exact
matches between X1 and X2 based on first and last names, state of birth, and
age. If an exact match cannot be found, the age restriction is relaxed to a
bandwidth of one year in either direction, and subsequently to a bandwidth of
two years in either direction if a match still cannot be found.
A.2.1.2 Machine Learning Approach (Feigenbaum 2016)
To create the alternative 1910-1940 linked sample with machine learning, I do the
following.
• Steps 1 and 2 are as above.
• Step 3: Those with blank names in X1 and X2 are dropped. For all remaining
persons in X1, I search for the set of potential matches in X2 using the following
criteria: (i) a Jaro-Winkler string distance of at least 0.8 for first and last names
separately, (ii) exact state of birth, and (iii) an age difference not exceeding two
years in either direction.8
8The Jaro-Winkler distance spans the unit interval. Traditionally, a higher Jaro-Winkler distance
indicates that the strings being compared are more similar.
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• Step 4: Among persons in X1 who have at least one potential match in X2, I
draw a random sample of 1,000 individuals. This serves as the training sample
that I manually review to identify matches. The implicit importance of various
record features in determining a match is explicitly captured with a probit
model. Table A.2 shows the resulting probit estimates, where the set of record
features used is a variant of Feigenbaum (2016). Probabilistic scores can then
be generated from these estimates for the entire space of potential matches.
• Step 5: A potential match is declared to be true if (i) it has the highest prob-
abilistic score for a given individual in X1, (ii) the score is sufficiently high in
absolute terms, and (iii) the score is sufficiently high relative to the second-
highest alternative, if any. Denote the thresholds for (ii) and (iii) as θ1 and θ2
respectively. These meta-parameters are calibrated using the training sample
and probit coefficients, with the goal of balancing the tradeoff between how
efficient and accurate the matching process is. Following Feigenbaum (2016),
efficiency is measured by the True Positive Rate (TPR), which is the ratio of
true positives to the total number of positives. Accuracy is quantified by the
Positive Predictive Value (PPV), which is the share of all matches that are
true positives. θ1 and θ2 are chosen to maximize the sum of TPR and PPV. I
estimate θ1 to be 0.067 and θ2 to be 4.06, compared with Feigenbaum’s (2016)
thresholds of 0.140 and 1.38 respectively.9 My meta-parameters generate a TPR
of 0.821 and a PPV of 0.847. In words, the algorithm identifies about 82 per-
cent of the matches that a researcher would have made manually, and about 85
percent of the matches determined by the algorithm would have been classified
as true by the researcher. These are slightly lower than Feigenbaum’s (2016)
values of 0.858 and 0.875 respectively.
9That my parameters differ from Feigenbaum’s (2016) is not surprising since the underlying data
are different and each researcher has a different style of matching.
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Table A.2.
Probit Estimates Based on the Training Sample
Record features Estimates
First name distance, (1-Jaro-Winkler) -8.30***
(1.07)
Last name distance, (1-Jaro-Winkler) -9.54***
(0.735)
Difference in year of birth of 1 year -0.626***
(0.082)
Difference in year of birth of 2 years -1.06***
(0.111)
1 potential match 4.36***
(0.200)
2 potential matches 1.92***
(0.120)
3-5 potential matches 0.938***
(0.093)
First letter of first name identical 0.206
(0.233)
Last letter of first name identical 0.342***
(0.097)
First letter of last name identical 0.690***
(0.206)
Last letter of last name identical 0.331***
(0.122)
Multiple matches with similar names and an age difference ≤ 1 -0.688***
(0.118)
Multiple matches with similar names and an age difference > 1 -0.328**
(0.134)
N 10,456
Notes: The table shows the coefficients from a probit regression based on a random training sample
of 1,000 persons in 1910, each of whom has at least one potential match in 1940. The outcome is an
indicator for a manual match in the training sample. Potential matches are considered to have similar
names if the first and last names have, separately, Jaro-Winkler string distances greater than or equal
to the respective medians in the training sample. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** 1%, ** 5%,
and * 10% significance levels.
A.2.1.3 Representativeness of the Linked Samples
How representative are the 1910-1940 linked samples? This can be inferred from how
the likelihood of being matched varies with individual and household-level character-
istics, as shown in Table A.3. Specifically, I use indicators for the following attributes:
persons aged 10 and older, those with at least three siblings, sons with fathers aged
40 and over, the occupation category of one’s father (white-collar, farmer, skilled/
semi-skilled, unskilled), residence in an urban area, and individuals from farm house-
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holds.10 Each column displays the odds ratios computed from a logit regression of
match status on the aforementioned dummies. These ratios indicate how much more
or less likely a person is to be linked when the corresponding dummy variable takes
a value of 1, holding the other covariates constant. The first two columns are based
on the iterative sample and the last two columns use the machine learning sample.
Columns (1) and (3) present the unweighted results, while columns (2) and (4) weight
the observations with inverse propensity scores.11
There are two key takeaways from Table A.3. First, the unweighted linked sam-
ples are reasonably representative of the underlying populations, at least along the
dimensions considered here. Given the large sample sizes, the logit estimates on which
the odds ratios are derived from are almost always significant at the 1 percent level.
Of greater importance, instead, is the extent to which the odds ratios deviate from 1.
The further away from 1, the less representative the linked samples are. Reassuringly,
these ratios tend to cluster around 1 here. The main exceptions are the following:
sons whose fathers are white-collar workers are particularly likely to be linked with
the iterative approach (1.16 times), while those who have at least three siblings are
much less likely to be matched when machine learning is used (about half as likely).
Second, weighting observations by inverse propensity scores as recommended by Bai-
ley et al. (2018) does not alter the representativeness of the samples substantially. In
some cases, weighting even makes the samples less representative. This explains why
the baseline result in the main text is robust to the use of such weights.
10With regard to the occupation categories of fathers, sons whose fathers have no or missing
occupations form the omitted category. I do not drop these sons as the linking procedures are im-
plemented for all sons in the population of interest irrespective of whether their fathers’ occupations
are available. That restriction is only imposed when aggregating the linked data to compute upward
mobility for each CZ.
11Related to the previous footnote, sons whose fathers have no or missing occupations are not
dropped when estimating inverse propensity scores. The computation of these scores is discussed in
Chapter 1.
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A.2.2 Aggregating the Microdata to CZs
The following steps are taken to aggregate the 1910-1940 linked microdata to CZs.
• Step 1: I start by aggregating the linked data to the 1910 county level, since
the census records the county but not the CZ of residence.
• Step 2: In cases where the 1910 county borders overlap with more than one
1990 CZ, the data for each overlapping polygon is calculated by multiplying the
1910 county data by the share of the county’s area in a given polygon. This
implicitly assumes that the linked population is uniformly distributed. The sum
of all the overlapping polygons and complete 1910 counties within a CZ is then
taken. This approach is similar to the method for standardizing county borders
introduced by Hornbeck (2010).
• Step 3: To improve the accuracy of the CZ aggregates, I impose two minimum
thresholds. First, I drop CZs where the overlapping polygons and complete 1910
counties falling within the CZs’ boundaries contain less than 80 percent of the
total CZ population, assuming that the population is uniformly distributed.
Second, I exclude CZs with fewer than 250 effective linked sons with fathers
from the bottom half of the national occupation income distribution.12
12I use a threshold of 250 effective linked sons with fathers from the top half of the national
occupation income distribution when constructing the landscape of opportunity for those from rich
households.
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A.3 Supplementary Figures and Tables
Figure A.1.
Son-Father Rank-Rank Relationships in the 20 Largest CZs
New York, NY Chicago, IL Boston, MA Philadelphia, PA
Newark, NJ Pittsburgh, PA Buffalo, NY St. Louis, MO
Bridgeport, CT Detroit, MI Cleveland, OH Cincinnati, OH
Minneapolis, MN Providence, RI Reading, PA Milwaukee, WI
Baltimore, MD Scranton, PA Kansas City, MO San Francisco, CA
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample. The variable on the y-axis is the national cohort-specific percentile
rank of sons in 1940 based on their occupation income scores. The variable on the x-axis is the national percentile
rank of fathers in 1910 relative to other fathers with sons of the same age, also based on their occupation income
scores. Each scatterplot groups fathers into 20 equal-sized bins based on their percentile ranks in 1910. Each marker
represents the mean percentile ranks of sons and fathers in a given bin. The vertical dashed line denotes the median
of the national occupation income distribution of fathers in 1910. Individuals are assigned to the CZ which contains
the largest share of their county of residence in 1910. The top 20 CZs are then chosen based on the number of linked
sons assigned to them. 17 of the 20 CZs would also rank among the top 20 had the selection been based on the total
CZ population in 1910 instead. The figures are arranged in descending order of the linked population, from left to
right and downwards.
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Figure A.2.
The Historical Geography of Intergenerational Mobility,
County Level
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the county level. Year 2000 county borders are
used. The base population refers to native-born white sons aged 3-17 in 1910 whose fathers are the household heads.
Intergenerational (upward) mobility is measured as the average occupation income rank of sons with fathers from the
bottom half of the national occupation income distribution. Cross-hatched areas have fewer than 100 effective linked
sons from below-median income households. Compared with Figure 1B in the main text that was based on CZs, I
use a lower minimum threshold for the number of linked individuals in each county here to avoid substantial loss in
sample size, given that counties are smaller than CZs. The sample size is 2,687 counties.
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Figure A.3.
Mean Income Rank of Sons from Above-Median Income Households
A. Contemporary, Chetty et al. (2018)
B. Historical, 1910-1940 Sample
Notes: A: Data are from Chetty et al. (2018). The base population refers to non-Hispanic white sons born in the
years 1978-1983 and who are either native-born or authorized child immigrants. For each CZ, the map displays the
predicted income rank of sons with parents at the 75th percentile of the national income distribution. The sample size
is 722 CZs. B: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level. The base population refers to
native-born white sons aged 3-17 in 1910 whose fathers are the household heads. For each CZ, the map displays the
average occupation income rank of sons with fathers from the top half of the national occupation income distribution.
Cross-hatched areas have fewer than 250 effective linked sons from above-median income households. The sample size
is 514 CZs.
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Figure A.4.
Individuals Who Moved to Their Childhood CZs at Later Ages are Less
Likely to Stay, 1900-1930 Linked Sample
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move B. Upper Bound of Age at Move
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample. The base population refers to native-born white sons aged 3-17
who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born. The markers represent the
coefficients from a regression of an indicator for persons who are in the same CZ in both 1900 and 1930 on a vector of
age-at-move dummies, controlling for age indicators and including childhood CZ fixed effects. Individuals who moved
at the age of 1 comprise the omitted category. 95 percent confidence bands are shown. The sample size is 38,210.
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Figure A.5.
Native-Born White Children Start Attending School at Ages 6 or 7 on
Average, by Region
A. Northeast B. Midwest
C. West D. South
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters
whose fathers are the household heads. Children residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each marker represents
the percentage of children of a given age who are attending school, by region.
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Figure A.6.
Distribution of Years of Schooling by Region, 14 Year Olds
A. Northeast B. Midwest
C. West D. South
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
14 whose fathers are the household heads. Children residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each figure plots the
percentage of individuals with s years of schooling, where s ∈ [0, 17]. The red vertical lines demarcate the modal
years of schooling for each region. This usually coincides with the Age− 6 assignment rule that is used to determine
a child’s grade-for-age status.
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Figure A.7.
Distribution of Years of Schooling by Region, 15 Year Olds
A. Northeast B. Midwest
C. West D. South
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
15 whose fathers are the household heads. Children residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each figure plots the
percentage of individuals with s years of schooling, where s ∈ [0, 17]. The red vertical lines demarcate the modal
years of schooling for each region. This coincides with the Age− 6 assignment rule that is used to determine a child’s
grade-for-age status.
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Figure A.8.
Distribution of Years of Schooling by Region, 16 Year Olds
A. Northeast B. Midwest
C. West D. South
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
16 whose fathers are the household heads. Children residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each figure plots the
percentage of individuals with s years of schooling, where s ∈ [0, 17]. The red vertical lines demarcate the modal
years of schooling for each region. This coincides with the Age− 6 assignment rule that is used to determine a child’s
grade-for-age status.
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Figure A.9.
Distribution of Years of Schooling by Region, 17 Year Olds
A. Northeast B. Midwest
C. West D. South
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
17 whose fathers are the household heads. Children residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each figure plots the
percentage of individuals with s years of schooling, where s ∈ [0, 17]. The red vertical lines demarcate the modal
years of schooling for each region. This coincides with the Age− 6 assignment rule that is used to determine a child’s
grade-for-age status.
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Figure A.10.
Geographic Coverage of One-Time Movers
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
14-17 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born. The figure displays the
number of individuals who moved to each CZ. Movers covered a total 653 CZs.
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Figure A.11.
Childhood Exposure Effects on Grade-for-Age Status During the Early
20th Century (Neighborhood = County)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Boys
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Boys
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Girls
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Girls
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
14-17 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born. The markers represent
the coefficients from a regression of a dummy for persons having at least x years of schooling, where x = Age− 6, on
the shock experienced by moving to a neighborhood with a different grade-for-age rate among permanent residents
interacted with the age at move, controlling for disruption costs, the quality of the state of origin, and allowing
the impact of the shock to vary by cohort. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically
significant at the 5 percent level or lower. Since counties are smaller than CZs, I set a lower minimum requirement of
20 permanent residents for each gender-specific county-cohort-group cell to avoid substantial loss in sample size. The
sample sizes are 98,007 for boys and 92,352 for girls.
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Figure A.12.
Childhood Exposure Effects on Grade-for-Age Status During the Early
20th Century (Below-Median Income Households, Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Boys
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Boys
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Girls
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Girls
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters
aged 14-17 with fathers from the bottom half of the national occupation income distribution, and who come from
households that moved across state borders once after they were born. The markers represent the coefficients from a
regression of a dummy for persons having at least x years of schooling, where x = Age− 6, on the shock experienced
by moving to a neighborhood with a different grade-for-age rate among permanent residents interacted with the age
at move, controlling for disruption costs, the quality of the state of origin, and allowing the impact of the shock to
vary by cohort. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant at the 5 percent
level or lower. The sample sizes are 46,466 for boys and 42,736 for girls.
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Figure A.13.
Childhood Exposure Effects on Grade-for-Age Status During the Early
20th Century (Above-Median Income Households, Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Boys
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Boys
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Girls
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Girls
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and daughters aged
14-17 with fathers from the top half of the national occupation income distribution, and who come from households
that moved across state borders once after they were born. The markers represent the coefficients from a regression
of a dummy for persons having at least x years of schooling, where x = Age− 6, on the shock experienced by moving
to a neighborhood with a different grade-for-age rate among permanent residents interacted with the age at move,
controlling for disruption costs, the quality of the state of origin, and allowing the impact of the shock to vary by
cohort. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant at the 5 percent level or
lower. The interaction coefficients for moves made at ages 15+ are negative but are not statistically significant in A
and C – they are not displayed to facilitate the presentation. The sample sizes are 53,199 for boys and 51,423 for
girls.
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Figure A.14.
Differences in Household Characteristics by Age at Move, Boys
A. Father’s Age B. Father’s Age at Move
C. Father’s Education D. Father’s Occ Income Rank
E. Number of Siblings
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons aged 14-17 who
come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born, who are the only sons aged 14-17
within the household who moved, and whose fathers moved at age 18 or older. Each figure plots the coefficients
from a regression of the outcomes in the subtitles on a vector of age-at-move dummies, controlling for the cohort and
state of origin. Individuals who moved at ages 15+ form the omitted category. Not all coefficients are statistically
significant. The sample sizes are 79,662 and 79,921 when the lower and upper bound of a child’s age at move are used
respectively.
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Figure A.15.
Differences in Household Characteristics by Age at Move, Girls
A. Father’s Age B. Father’s Age at Move
C. Father’s Education D. Father’s Occ Income Rank
E. Number of Siblings
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white daughters aged 14-17
who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born, who are the only daughters
aged 14-17 within the household who moved, and whose fathers moved at age 18 or older. Each figure plots the
coefficients from a regression of the outcomes in the subtitles on a vector of age-at-move dummies, controlling for the
cohort and state of origin. Individuals who moved at ages 15+ form the omitted category. Not all coefficients are
statistically significant. The sample sizes are 76,199 and 76,518 when the lower and upper bound of a child’s age at
move are used respectively.
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Figure A.16.
Geographic Coverage of Movers in the Linked Samples
A. 1900-1920 Linked Sample
B. 1910-1930 Linked Sample
C. 1920-1940 Linked Sample
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 linked samples. The population in each base year
refers to native-born white sons aged 8-17 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they
were born. The linked population is further restricted to those with CZ-cohort-group and origin-cohort-group cells
that have at least 50 and 100 linked permanent residents respectively. The figures display the number of individuals
who moved to each CZ. Movers covered a total 358, 435, and 513 CZs in A, B, and C respectively.
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Figure A.17.
Historical Evidence for Childhood Exposure Effects on Income Ranks is
Not Robust (Below-Median Income Households, Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Without Adult CZ Fixed Effects
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Without Adult CZ Fixed Effects
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
With Adult CZ Fixed Effects
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
With Adult CZ Fixed Effects
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 linked samples pooled together. The population in
each base year refers to native-born white sons aged 8-17 with fathers from the bottom half of the national occupation
income distribution, and who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born.
The markers represent the coefficients from a regression of adult occupation income rank on the shock experienced
by moving to a neighborhood with a different average occupation income rank among linked permanent residents
interacted with the age at move, controlling for base year indicators, disruption costs, the quality of the state of
origin, and allowing the impact of the shock to vary by cohort. C and D include fixed effects for the CZ of residence
during adulthood. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant at the 5 percent
level or lower. The sample size is 47,395.
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Figure A.18.
Historical Evidence for Childhood Exposure Effects on Income Ranks is
Not Robust (Above-Median Income Households, Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Without Adult CZ Fixed Effects
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Without Adult CZ Fixed Effects
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
With Adult CZ Fixed Effects
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
With Adult CZ Fixed Effects
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 linked samples pooled together. The population in
each base year refers to native-born white sons aged 8-17 with fathers from the top half of the national occupation
income distribution, and who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born.
The markers represent the coefficients from a regression of adult occupation income rank on the shock experienced
by moving to a neighborhood with a different average occupation income rank among linked permanent residents
interacted with the age at move, controlling for base year indicators, disruption costs, the quality of the state of
origin, and allowing the impact of the shock to vary by cohort. C and D include fixed effects for the CZ of residence
during adulthood. Hollow markers denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant at the 5 percent
level or lower. The interaction coefficient for moves made at age 13 in A exceeds 1 and is statistically significant – it
is not displayed to facilitate the presentation. The interaction coefficient for moves made at age 13 in C exceeds 0.5
but is not statistically significant – it is not displayed to facilitate the presentation. The sample size is 49,038.
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Figure A.19.
Mechanical Catch Up in Education Attainment
Notes: Data are from the 1940 and 1960 IPUMS samples. 1940 data: the population refers to native-born white
sons aged 14-18 who live in households. 1960 data: the population refers to native-born white men aged 34-38 who
live in households. Individuals residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded in both cases. Each marker represents the
percentage of individuals who completed at least x years of schooling, where x = Age1940 − 6. Sample weights are
used for all computations.
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Figure A.20.
Distribution of Whites and Blacks in the South
A. Heat Map of Southern Whites
B. Heat Map of Southern Blacks
Notes: Data are from the 1910 complete counts. Each figure displays the share of all southern white or black persons
residing in a given CZ. Darker shades indicate that more individuals from the corresponding racial group live in a
particular CZ. The sample size is 283 CZs.
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Figure A.21.
Migration from the Non-Industrial Midwest to Labor Markets that are
Intensive in Human Capital has Increased but the Rates Remain Low
Notes: Data are from the 1900-2000 IPUMS samples and the 2010 and 2015 ACS. The population refers to native-born
white men aged 30-39 who live in households. Individuals residing in Alaska or Hawaii are excluded. Each marker
indicates the percentage of persons born in the non-industrial Midwest who live in a human capital intensive state,
which I define to be the top 5 states in 2015 based on the share of white men aged 25-54 who completed at least 4
years of college plus the District of Columbia. The 5 states are Massachusetts, Maryland, Connecticut, New York,
and New Jersey.
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Figure A.22.
The Historical Geography of Income Segregation is Similar Across
Alternative Measures
A. Neighbor-Based Index
B. Isolation Index
B. Dissimilarity Index
Notes: Data are from the 1910 complete counts. Each map displays the degree of income segregation within the white
population. In contrast to the main text, the unit of analysis here is the 1910 county rather than the CZ because
shapefiles of enumeration districts are not available for the whole country to allow for an appropriate mapping from
enumeration districts to CZs. As a benchmark, the neighbor-based measure of segregation that was computed for
CZs in the main text is reconstructed at the county level in A. This is based on the frequency with which poor white
households have rich white households as neighbors. Counties with negative levels of income segregation based on
the neighbor-based measure are dropped. B and C display the Isolation and Dissimilarity indices respectively. The
sample sizes are 2,775 counties in A and 2,951 counties B and C.
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Table A.4.
Substantial Change in the Landscape of Upward Mobility is Observed
Regardless of whether Occupation Scores or Actual Wages are Used,
Excluding Sons in Public Emergency Work Programs
(1) (2) (3) (4)
βRR -0.501*** -0.523*** -0.279*** -0.329***
(0.045) (0.047) (0.053) (0.052)
Wage and salary workers Y Y
Sons ranked by Occscore Occscore Occscore Wages
Fathers ranked by Occscore Occscore Occscore Occscore
Set of CZs All Subset Subset Subset
N 370 326 326 326
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level and Chetty et al. (2018). All sons
working under public emergency work programs in 1940 are excluded from columns (3) and (4). Columns (1)
and (2) provide the benchmarks. The unit of analysis is the CZ. CZs are ordered based on the average income
rank of sons with fathers/ parents from the bottom half of the national income distribution in each dataset
separately. These ranks are then used to estimate the percentile rank-rank correlation βRR. The CZs used in
columns (2) to (4) are those that meet the minimum threshold of 250 effective linked sons from below-median
income households when the 1910-1940 data are restricted to sons who are wage and salary workers in 1940.
“Occscore” refers to occupation income scores. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent,
and * 10 percent significance levels.
Table A.5.
No. of CZs in Each Cohort-Group Cell by Gender
Boys Girls
< Median > Median < Median > Median
Cohort (1) (2) (3) (4)
1926 612 527 606 527
1925 604 524 609 528
1924 609 531 599 533
1923 613 517 581 501
Notes: Each cell shows the number of CZs represented by native-born white movers in
the 1940 complete counts for each cohort, income group, and gender combination. The un-
derlying population is further restricted to those with CZ-cohort-group-gender and origin-
cohort-group-gender cells that have at least 50 and 100 permanent residents respectively.
The odd columns focus on children with fathers from the bottom half of the occupation
income distribution, while the even columns are based on those with fathers from the top
half.
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Table A.7.
No. of CZs in Each Cohort-Group Cell by Linked Sample
Below-Median Income Households Above-Median Income Households
1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940 1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940
Age (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
8 253 318 403 140 193 234
9 251 306 397 128 183 216
10 252 301 393 127 168 235
11 236 294 377 118 159 219
12 247 314 381 114 168 230
13 238 298 365 106 158 217
14 246 300 369 104 165 218
15 237 288 365 95 151 192
16 245 301 351 103 161 206
17 225 298 355 97 151 185
Notes: Each cell shows the number of CZs represented by native-born white sons in the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and
1920-1940 linked samples. The linked population is further restricted to those with CZ-cohort-group and origin-cohort-
group cells that have at least 50 and 100 linked permanent residents respectively.
Table A.8.
The Availability of Top Jobs Improved Occupation Income Ranks
During the Early 20th Century, Controlling for Years of Schooling
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Below-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.059*** 0.060*** 0.056*** 0.046*** 0.072***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.007)
Mean 0.420 0.408 0.408 0.463 0.397
N 1,341,346 503,637 503,637 149,918 5,478
Panel B: Above-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.041*** 0.042*** 0.035*** 0.037*** 0.034***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.009)
Mean 0.583 0.576 0.576 0.572 0.573
N 1,402,538 443,616 443,616 114,720 4,618
Population Full Brothers Brothers Movers Twins
Household fixed effects Y Y Y
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample and the 1940 complete counts. Each cell displays
the coefficient from a regression of occupation income rank on the 1940 standardized share of top jobs
in a CZ, controlling for a vector of birth order dummies and indicators for years of schooling. Top
jobs are defined as the top tercile of occupations among working white men aged 25-54 in 1940, where
occupations are ranked by income scores. The fixed effects in columns (3) to (5) are based on one’s
household in 1910, not 1940. Standard errors clustered by CZ of residence in 1940 are in parentheses.
*** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
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Table A.9.
The Availability of Top Jobs Improved Occupation Income Ranks
During the Early 20th Century, County Labor Markets
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Below-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.092*** 0.091*** 0.081*** 0.069*** 0.081***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.007)
Mean 0.421 0.408 0.408 0.462 0.399
N 1,369,123 519,399 519,399 205,145 5,680
Panel B: Above-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.062*** 0.061*** 0.052*** 0.054*** 0.044***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.009)
Mean 0.584 0.578 0.578 0.577 0.574
N 1,436,848 460,304 460,304 169,971 4,828
Population Full Brothers Brothers Movers Twins
Household fixed effects Y Y Y
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample and the 1940 complete counts. Each cell
displays the coefficient from a regression of occupation income rank on the 1940 standardized share
of top jobs in a county, controlling for a vector of birth order dummies. Top jobs are defined as
the top tercile of occupations among working white men aged 25-54 in 1940, where occupations are
ranked by income scores. The fixed effects in columns (3) to (5) are based on one’s household in
1910, not 1940. Standard errors clustered by county of residence in 1940 are in parentheses. ***
1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
Table A.10.
The Availability of Non-Farm Jobs Improved Occupation Income Ranks
During the Early 20th Century
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Below-Median Income Households
Share of non-farm jobs 0.084*** 0.083*** 0.078*** 0.065*** 0.081***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.008)
Mean 0.421 0.408 0.408 0.464 0.399
N 1,369,123 519,399 519,399 154,664 5,680
Panel B: Above-Median Income Households
Share of non-farm jobs 0.050*** 0.049*** 0.047*** 0.049*** 0.048***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.011)
Mean 0.584 0.578 0.578 0.574 0.574
N 1,436,848 460,304 460,304 119,479 4,828
Population Full Brothers Brothers Movers Twins
Household fixed effects Y Y Y
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample and the 1940 complete counts. Each cell displays
the coefficient from a regression of occupation income rank on the 1940 standardized share of non-farm
jobs in a CZ, controlling for a vector of birth order dummies. The fixed effects in columns (3) to (5)
are based on one’s household in 1910, not 1940. Standard errors clustered by CZ of residence in 1940
are in parentheses. *** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
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Table A.11.
The Availability of Top Jobs Improved Occupation Income Ranks
During the Early 20th Century, 1900-1930 Linked Sample
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Below-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.075*** 0.073*** 0.074*** 0.067*** 0.077***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.011)
Mean 0.397 0.380 0.380 0.438 0.363
N 852,123 295,080 295,080 82,092 2,370
Panel B: Above-Median Income Households
Share of top jobs 0.056*** 0.056*** 0.044*** 0.045*** 0.054***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.016)
Mean 0.607 0.601 0.601 0.591 0.586
N 709,681 190,815 190,815 50,237 1,336
Population Full Brothers Brothers Movers Twins
Household fixed effects Y Y Y
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample and the 1930 complete counts. Each cell
displays the coefficient from a regression of occupation income rank on the 1930 standardized
share of top jobs in a CZ, controlling for a vector of birth order dummies. Top jobs are defined as
the top tercile of occupations among working white men aged 25-54 in 1930, where occupations
are ranked by income scores. The fixed effects in columns (3) to (5) are based on one’s household
in 1900, not 1930. Standard errors clustered by CZ of residence in 1930 are in parentheses. ***
1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
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A.4 Historical Estimates of Upward Mobility Based on LIDO Scores
This appendix evaluates if the baseline findings in the main text are robust to using
Saavedra and Twinam’s (2018) lasso-adjusted industry, demographic, and occupation
(LIDO) scores instead of the occupation scores provided by IPUMS. Because regional
wage differentials were much larger in the past than they are today (Barro and Sala-
i-Martin 1992), a potential concern is whether allowing occupation scores to vary by
geography, as LIDO scores do, could lead to different findings. To shed light on this, I
re-characterize the spatial patterns of upward mobility in the early 20th century using
LIDO scores and re-estimate the impact of childhood environment on LIDO-based
adult income ranks. Both sets of results reinforce the conclusions in Chapter 1.
A.4.1 The Historical Geography of Upward Mobility
I find a similar geography of upward mobility when mobility estimates are based on
sons and fathers who are ranked by their LIDO scores, as displayed by Figure A.23.1
Consistent with the original map in Figure 1.1B, Figure A.23 shows that upward
mobility in the early 20th century was highest for those who grew up in the costal
regions and in the industrial Midwest. Where the two maps differ is in the relative
positions of the non-industrial Midwest and the South. Upward mobility tends to be
lower in the non-industrial Midwest compared with the South when IPUMS scores
are used, and vice versa with LIDO scores. This difference likely reflects the lower
wage levels in the South, which pull down its position when occupation scores are
allowed to vary by locality.
Which of the two occupation scores produces estimates of upward mobility that
are more comparable with Chetty et al.’s (2018) measure? Conceptually, the within-
1In addition to the sample restrictions in the main text, sons and fathers with missing industries
are also dropped here as LIDO scores vary by industry.
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Figure A.23.
The Historical Geography of Intergenerational Mobility, LIDO-Based
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level. The base population refers to native-
born white sons aged 3-17 in 1910 whose fathers are the household heads. Intergenerational (upward) mobility is
measured as the average occupation income rank of sons with fathers from the bottom half of the national occupation
income distribution, where sons and fathers are ranked by their LIDO scores. Cross-hatched areas have fewer than
250 effective linked sons from below-median income households. The sample size is 538 CZs.
occupation variation provided by LIDO scores appears to be more consistent with the
use of actual earnings in Chetty et al. (2018). However, as alluded to earlier, regional
wage differences were substantially larger in the past (Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1992).
The same degree of occupation mobility in the non-industrial Midwest and the South
will thus translate into different levels of earnings mobility, with the difference being
especially large historically. A priori, it is unclear if the same movement up the
occupation ladder should be regarded as being vastly inferior in the South relative to
the non-industrial Midwest during the early 20th century.
In practice, the type of occupation scores used may not be crucial as Figures 1.1B
and A.23 converge on the main narrative when compared against the contemporary
map in Figure 1.1A – the relative rise of the non-industrial Midwest in terms of
upward mobility and the corresponding decline of the coastal areas and the industrial
Midwest. Figure A.24 highlights this similarity by ranking CZs based on upward
mobility in the 1910-1940 and Chetty et al. (2018) data and then taking the difference
in their percentile ranks between the two periods. Darker shades indicate areas that
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saw greater improvements in upward mobility.2 In addition, when re-estimating the
rank-rank specification with the historical CZ ranks that are computed from the
LIDO-based mobility estimates, a rank-rank correlation of -0.272 (S.E.=0.057) is
obtained.3 As before, this indicates that the land of opportunity has undergone
substantial change.
A.4.2 The Impact of Childhood Environment on Adult Occupation In-
come Ranks
Consistent with the findings in Chapter 1, I find little evidence that childhood envi-
ronment mattered for LIDO-based adult income ranks. To show this, equation (17)
of the main text is re-estimated using covariates that are based on the LIDO scores
of sons and fathers. Figures A.25A and A.25B plot the resulting β′AM coefficients
associated with the lower and upper bound of one’s age at move respectively. Com-
pared with Figures 1.10A and 1.10B in Chapter 1, the LIDO-based estimates are
more precise. However, it is still difficult to draw clear inferences on the importance
of childhood environment during the early 20th century. While the gradient of the
β′AM estimates is flat from ages 1-5, the slope from age 6 onward is sensitive to which
bound of an individual’s age at move is used and to the age-at-move range under con-
sideration.4 For example, fitting best-fit lines over the 6-12 age-at-move range yields
gradients of -0.035 (S.E.=0.007) and -0.012 (S.E.=0.004) with the lower and upper
2While Figure A.24B suggests that the South saw relative gains in upward mobility, caution is
necessary when interpreting the significance of this observation since the South has the lowest levels
of upward mobility today.
3This is based on a sample of 287 non-South CZs. Weighting the rank-rank specification by the
total white population in 1910 will generate a rank-rank correlation of 0.193 (S.E.=0.052), while
weighting by the total white population in 1990 instead yields a rank-rank correlation of 0.187
(S.E=0.051).
4Specifically, the gradients are -0.001 (S.E.=0.014) and 0.002 (S.E.=0.007) in Figures A.25A and
A.25B respectively.
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Figure A.24.
Changes in the Geography of Intergenerational Mobility
A. Individuals Ranked by IPUMS Scores Historically
B. Individuals Ranked by LIDO Scores Historically
Notes: Data are from the 1910-1940 linked sample aggregated to the CZ level and Chetty et al. (2018). 1910-
1940 data: The base population refers to native-born white sons aged 3-17 in 1910 whose fathers are the household
heads. The measure of intergenerational (upward) mobility is the average occupation income rank of sons with fathers
from the bottom half of the national occupation income distribution. Sons and fathers are ranked by their IPUMS
occupation scores in A and their LIDO scores in B. Cross-hatched areas have fewer than 250 effective linked sons from
below-median income households. Chetty et al. (2018): The base population refers to non-Hispanic white sons born in
the years 1978-1983 and who are either native-born or authorized child immigrants. The measure of intergenerational
(upward) mobility is the predicted income rank of sons with parents at the 25th percentile of the national income
distribution. Each figure displays the difference between the percentile rank of a CZ based on upward mobility in
Chetty et al. (2018) and its corresponding percentile rank based on upward mobility in the 1910-1940 data. The
sample sizes are 630 and 538 CZs in A and B respectively.
bound respectively.5 The former is larger than Chetty et al.’s (2018) convergence
5I use the 6-12 rather than 6-13 age range as an example here to avoid the unusually large
coefficient observed for moves made at age 13, particularly when the lower bound is used.
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rate for whites but the latter is less than half. Furthermore, mirroring the original
analysis, Figures A.25C and A.25D illustrate that controlling for the CZ of residence
during adulthood brings the β′AM coefficients down to around zero and eliminates the
significance of most estimates.
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Figure A.25.
Historical Evidence for Childhood Exposure Effects on Income Ranks is
Not Robust (Individuals Ranked by LIDO Scores, Neighborhood = CZ)
A. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
Without Adult CZ Fixed Effects
B. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
Without Adult CZ Fixed Effects
C. Lower Bound of Age at Move,
With Adult CZ Fixed Effects
D. Upper Bound of Age at Move,
With Adult CZ Fixed Effects
Legend
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 linked samples pooled together. The population
in each base year refers to native-born white sons aged 8-17 who come from households that moved across state
borders once after they were born. Sons and fathers are ranked by their LIDO scores. The markers represent the
coefficients from a regression of adult occupation income rank on the shock experienced by moving to a neighborhood
with a different average occupation income rank among linked permanent residents interacted with the age at move,
controlling for base year indicators, disruption costs, the quality of the state of origin, and allowing the impact of the
shock to vary by cohort. C and D include fixed effects for the CZ of residence during adulthood. Hollow markers
denote interaction coefficients that are not statistically significant at the 5 percent level or lower. The sample size is
65,789.
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A.5 Identifying One-Time Movers and Permanent Residents
This appendix discusses some of the caveats pertaining to the method I developed
for determining one-time movers and permanent residents in the historical data.
A.5.1 Identifying One-Time Movers
I begin by focusing on two issues that were raised in the main text regarding my
method of identifying households that moved once. First, because one-time movers
are determined based on migrations prior to a given census year, children can still
move after a census is taken and before they reach adulthood. This would compromise
how accurately I can assign individuals to their childhood environments. Second, as
my approach only recovers a household’s state but not CZ of origin, errors may be
introduced when computing the change in environment experienced by movers. I
evaluate the severity of both issues in turn.
A.5.1.1 Issue I: Post-Enumeration Moves
To shed light on the extent of post-enumeration moves made by children before they
reach adulthood, I create three new linked samples, matching native-born white sons
aged 3-7 from the 1900, 1910, and 1920 censuses to their older selves in the 1910,
1920, and 1930 records respectively. Restricting the maximum age to 7 in the base
year ensures that these children will mostly still be 17 years of age or younger by the
target years, which is before they start leaving their homes in greater numbers on
average. Though narrow, the 3-7 age range is nonetheless useful because it focuses
on those with the longest remaining duration of their childhood years to move after
a census is taken. The migration rate of these young children may thus provide an
upper limit for the degree of errors introduced by post-enumeration moves.
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Table A.13 suggests that while post-enumeration moves are non-trivial, they need
not pose a particularly serious problem. Each cell displays the proportion of sons
who are in the same locality during the base and target census years, where the
geographic unit is the state, CZ, or county. The odd columns focus on sons who come
from households that are identified as having moved across state borders once by a
given census year and are the population of interest here. There are two takeaways
from Table A.13. First, close to or more than two-thirds of sons from households
that moved once remain in the same CZ after a census is taken. Second, about three-
quarters of each sample stay in the same state. The degree of errors introduced by
post-enumeration moves may thus be smaller than expected if CZs within a given
state share similar characteristics. Hence the question: how much of the variation in
CZ characteristics is captured by states?
Table A.13.
Share of Sons who Remain in their Childhood Locations Over 10 Years
1900-1910 1910-1920 1920-1930
Movers Perm Res Movers Perm Res Movers Perm Res
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Same state 0.752 0.915 0.751 0.926 0.763 0.929
Same CZ 0.634 0.777 0.641 0.789 0.667 0.796
Same county 0.570 0.707 0.571 0.711 0.601 0.718
N 67,601 998,837 88,810 1,165,442 102,538 1,351,179
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1910, 1910-1920, and 1920-1930 linked samples. The population in each
base year refers to native-born white sons aged 3-7 whose fathers are the household heads. The odd
columns are restricted to those from households that moved across state borders once after they were
born. The even columns focus on those from households where none of the household heads’ children
were born outside the present state of residence.
The extent to which states capture differences in CZ-level characteristics depends
on the outcome and population of interest. Following Chapter 1, I focus on the grade-
for-age rate and average occupation income rank of permanent residents in each CZ.
These correspond to Sharec,j,g and Rankc,j,g in the main text. Each measure is
regressed on a vector of state fixed effects. The adjusted R2s of these regressions
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indicate how much of the cross-CZ variation can be explained by states. Table A.14
provides the R2s when the outcome is the grade-for-age rate of 14-17 year old native-
born whites in 1940, separately by cohort, father’s income group, and gender. I find
that 37.3 to 80.6 percent of the variation across CZs is captured by states. The is
fairly substantial and may help to reduce errors from post-enumeration moves within
a state. Table A.15 presents the corresponding results for the mean occupation income
rank, based on sons in the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 linked samples. The
adjusted R2s remain substantial across all linked samples for sons from below-median
income households, but they are much lower at around 10 to 20 percent for those
from above-median income households. This difference may partly reflect the different
sets of CZs that children from the two groups moved to, as shown by Table A.7 in
Appendix A.3. Nonetheless, one should at least expect the income rank results for
poor households for be reasonably reliable.
Table A.14.
CZ-Level Variation in Grade-for-Age Rate Captured by States
Boys Girls
< Median > Median < Median > Median
Cohort (1) (2) (3) (4)
1926 0.806 0.549 0.742 0.585
1925 0.617 0.373 0.545 0.404
1924 0.613 0.452 0.502 0.427
1923 0.650 0.492 0.522 0.486
Notes: Data are from the 1940 complete counts aggregated to the CZ level. Each cell shows the
adjusted R2 from a regression of the grade-for-age rate among permanent residents in a given CZ on
state fixed effects, separately by cohort, father’s income group (below or above-median), and gender.
The samples comprise CZs where native-born white sons and daughters from households that moved
across state borders once lived in 1940.
A.5.1.2 Issue II: State versus CZ of Origin
In addition to post-enumeration moves, another concern with my approach of iden-
tifying one-time movers is that only the household’s state but not CZ of origin can
be recovered – how much error does this introduce when computing the change in
environment experienced by movers? To make headway on this, I construct small
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Table A.15.
CZ-Level Variation in Mean Occupation Income Rank
Captured by States
Below-Median Income Households Above-Median Income Households
1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940 1900-1920 1910-1930 1920-1940
Age (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
8 0.695 0.652 0.514 0.243 0.199 0.185
9 0.599 0.667 0.487 0.368 0.282 0.223
10 0.609 0.668 0.473 0.163 0.178 0.209
11 0.575 0.680 0.496 0.298 0.225 0.183
12 0.599 0.651 0.534 0.272 0.228 0.232
13 0.614 0.672 0.527 0.345 0.063 0.168
14 0.543 0.592 0.519 0.267 0.270 0.149
15 0.591 0.648 0.588 0.248 0.381 0.268
16 0.480 0.629 0.559 0.339 0.201 0.192
17 0.560 0.611 0.505 0.221 0.276 0.320
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1920, 1910-1930, and 1920-1940 linked samples aggregated to the CZ level.
Each cell shows the adjusted R2 from a regression of the mean occupation income rank among linked permanent
residents who grew up in a given CZ on state fixed effects, separately by cohort, father’s income group (below
or above-median), and sample. The samples comprise CZs where native-born white sons from households that
moved across state borders once lived in the respective base years.
linked samples of movers for whom information on both their state and CZ of origin
can be obtained. This is operationalized as follows. Among children from households
that are identified as having moved once by a given census year, I keep those whose
fathers can be linked back to the previous census. The father’s CZ in the earlier
enumeration is then taken to be the child’s place of residence prior to moving. For
feasibility and simplicity, I also restrict the sample to sons with fathers aged 35-50 in
the later census and whose households moved within the previous decade.6,7
The general approach described above is implemented separately for the grade-
for-age and income rank analysis. For the former, I take the sample of 14-17 year old
native-born white boys and girls in 1940 who were used in the main text and link their
fathers back to the 1930 census. For those whose fathers can be linked, 4o,c,j,g from
specification (16) of Chapter 1 can then be constructed first by using their states
6The wider the age range of fathers, the larger the pool of individuals one would need to search
over when matching persons across census records, which is computationally demanding. Hence the
35-50 age restriction for fathers. This range covers about two-thirds of fathers in the population of
interest.
7Depending on the sample, children from households that moved in the preceding 10 years com-
prise between 10 to 60 percent of the population of one-time movers.
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of origin and destination CZs, and then by using the origin and destination CZs.
Figures A.26A and A.26B compare these alternatives for boys and girls respectively.
The two measures track each other reasonably well, with R2s exceeding 0.7. For the
income rank analysis, I take sons from the 1910-1930 and 1920-1940 linked samples
and match their fathers back to 1900 and 1910 respectively.8 Two versions of 4′o,c,j,g
from specification (17) of the main text are then computed for each dataset using the
state and CZ of origin. These are compared in Figures A.26C and A.26D for sons in
the 1910-1930 and 1920-1940 samples respectively. The alternative measures do not
track each other as well as in they do for the grade-for-age case, but their relationship
is still reasonably strong with R2s over 0.6. Thus, while using an individual’s state
rather than CZ of origin will naturally introduce errors into 4o,c,j,g and 4′o,c,j,g, these
errors are unlikely to be large enough to distort the baseline findings significantly.
A.5.2 Residential Mobility of Permanent Residents
In Chapter 1, neighborhood quality is based on the outcomes of permanent residents
– are these individuals likely to spend most or all of their childhoods in the same CZ?
This can be checked by returning to the 1900-1910, 1910-1920, and 1920-1930 linked
samples that were earlier used to evaluate the extent of post-enumeration moves, but
now focusing on permanent residents rather than movers. The even columns in Table
A.13 display the proportion of permanent residents who remain in the same locality
across two censuses. Between 77 and 80 percent of sons in my data are observed to
be in the same CZ over 10 years, and more than 90 percent are in the same state. As
before, given the focus on 3-7 year olds, these rates are likely to be lower limits for
the extent to which permanent residents stay in their base year CZs before reaching
8I do not implement a similar analysis with the 1900-1920 sample as the 1890 census was destroyed
in a fire.
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Figure A.26.
Using the State or CZ of Origin Produces Similar Estimates
of the Change in Environment Experienced by Movers
A. Grade-for-Age Analysis, Boys B. Grade-for-Age Analysis, Girls
C. Income Rank Analysis,
1910-1930 Linked Sample
D. Income Rank Analysis,
1920-1940 Linked Sample
Notes: A and B: Data are from the 1940 complete counts. The population refers to native-born white sons and
daughters aged 14-17 who come from households that moved across state borders once after they were born, where
the move occurred after 1930, and whose fathers are aged 35-50 in 1940 and can be linked back to 1930. Neighborhood
quality is measured by the grade-for-age rate of permanent residents. C and D: Data are from the 1910-1930 and
1920-1940 linked samples. The population in each base year refers to native-born white sons aged 8-17 who come
from households that moved across state borders once after they were born, where the move occurred less than 10
years before the base year, and whose fathers are aged 35-50 in the base years and can be linked back to the preceding
census. Neighborhood quality is measured by the mean occupation income rank of linked permanent residents. A to
D: The variable on the y-axis is the change in childhood environment experienced by movers based on their origin
and destination CZs, while the variable on the x-axis is the corresponding change based on their state of origin and
destination CZ. The sample sizes are 2,449 (A), 2,275 (B), 3,494 (C), and 4,239 (D).
adulthood. Permanent residents are thus reasonably likely to spend most of their
childhoods in one particular place.
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A.6 Neighbor-Based Measure of Income Segregation
This appendix details the construction of the neighbor-based measure of income segre-
gation from the main text, which adapts the method pioneered by Logan and Parman
(2017) and extended by Erikson and Ward (2018). To build this metric, I take all
household heads in the 1910 complete counts and proceed as follows.
• Step 1: Since this segregation index is based on the characteristics of neighbors,
one first needs to identify the likely-neighbors of each household. This is done
by sorting household heads by county, enumeration district, page number, and
line number.9
• Step 2: Compute the percentile rank of white household heads with valid occu-
pations among all white household heads in the same state, who are of the same
age, and who have valid occupations. Poor households are defined as those that
are headed by individuals from the bottom half of the respective state-cohort
occupation income distributions, while rich households have heads from the top
half of the corresponding distributions.
• Step 3: The degree of income segregation in each CZ is then calculated as:
Segregationc =
E(xc)− xc
E(xc)− E(xc)
This index has three components. The first piece is xc, which is the number of
poor white households in CZ c that have at least one rich white neighbor. The
second component is E(xc), which refers to the number of poor white households
that would have had at least one rich white neighbor under random assignment.
9Some error may be introduced here as enumeration districts are unique by supervisor’s district
within states in 1910. However, information on the supervisor’s district is not available in the 1910
full counts at the time of writing. The county is thus used in place of the supervisor’s district.
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It is constructed as:
E(xc) = qc,nb=2 · [1− ( qc,o − 1
qc,all − 1)(
qc,o − 2
qc,all − 2)] + qc,nb=1 · [1− (
qc,o − 1
qc,all − 1)]
where qc,nb=2 is the number of households with two neighbors (nb = 2) on a given
census page, qc,nb=1 is the number of households with one neighbor (nb = 1)
on a given census page, qc,o is the number of households in CZ c that are not
rich and white, and qc,all is the total number of households in CZ c. The third
element of the segregation measure, E(xc), lies at the other extreme. E(xc)
denotes the number of poor white households that would have had at least one
rich white neighbor under complete segregation. Following Erikson and Ward
(2018), this is taken to be 0. That is, complete segregation occurs when all poor
white households in a CZ live along a line where the two households on either
side are of a different race or are households where the head does not report an
occupation.
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A.7 Age Groupings
This section describes the rationale behind dividing children into three age groups
in the baseline analysis. For a start, one might consider all children aged 5-17.1
However, this is a wide range and the impact of family size, if any, could vary with
age. At the same time, it may not be ideal to look at each age separately and sacrifice
parsimony or statistical precision. I use three criteria to inform my decision on age
groupings: (i) the proportion of children in each age category attending school, (ii)
the time series pattern of the OLS family size effect, and (iii) historical policies.
Consider first the proportion of children in each age group attending school. Using
nine 1 percent IPUMS census samples (Ruggles et al. 2015), Figure A.27 plots the
share of children attending school from 1850-1940 for 2-to-3 year age cells: 5-6, 7-9,
10-11, 12-13, 14-15, and 16-17. Attendance rates decline for all groups after the Civil
War, and rise as one moves into the 20th century.2 Overall, relatively few children
aged 5-6 attend school and I thus exclude them from the analysis. The 16-17 year
olds have a slightly flatter pattern than the other ages during the 19th century but
display a steeper increase in the first-half of the 20th century, corresponding with
the high school movement (Goldin and Katz 2008). This distinct trend warrants a
separate grouping for 16-17 year olds. The remaining age categories tend to be more
1I base this range on two considerations. The lower bound draws on instructions to enumerators
to record schooling for those aged 5-21 in the 1910 census, even though they were also to report
schooling if an individual attended school but fell outside this age range (IPUMS-USA 2017). The
upper bound follows Goldin and Katz (2008) who study the high school movement using an age
range of 14-17.
2The spike from 1900 to 1910 may be due to a different way of measuring school attendance in
1900. In 1900, rather than a binary yes or no, those of school-going age with a positive number
of months in school were coded as having attended school. However, survey respondents may
not have known how many months of school a child attended even if the child did attend school
(United States Bureau of the Census 1935). Margo (1990) estimates that while this led to an
underenumeration of schooling for southern blacks, the magnitude was not economically significant.
Replicating Margo’s (1990) procedure for both blacks and whites aged 5-20 across the US, I find that
the underenumeration for whites is about 4.18 times that of blacks among 10-14 year olds (based on
the 1900 1 and 5 percent IPUMS samples).
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similar in levels and trends.
Figure A.27.
Proportion of Children Attending School, by Age and Year
Notes: Data are taken from the 1850-1940 1 percent IPUMS samples, excluding 1890. The population of interest is
restricted to native-born white children currently residing in one of the 32 states defined in the text. All proportions
are adjusted using sample weights.
To determine if further divisions among the 7-15 year olds are necessary, I use
a second criterion: the evolution of the relationship between family size and school
attendance. I run a simple regression of school attendance on family size, and plot
the OLS estimates from 1850-1940 in Figure A.28. The solid circle markers and
confidence intervals refer to the OLS coefficients controlling only for the child and
mother’s age, while the open circle markers and dashed intervals incorporate the full
set of controls used in the main text. Consider the three middle groups: 7-9, 10-11
and 12-13. The basic OLS coefficients are negative in the 19th century and fade away
over time. The estimates with full controls, on the other hand, are positive initially
but also diminish in magnitude with time. This similar pattern makes it reasonable
to focus on 7-13 year olds as one category. The 14-15 year olds display a pattern
that tends to resemble that of the 16-17 year olds, where the point estimates become
negative in the 20th century. I thus consider 14-15 year olds as a separate group.
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The third criterion pertains to the rise of compulsory schooling and child labor
laws. Insofar as such statutes constrained the ability of parents to adjust their in-
vestment in a child’s schooling, the age at which the laws were binding may provide
useful guidance on reasonable age groupings. Using a dataset of schooling and child
labor laws from 1880-1930 compiled by Clay, Lingwall, and Stephens (2016), I find
that among states with such legislations, the majority set 14 or 16 years of age as the
minimum age a child could leave school and work.3 Thus, dividing children along the
14 or 16-years threshold fits naturally with the school and child labor policies of the
time.
3I thank Karen Clay and Jeff Lingwall for generously sharing their data with me.
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Figure A.28.
OLS Relationship Between Family Size and School Attendance Over Time,
by Age Group
A. 5-6 Year Olds B. 7-9 Year Olds
C. 10-11 Year Olds D. 12-13 Year Olds
E. 14-15 Year Olds F. 16-17 Year Olds
Notes: Data are taken from the 1850-1940 1 percent IPUMS samples, excluding 1890. The outcome variable is school attendance and the
main explanatory variable is family size x 10. The population of interest is restricted to native-born white children currently residing
in one of the 32 states defined in the text, who come from male-headed households, who do not come from households with three or
more children of the same age or households with multiple twin births, and who are not themselves twins. Solid circle markers refer
to the OLS estimates controlling only for the age of the child and mother. Open circle markers refer to the OLS estimates controlling
for age, gender, birth order, urban residence, share of girls in the household, characteristics of the father (age, literacy and occupation
score), characteristics of the mother (age and literacy), and a full vector of county dummies. 95 percent confidence intervals are shown,
based on standard errors clustered at the household level. Sample weights are used.
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A.8 Data Limitations
As alluded to in the main text, the use of historical census data introduces errors in
the identification of twins and the measurement of family size. I address both issues
in turn, and argue that my main estimates are unlikely to be severely biased toward
finding an adverse effect of larger families.
A.8.1 Accuracy in Identifying Twins
The baseline analysis classified persons who had the same parents and who were of
the same age in years as twins. This is necessarily less accurate than if one had either
quarter or month of birth to complement age.4 Such information is not available
in any of the full counts data. However, the 1900 IPUMS samples, which were not
part of the main analysis because of their smaller sizes, record the birth month for
all individuals.5 This allows me to compare the family size estimates using a “fake”
twins instrument based on age alone, and the “true” twins instrument based on
both age and birth month. My results indicate that while there is substantial error
in identifying twins, the direction of bias may potentially work against finding an
adverse effect of family size.
Given the small size of the 1900 IPUMS samples relative to the full counts, I make
three adjustments in order to increase statistical power for my analysis.6 First, I pool
together both the 1 percent and 5 percent 1900 IPUMS samples to form a 6 percent
sample. Second, I collapse the 14-15 and 16-17 age groups into a common category.
Third, instead of running the analysis by separate parities, I focus on the first-born
4Angrist and Evans (1998), using the 1980 IPUMS sample, define multiple births as siblings with
the same age and quarter of birth. They find that if age alone had been used instead, the twin rate
would have increased by 35 percent.
5The 1900 full counts have not yet been released at the time of writing.
6Had the 1900 complete counts been available, one could simply implement a pure analysis by
parity and compare the results when the “fake” and “true” twins instruments are used.
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child in all households together, and impose the following assumption: a twin birth at
the second, third or fourth parity has the same impact on the likelihood of attending
school.7 This essentially combines three different instruments into one.
The pooled 1900 sample reveals that by using age alone, the number of persons
classified as twins is almost twice what it would have been if age and birth month
had been used together. 1.97 percent of 7-13 year olds and 1.85 percent of 14-17 year
olds are identified as twins using age. This falls to 1.13 and 1.11 percent respectively
when both age and birth month are used.8 The sources of such errors may be a
combination of enumeration or transcription mistakes and age heaping.
To what extent will this misclassification bias my results? I make three points
here. First, had it been classical measurement error, the usual attenuation bias would
have caused my estimates to be less negative than they otherwise would have been.
Second, because the twins instrument is binary, measurement error is by definition
non-classical, which may offset the attenuation bias.9 Third, characterizing the bias
becomes even more complicated if the likelihood of misclassification varies systemati-
cally with individual or household characteristics that are correlated with both family
size and school attendance. To illustrate this possibility, I restrict the 1900 sample
to individuals identified as twins using age alone. I then regress misclassification
status – a dummy variable that equals 1 if a twin is wrongly classified – on the full
vector of controls used in the main text as well as family size. Table A.16 presents
the coefficients from this linear probability model. The likelihood of misclassification
7Tables A.19-A.21 in Appendix A.9 reveal that although the 2SLS family size effects are not the
same across parities, the estimates are often of similar orders of magnitude, which provides some
justification for the structural assumption.
8The computations refer to a sample of native-born white children currently residing in one of
the 32 states defined in the text, whose mothers are present in the household and recorded as the
second person, who come from male-headed households with at least two children, and who do not
come from households with three or more children of the same age or households with multiple twin
births. Sample weights are used in the computations.
9Those who are “fake” twins can only be wrongly classified as “true” twins, introducing a negative
correlation between the true value of the instrument and the measurement error.
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indeed varies with certain individual and family traits. For example, children with
younger mothers or who come from larger households are more likely to be incorrectly
identified as twins. Insofar as these observable factors are controlled for in the final
regression, biases can be addressed. The concern, however, is whether unobservable
factors are also important, given that only around 50 to 65 percent of the variation
in misclassification can be explained by the observable characteristics.
Table A.17 suggests that my estimates based on the “fake” twins instrument might
understate the true impact of family size. Four aspects of the comparison using the
“fake” and “true” twins instruments are worth noting. First, in either case, the
direction of the family size effects are fairly consistent with the baseline analysis –
the OLS results are positive for those aged 7-13 and negative for the older 14-17
year olds, but the 2SLS point estimates are all negative. Second, comparing columns
(1) and (2), the OLS effects are almost the same regardless of whether twins are
identified by age alone or age and birth month.10 Third, the 2SLS coefficients are
always statistically insignificant, which is not surprising given the relatively small
samples. In fact, the 2SLS point estimates for the older children are comparable to
the full counts analysis for the 20th century – what has changed dramatically are the
standard errors. Fourth, comparing columns (3) and (4), the 2SLS results based on
the “true” twins instrument tend to be larger in magnitude than those based on the
“fake” counterpart. This may suggest that the baseline results serve as lower bounds
for the true impact of family size.11
10For the OLS, the sample sizes differ depending on whether twins are identified by age or age
and birth month, because twins themselves are excluded from all estimations, as mentioned in the
main text.
11Readers may wonder if the results presented here are influenced by the way schooling was
measured in 1900, which differed from other years as mentioned in an earlier footnote. I argue that
the similarity of the OLS results in Table A.17 to the 20th century baseline analysis suggests that
any bias introduced may not have been severe.
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Table A.16.
Predictors of Twins Misclassification, Linear Probability Model, 1900
(1) (2)
7-13 Year Olds 14-17 Year Olds
Individual characterstics
Age 0.010 0.036**
(0.006) (0.018)
Female -0.013 0.009
(0.012) (0.014)
Household characteristics
Share of girls 0.112** 0.018
(0.048) (0.073)
Urban residence 0.164*** 0.100*
(0.035) (0.057)
Family size x 10 0.245*** 0.379***
(0.069) (0.101)
Father’s characteristics
Age -0.003 0.004
(0.002) (0.003)
Literate 0.056 0.045
(0.044) (0.081)
Occupation score -0.002 -0.001
(0.001) (0.002)
Mother’s characteristics
Age -0.011*** -0.012***
(0.002) (0.003)
Literate -0.084** -0.130**
(0.040) (0.061)
Birth order dummies Y Y
County dummies Y Y
N 8,054 3,512
R2 0.507 0.645
Notes: Data are taken from the 1 percent and 5 percent 1900 IPUMS samples. The outcome variable
is a dummy for misclassified twins and the explanatory variables are: age, gender, share of girls in the
household, urban residence, family size x 10, characteristics of the father (age, literacy and occupation
score), characteristics of the mother (age and literacy), birth order, and a full vector of county dummies.
The population is restricted to native-born white children currently residing in one of the 32 states
defined in the text, whose mothers are present in the household and recorded as the second person, who
come from male-headed households with at least two children, who do not come from households with
three or more children of the same age or households with multiple twin births, and who are themselves
classified as twins based on the age criterion. Sample weights are used for all estimates. Standard errors
clustered at the household level are in parenthesis. *** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
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Table A.17.
Impact of Family Size on First-Born’s School Attendance,
Fake vs. True Twins, 1900
OLS 2SLS
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Fake Twins True Twins Fake Twins True Twins
7-13 Year Olds
Family size x 10 0.056*** 0.056*** -0.007 -0.062
(0.012) (0.012) (0.088) (0.123)
N 102,404 103,173 102,404 103,173
Kleibergen-Paap F-statistic 1,564 818
14-17 Year Olds
Family size x 10 -0.216*** -0.217*** -0.175 -0.274
(0.014) (0.014) (0.116) (0.176)
N 60,159 60,554 60,159 60,554
Kleibergen-Paap F-statistic 537 248
Notes: Data are taken from the 1 percent and 5 percent 1900 IPUMS samples. The outcome variable is school
attendance and the main explanatory variable is family size x 10. The controls used are: age, gender, urban
residence, share of girls in the household, characteristics of the father (age, literacy and occupation score),
characteristics of the mother (age and literacy), and a full vector of county dummies. A modified version of
analysis by parity is used, where the twins instrument is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the second, third, or
fourth birth is a twin birth. The population is restricted to first-born native white children currently residing
in one of the 32 states defined in the text, whose mothers are present in the household and recorded as the
second person, who come from male-headed households with at least two children, who do not come from
households with three or more children of the same age or households with multiple twin births, and who are
not themselves twins. Sample weights are used for all estimates. Standard errors clustered at the household
level are in parenthesis. *** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10% significance levels.
A.8.2 Accuracy in the Measurement of Family Size
A further limitation with historical census data is that one cannot observe the true
family size since the census only records persons residing in a household at the time
of the survey. This misses out on children who have already left home and those
who have yet to be born, thus understating the total number of children. The extent
of these problems likely depends on the age of the mother. Older mothers may
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have seen more of their children leave home but they are also more likely to have
completed their fertility cycle. I evaluate the resulting bias in two ways. First, I
limit my sample to households where none of the children have left home. Second,
I restrict the population to children with mothers who are already past childbearing
age to minimize errors due to incomplete fertility cycles. The estimates from both
subsamples are compared with the full data, and suggest that the baseline results are
unlikely to be severely biased.
To address the problem of children leaving home, I focus on the 1910 complete
counts. In the 1910 census, enumerators asked ever-married females aged 12 and
above for the number of children they ever had who were still alive on census day.12 I
restrict the sample to households where the number of surviving children of a mother
matches the actual number of her own children in the household.13 I then implement
the 2SLS analysis by parity for this subset of the population (“no leavers”) and
compare the results to the full sample. Figure A.29 presents this comparison for
the 7-13 and 14-17 year olds separately. Across age groups and parities, the 2SLS
point estimates are reasonably similar between the restricted and full populations.
The main analysis is thus unlikely to be biased by mis-measurements of family size
introduced by children who have already left home.
To handle the issue of incomplete fertility of mothers, I make use of the observation
that the likelihood of completed fertility increases with a woman’s age. Thus, one
exercise that can be conducted is to restrict the population to children with mothers
who are past childbearing age and compare the 2SLS estimates by parity to the
full data. Specifically, I use 40 years of age as the cutoff.14 Table A.18 compares the
12This includes children born to different fathers, and is thus not entirely congruent with the
baseline analysis where the anchor used in computing family size is the household head. Note that
a similar variable is also available in the much smaller 1900 samples.
13In practice, this is implemented for mothers who have at most nine children residing with them
as the highest category for the variable recording the number of own children in the family is “9+”.
14I use 40 years of age as the cutoff for the following reason. The 1900 and 1910 censuses record
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Figure A.29.
2SLS Impact of Family Size on School Attendance,
Full Sample vs. Sample with All Children Present, 1910
A. 7-13 Year Olds B. 14-17 Year Olds
Notes: Data are taken from the 1910 census full counts. The outcome variable is school attendance and the main
explanatory variable is family size x 10. The controls used are: age, gender, birth order, urban residence, share of
girls in the household, characteristics of the father (age, literacy and occupation score), characteristics of the mother
(age and literacy), and a full vector of county dummies. Each regression is implemented at a specific birth parity
as indicated on the x-axis, and the 2SLS coefficient on family size is displayed. The full sample is restricted to
native-born white children currently residing in one of the 32 states defined in the text, whose mothers are present
in the household and recorded as the second person, who come from male-headed households, who do not come from
households with three or more children of the same age or households with multiple twin births, and who are not
themselves twins. “No Leavers” refers to the subset of individuals from households where none of the children have
left home. 7-13 year olds: the parity sample sizes range from 1,730,051 to 2,761,304 for the full sample, and from
1,152,892 to 2,133,587 for the sample of individuals from households where none of the children have left home. 14-17
year olds: the parity sample sizes range from 1,056,061 to 1,778,593 for the full sample, and from 578,797 to 1,056,439
for the corresponding restricted subset. Solid square markers refer to the 2SLS estimates using the full sample. Open
square markers refer to the corresponding 2SLS estimates for the sample of individuals from households where none
of the children have left home. 95 percent confidence intervals are shown, based on standard errors clustered at the
household level.
2SLS estimates between the restricted and full samples by year, age group and parity,
illustrating that the baseline results are generally robust to the mis-measurement of
family size due to incomplete fertility. The point estimates are reasonably similar and
are typically in the same direction.
Taken as a whole, my checks suggest that the estimates in the main text are
unlikely to be severely biased toward finding an adverse family size effect due to
the number of children ever born to ever-married women aged 12 and above. I consider the spouses
of white male household heads and implement a local linear regression of the number of children
ever born to mothers on their age. I find that the fertility of married women begins to plateau some
time after age 40.
257
errors in identifying twins or in measuring family size.
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A.9 Supplementary Tables
This appendix consists of three tables that provide the complete set of OLS and 2SLS
results relevant to Section 2.4 for each census year, parity sample, and age group.
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A.10 1920-1940 Linked Sample
This appendix details the construction and representativeness of the 1920-1940 linked
sample used in the second part of Chapter 2. The general strategy for matching
modifies the machine learning approach first introduced by Feigenbaum (2015, 2016,
2017).
For each of the 32 states listed in the text, I create a 1920 base year file for
native-born white sons aged 14-17. To accommodate differences in birthplace coding
between the 1920 and 1940 data, as well as to improve matching accuracy, I adjust the
birthplace codes as follows: (i) individuals born in the Indian, Dakota and Wyoming
Territories are dropped, while (ii) those born in the Idaho, New Mexico and Utah
Territories are recoded to Idaho, New Mexico and Utah respectively.
For all states in contiguous US plus the District of Columbia, I also create a
1940 end year file for native-born white males aged 32-39, implementing the same
birthplace adjustments as above.
With the base and end year datasets, I then carry out the matching procedure in
three steps. First, I search for the set of all potential matches going from the 1920
base file to the 1940 end file. The criteria used to identify potential matches are:
having the same state of birth, an age difference not exceeding two years, and first
and last name Jaro-Winkler string distances of at least 0.8 separately. Second, I draw
a random sample of 1,000 individuals in 1920 from the set of potential matches. This
serves as the training sample and is matched manually. The features of the matches
in the training sample are then captured using a probit model, from which a predicted
score can then be computed for all potential matches. The training sample is also
used to estimate meta-parameters that balance the tradeoff between the efficiency
and accuracy of the matching procedure. Third, a potential match is declared to be
true if: (i) the link has the highest score among all potential matches for a particular
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individual in 1920, (ii) the score is sufficiently high in absolute terms, and (iii) the
score is sufficiently high relative to the second highest score, where (ii) and (iii) are
determined by the meta-parameters. The overall match rate is 35.4 percent.
Given the limited number of variables available to match individuals, historical
linked samples are usually not perfectly representative of the population from which
they are derived. Bailey et al. (2017) show this empirically using ground truth
samples. I thus re-weight my linked sample to reflect the original state proportions
in the full counts. To evaluate how different the linked sample is from the underlying
population, I run a logit regression of whether an individual is matched on dummy
variables for several characteristics: school attendance, a family size above 3, urban
residence, fathers aged 50 and over, literate fathers, fathers being farmers, mothers
aged 50 and over, and literate mothers. Also included is a vector of state dummies,
with West Virginia being the omitted category. Table A.22 presents the odds ratios
based on the logit regression. Given the large data size, the coefficients of the logit
regression are usually statistically significant at the 5 percent level or lower. Column
(1) shows the ratios based on an unweighted regression while column (2) is from a
regression with state-based weights.
As alluded to above, the matched individuals differ systematically from those
who are not matched. Persons from larger families and more populous states are
generally less likely to be linked. This is not surprising. Within a family, the last
name is already common, which reduces the effective number of variables one can
use to uniquely match people. Furthermore, similarity of first names within families
makes it even more difficult to identify links. With regard to the state dummies,
places with larger populations have more individuals bearing the same name, thus
lowering the overall match probability. For instance, as can be observed for New York,
one of the most populous states, the odds ratio is particularly low without weights.
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Table A.22.
Match Predictors, Odds Ratios
(1) (2)
Unweighted With Weights
School attendance 1.08 1.08
Family size greater than 3 0.85 0.85
Urban household 0.95 0.95
Father aged 50 and over 1.00 1.00
Father is literate 1.10 1.10
Father is a farmer 1.05 1.05
Mother aged 50 and over 1.03 1.03
Mother is literate 1.15 1.15
Alabama 0.82 0.93
Arkansas 0.93 0.96
Delaware 1.31 1.10
Florida 0.97 0.98
Georgia 0.80 0.92
Kentucky 0.89 0.96
Louisiana 1.03 1.04
Maryland 1.16 1.07
Mississippi 0.91 0.95
Missouri 1.07 1.01
North Carolina 0.82 0.94
South Carolina 0.84 0.94
Tennessee 0.85 0.94
Texas 0.86 0.94
Virginia 0.92 0.97
Connecticut 1.18 1.09
Illinois 0.93 0.97
Indiana 1.13 1.03
Iowa 1.22 1.06
Maine 1.47 1.17
Massachusetts 0.91 1.01
Michigan 1.17 1.05
New Hampshire 1.44 1.17
New Jersey 0.91 0.99
New York 0.73 0.92
Ohio 1.04 1.01
Pennsylvania 0.72 0.91
Rhode Island 1.35 1.20
Vermont 1.60 1.20
Wisconsin 1.19 1.06
Minnesota 1.21 1.07
N 2,190,692 2,190,692
Notes: Data are taken from the 1920 and 1940 census full counts. Each
column displays the odds ratios from a logit regression of an indicator for
match on a vector of predictors. As with the baseline analysis, only those
whose mothers are present in the household and recorded as the second person
are in the sample. The weights used in column (2) are state-based.
Delaware, Rhode Island and Vermont have relatively smaller populations and thus
higher likelihoods of match success. Notice also that while the state-based weights
bring the odds ratios closer to 1 for the state indicators, they tend to leave the ratios
for the individual and household characteristics relatively unchanged.
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A.11 Relationship Between the Secular Trends in Family Size and Edu-
cation
This appendix considers how much of the increase in education over the demographic
transition can be explained by the secular decrease in family size. A simple back-of-
the-envelope calculation may shed some light on this issue, using the family size effects
derived from the preceding analysis. Such an exercise, however, needs to assume that
other economic and demographic variables remained constant over the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. This is necessarily an abstraction of reality given the various
changes occurring during this time, such as the rise in incomes, expansion of schools,
and the increase in birth spacing to name a few. The interactions between these
trends and the elasticity of education with respect to family size are not accounted
for here. Thus, the figures calculated in this appendix are likely to overstate the
contribution of family size to the rise in education and should be viewed as upper
bounds.
Even if one assumes that all other economic variables stayed the same, the fall
in family size explains less than 10 percent of the increase in school attendance from
1880 to 1940. I obtain this estimate by combining my earlier results with the 1 percent
IPUMS samples for 1880 and 1940, focusing on native-born white children aged 7-17.
For both years, I compute the average family size and the share of these children
attending school. Family size is 4.70 for 7-17 year olds in 1880 and 3.71 for the same
age group in 1940, a decline of 0.993 persons. The share attending school is 0.666 and
0.899 for 1880 and 1940 respectively, an increase by 23.3 percentage points. While
the first half of Chapter 2 presented a range of estimates for the impact of family
size on school attendance, I use a figure of 2 percentage points for simplicity. This
is within the range of my results. The decline in family size thus raises the share of
children attending school by 0.993 x 2 = 1.99 percentage points, or slightly less than
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10 percent of the overall increase in school attendance.
The contribution of family size to the rise in high school completion is smaller
at around 4 percent. The calculation here differs slightly from the case with school
attendance as one needs to track the same cohort over time. I begin by computing
the average family size for two cohorts of native-born white children aged 0-5 in
1880 and 1940, again using the IPUMS 1 percent samples. I obtain average family
sizes of 3.79 and 3.02 for the two years respectively, a difference of 0.769. I then
follow the earlier cohort to 1940, which was the first year the census recorded years
of schooling. By this time, the earlier cohort would be 60-65 years of age. The share
of individuals who have completed high school can then be computed. I do the same
with the later cohort, but track them to the 1970 1 percent IPUMS sample, by which
time they would be 30-35 years old. This should allow sufficient time for high school
completion. The share finishing high school increases from 0.198 for the earlier wave
to 0.727 in the later generation, a difference of 52.9 percentage points. Taking the
effect of an additional child on high school completion to be 2.74 percentage points
based on the top panel of Table 2.4 in the main text, family size alone would have
increased the likelihood of finishing high school by 0.769 x 2.74 = 2.11 percentage
points, which is about 4 percent of the overall rise.
My findings thus indicate that the decline in family size played a small role in the
overall increase in education attainment during the demographic transition. That
these back-of-the-envelope calculations overstate the impact of family size only serves
to further emphasize its small contribution. Much of the rise in human capital must
thus be due to alternative causes. Goldin and Katz (2008), for instance, make the case
that the stability of a community, wealth inequality and availability of manufacturing
jobs served as determinants, among others, of the high school movement. Clay et al.
(2016), on the other hand, suggest a role for compulsory schooling laws.
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A.12 Linked Sample Construction
This appendix describes the procedure used to create the 1900-1930 linked sample.
I adopt the machine learning approach introduced by Feigenbaum (2016). The raw
data come from the restricted 1900 and 1930 census full counts with names.
From the raw data, I create base and end-year files that are used to generate a
space of potential matches. The base-year file is constructed from the 1900 census,
and comprises native-born white males aged 0-19.1 The corresponding end-year file
comes from the 1930 census and is restricted to native-born white men aged 28-51.
For each unique individual in the base-year file, I search for the set of all potential
matches in the end-year file using three criteria: (i) an exact match for one’s state of
birth, (ii) a difference in the year of birth not exceeding two years, and (iii) first and
last names that, separately, have Jaro-Winkler string distances of at least 0.8.
A random training sample is drawn from the space of potential matches and is
used to tune a machine algorithm. Specifically, I draw 1,000 individuals from the 1900
base-year file who have at least one potential link in the end-year file and match them
manually. The implicit weights on the different features used in manual matching are
then explicitly estimated with a probit model. Table A.23. presents the estimated
probit coefficients.2 These estimates serve two purposes. The first is to generate a
probabilistic score for the space of all potential matches. The second is to compute a
pair of meta parameters that govern the tradeoff between the efficiency and accuracy
of the matching algorithm.3
1For simplicity, I exclude persons born in outlying territories or possessions of the US.
2Two of the match features involve the similarity of names in a potential match. I define “similar”
first names as those with Jaro-Winkler string distances of at least 0.950. Analogously, “similar” last
names are defined as having Jaro-Winkler string distances no less than 0.853. The two thresholds
used are the median string distances of first and last names in the random training sample.
3The objective function used to determine the meta parameters is the sum of the True Positive
Rate (TPR) and the Predicted Positive Value (PPV). The former is a measure of efficiency while
the latter relates to accuracy. The estimated parameters are 0.045 (the threshold for the value of the
highest probabilistic score) and 3.44 (the threshold for the ratio of the highest and second-highest
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Table A.23.
Probit Model Coefficients, Training Sample
Match
First name string distance -7.69***
(1.00)
Last name string distance -9.28***
(0.755)
Year of birth difference=1 -0.494**
(0.082)
Year of birth difference=2 -1.00***
(0.110)
1 potential match 4.35***
(0.191)
2 potential matches 1.96***
(0.120)
3-5 potential matches 1.19***
(0.092)
Same first and last name -0.063
(0.153)
First name starts with the same letter 0.404
(0.256)
First name ends with the same letter 0.015
(0.102)
Last name starts with the same letter 0.553***
(0.182)
Last name ends with the same letter 0.311***
(0.112)
Similar first and last names, -0.680***
with year of birth difference=0 or 1 (0.126)
Similar first and last names, -0.287*
with year of birth difference=2 (0.149)
N 11,408
Notes: Data are from the training sample. The table displays the coefficients
from a probit regression of an indicator for a manual match on a vector of
record features. “Similar” first names are those with a Jaro-Winkler string
distance no less than 0.950. “Similar” last names have a Jaro-Winkler string
distance greater than or equal to 0.853. Standard errors are in parenthesis.
*** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10 percent significance level.
I consider a potential match to be true if it satisfies three conditions: (i) it has the
highest score for a given individual in 1900, (ii) the score is sufficiently high in absolute
terms, and (iii) the score is sufficiently high relative to the second-highest score, if
any. Conditions (ii) and (iii) are determined by the estimated meta parameters. The
machine learning procedure generates a linked sample of 2,787,726 individuals with a
scores), which yield a TPR of 0.840 and a PPV of 0.833. These are reasonably comparable with
Feigenbaum’s (2016) TPR of 0.858 and PPV of 0.875. Note that Feigenbaum (2016) matches from
the 1915 Iowa state census to the 1940 population census, and the use of different datasets may
generate slightly different levels of match efficiency and accuracy.
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corresponding match rate of 19.8 percent.4 Of these, 18,201 have missing values for
the month of birth.
A natural question that arises is how representative the linked sample is. To be
sure, the final sample cannot be perfectly representative of the population from which
it is drawn, given the limited variables available for matching and the non-trivial
enumeration errors in the historical censuses. One way to illustrate the imperfections
of the linked sample is to compute the odds ratios based on a logit regression of
whether an individual is matched on a full vector of state dummies. These ratios are
presented in column (1) of Table A.24.5 Ideally, the ratios should equal 1 if there
are no differences in match rates by state. Practically, this cannot be – larger states
tend to have more people with similar names, thus reducing the probability that a
given person can be uniquely linked. I attempt to address this by re-weighting the
linked sample to achieve the actual state proportions in 1900. Column (2) of Table
A.24 presents the odds ratios after re-weighting the logit regression – the ratios are
generally closer to 1.6 These state-based weights are used for the analysis in the main
text.
4Perhaps the most comparable linked samples in terms of period and time interval come from
Collins and Wanamaker (2015), who link white and black men from 1910 to 1930 with match rates
of 26 and 19 percent respectively. Feigenbaum (2015), on the other hand, matches white boys from
the 1920 to 1940 census with a much higher match rate of 46.9 percent. Bailey et al. (2017) use a
similar machine learning method but with their own meta parameters to link the 1850, 1860, 1870,
and 1900 IPUMS samples to the 1880 full counts – they obtain a lower success rate of 16 percent.
My match rate falls within the range of these studies.
5Given the size of the full counts, most coefficients from the logit regression are statistically
significant at least at the 5 percent level. The exceptions are the District of Columbia, Florida,
North Dakota, and Oklahoma. More meaningful than the statistical significance, therefore, is the
extent to which the resulting odds ratios deviate from 1.
6More state dummies in the underlying logit regression are not statistically significant at the 5
percent level or lower when weights are used. The states are: Arizona, District of Columbia, Florida,
Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missis-
sippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Virginia,
West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
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Table A.24.
State Predictors of Match, Odds Ratios
(1) (2)
Unweighted Weighted
Alabama 0.797 0.956
Arizona 0.844 0.966
Arkansas 0.811 0.959
California 1.196 1.043
Colorado 1.238 1.052
Connecticut 1.182 1.040
Delaware 1.296 1.065
District of Columbia 1.011 1.002
Florida 0.977 0.995
Georgia 0.777 0.951
Idaho 1.189 1.041
Illinois 0.816 0.960
Indiana 1.107 1.023
Iowa 1.058 1.013
Kansas 1.074 1.016
Kentucky 0.795 0.955
Louisiana 0.959 0.991
Miane 1.450 1.098
Maryland 1.048 1.010
Massachusetts 0.920 0.983
Michigan 1.068 1.015
Minnesota 0.919 0.982
Mississippi 0.869 0.971
Missouri 0.882 0.974
Montana 1.243 1.053
Nebraska 1.098 1.021
Nevada 1.508 1.111
New Hampshire 1.521 1.114
New Jersey 0.912 0.981
New Mexico 0.640 0.921
New York 0.666 0.927
North Carolina 0.771 0.950
North Dakota 1.031 1.007
Ohio 0.948 0.989
Oklahoma 0.969 0.993
Oregon 1.299 1.065
Pennsylvania 0.675 0.929
Rhode Island 1.281 1.061
South Carolina 0.870 0.972
South Dakota 1.181 1.040
Tennessee 0.731 0.941
Texas 0.746 0.945
Utah 1.187 1.041
Vermont 1.604 1.132
Virginia 0.842 0.965
Washington 0.514 0.894
West Virginia 0.954 0.990
Wisconsin 0.931 0.985
N 14,093,245 14,093,245
Notes: Each column displays the odds ratios based on the
coefficients from a logit regression of an indicator for match
on a vector of state dummies, where Wyoming is the reference
state. State-based weights are used in column (2).
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Figure A.30.
Match Rates by Cohort, 1900-1930 Linked Sample
A. Older Cohorts
B. Younger Cohorts
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample and the 1930 complete counts. Each dot represents the match
rate for a given cohort. The population is restricted to native-born white males residing in the contiguous US. Birth
cohorts are defined by year and month of birth. The vertical lines demarcate the three registrations of the WWI
draft. Specifically, RDO indicates the upper age limit of the first registration, and RDY marks the transition from
Phase A to Phase B of the second registration. The dashed line to the left of RDY denotes the change from the first
registration to Phase A of the second registration, while the line on the right of RDY represents the shift from Phase
B of the second registration to the third registration.
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Figure A.31.
Seasonal Effects in Ln(Occscore) Are Present Even Without Linking
Notes: Data are from the 1900 5 percent IPUMS sample. Each dot represents the coefficient (multiplied by 100) from
a regression of ln(occscore) on a vector of 11 birth month dummies (omitting January), controlling for the year of
birth. The population is restricted to native-born white males aged 20-50 residing in the contiguous US. The sample
size is 563,706. 95 percent confidence intervals are shown.
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Table A.25.
Mean and Standard Deviation of Outcomes, 1900-1930 Linked Sample
WWI Rank Different
Veteran Employed (occscore) Ln(occscore) occupations
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Older cohorts, ±6 months
Mean 0.104 0.913 0.509 3.14 0.711
Standard deviation [0.305] [0.282] [0.289] [0.473] [0.453]
N 608,483 608,483 509,848 465,052 342,748
Panel B: Older cohorts, ±3 months
Mean 0.103 0.911 0.509 3.14 0.716
Standard deviation [0.304] [0.285] [0.288] [0.472] [0.451]
N 300,449 300,449 251,811 229,279 167,891
Panel C: Younger cohorts, ±6 months
Mean 0.357 0.916 0.508 3.14 0.789
Standard deviation [0.479] [0.278] [0.290] [0.469] [0.408]
N 824,491 824,491 686,690 629,113 528,370
Panel D: Younger cohorts, ±3 months
Mean 0.359 0.915 0.509 3.15 0.792
Standard deviation [0.480] [0.279] [0.289] [0.468] [0.406]
N 403,035 403,035 335,233 306,711 256,727
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample. The population is restricted to native-born white males
residing in the contiguous US. Column (3) further excludes individuals whose occupations have not yet been
classified by IPUMS. Column (4) adds the requirement that the person be employed with a positive occupation
score. Column (5) also requires that the father be present in the household in 1900 and that both son and father
have occupations (in 1930 and 1900 respectively) that have been classified by IPUMS. State-based weights are
used.
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Table A.26.
Seasonal Effect of Being Born Just After RDj
First stage Reduced form
WWI Rank Different
Veteran Employed (occscore) Ln(occscore) occupations
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Older cohorts (j = O), ±6 months
γ 0.015*** 0.005*** 0.013*** 0.025*** 0.006*
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004)
N 608,483 608,483 509,848 465,052 342,748
Panel B: Older cohorts (j = O), ±3 months
γ 0.015*** 0.004* 0.008*** 0.015*** -0.006
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.006)
N 300,449 300,449 251,811 229,279 167,891
Panel C: Younger cohorts (j = Y ), ±6 months
γ -0.018*** 0.004** 0.010*** 0.014*** -0.003
(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
N 824,491 824,491 686,690 629,113 528,370
Panel D: Younger cohorts (j = Y ), ±3 months
γ -0.014*** 0.002 0.004 0.006 -0.014***
(0.004) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
N 403,035 403,035 335,233 306,711 256,727
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample. Each column presents the coefficients from a
difference-in-discontinuities specification where the outcome variables are specified in the column headers.
“Different occupation” is an indicator for sons who hold occupations in 1930 that are different from their
fathers’ occupations in 1900. γ represents the average seasonal trends in the outcome of interest based on
the “before” and “after” windows. The population is restricted to native-born white males residing in the
contiguous US. Column (3) further excludes individuals whose occupations have not yet been classified
by IPUMS. Column (4) adds the requirement that the person be employed with a positive occupation
score. Column (5) also requires that the father be present in the household in 1900 and that both son and
father have occupations (in 1930 and 1900 respectively) that have been classified by IPUMS. State-based
weights are used. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10 percent
significance level.
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Table A.27.
Impact of Being Born Just After RDj , Controlling for State of Birth
First stage Reduced form
WWI Rank Different
Veteran Employed (occscore) Ln(occscore) occupations
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Older cohorts (j = O), ±6 months
β 0.059*** 0.003 0.001 0.008 0.000
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.007) (0.008)
N 608,483 608,483 509,848 465,052 342,748
Panel B: Older cohorts (j = O), ±3 months
β 0.051*** 0.002 0.007 0.017 -0.002
(0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.011) (0.012)
N 300,449 300,449 251,811 229,279 167,891
Panel C: Younger cohorts (j = Y ), ±6 months
β -0.105*** -0.003 -0.003 -0.004 0.002
(0.006) (0.003) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006)
N 824,491 824,491 686,690 629,113 528,370
Panel D: Younger cohorts (j = Y ), ±3 months
β -0.106*** -0.004 0.004 0.006 0.010
(0.009) (0.005) (0.006) (0.009) (0.009)
N 403,035 403,035 335,233 306,711 256,727
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample. Each column presents the coefficients from a
difference-in-discontinuities specification, controlling for state of birth fixed effects, where the outcome
variables are specified in the column headers. “Different occupation” is an indicator for sons who hold
occupations in 1930 that are different from their fathers’ occupations in 1900. β is the effect of being
born just after the threshold RDO (for Panels A and B) or RDY (for Panels C and D). The population
is restricted to native-born white males residing in the contiguous US. Column (3) further excludes in-
dividuals whose occupations have not yet been classified by IPUMS. Column (4) adds the requirement
that the person be employed with a positive occupation score. Column (5) also requires that the father
be present in the household in 1900 and that both son and father have occupations (in 1930 and 1900
respectively) that have been classified by IPUMS. State-based weights are used. Robust standard errors
are in parenthesis. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10 percent significance level.
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Table A.28.
Impact of Being Born Just After RDj ,
Controlling for Pretreatment Household Characteristics
First stage Reduced form
WWI Rank Different
Veteran Employed (occscore) Ln(occscore) occupations
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Older cohorts (j = O), ±6 months
β 0.061*** 0.001 0.003 0.012 0.001
(0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.008) (0.008)
N 608,483 608,483 509,848 465,052 342,748
Panel B: Older cohorts (j = O), ±3 months
β 0.056*** 0.001 0.006 0.018 -0.001
(0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.012) (0.012)
N 300,449 300,449 251,811 229,279 167,891
Panel C: Younger cohorts (j = Y ), ±6 months
β -0.103*** -0.005 -0.003 -0.003 0.000
(0.006) (0.004) (0.004) (0.007) (0.006)
N 824,491 824,491 686,690 629,113 528,370
Panel D: Younger cohorts (j = Y ), ±3 months
β -0.098*** -0.009 0.007 0.014 0.010
(0.010) (0.006) (0.006) (0.010) (0.009)
N 403,035 403,035 335,233 306,711 256,727
Notes: Data are from the 1900-1930 linked sample. Each column presents the coefficients from a
difference-in-discontinuities specification where the outcome variables are specified in the column headers.
The controls include an indicator for urban residence, the number of siblings, the age of a person’s father,
and the logarithm of the father’s occupation score, all measured in 1900. “Different occupation” is an
indicator for sons who hold occupations in 1930 that are different from their fathers’ occupations in 1900.
β is the effect of being born just after the threshold RDO (for Panels A and B) or RDY (for Panels C and
D). The population is restricted to native-born white males residing in the contiguous US. Column (3)
further excludes individuals whose occupations have not yet been classified by IPUMS. Column (4) adds
the requirement that the person be employed with a positive occupation score. Column (5) also requires
that the father be present in the household in 1900 and that both son and father have occupations (in
1930 and 1900 respectively) that have been classified by IPUMS. State-based weights are used. Robust
standard errors are in parenthesis. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10 percent significance level.
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Table A.30.
Impact of Being Born Just After RDY , 1960,
Controlling for State of Birth
First stage Reduced form
WWI Rank Rank
Veteran Employed (occscore) (income) Ln(occscore) Ln(income)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
γ -0.010 0.013 0.006 0.009* 0.008 0.009
(0.009) (0.008) (0.005) (0.005) (0.009) (0.018)
β -0.077*** -0.013 -0.001 -0.009 -0.024 -0.046
(0.019) (0.017) (0.011) (0.011) (0.018) (0.037)
N 92,146 92,146 92,146 92,146 68,435 68,393
Notes: Data are from the 1960 5 percent IPUMS sample. Each column presents the coefficients from a difference-
in-discontinuities specification, controlling for state of birth fixed effects, where the outcome variables are specified
in the column headers. γ represents the average seasonal trends in the outcome of interest based on the “before”
and “after” windows, while β is the effect of being born just after the threshold RDY . The population is restricted
to native-born white males residing in the contiguous US and who are not veterans of WWII or the Korean War. In
column (5), the sample is further limited to those who are employed with a positive occupation score. Column (6)
requires that individuals are employed with a positive amount of total income. Sample weights are used. Robust
standard errors are in parenthesis. *** 1 percent, ** 5 percent, and * 10 percent significance level.
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